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My name is Mark Sircus Ac., OMD and I am the director of the International
Medical Veritas Association (IMVA). I was trained in acupuncture and oriental
medicine at the Institute of Traditional Medicine in Santa Fe, N.M., and in the School
of Traditional Medicine of New England in Boston. I served at the Central Public
Hospital of Pochutla, in Mexico, and was awarded the honorary title of doctor of
oriental medicine for my work there in the early eighties and I was one of the first
nationally certified acupuncturists in the United States. That was in the early part of
my life. For many years I lived the life of a recluse exploring inner ground and wrote
poetry, music, and then dived into intense writings on a wide variety of subjects in
the area of psychology and spirituality.
When my third child was born in 2003 I started researching vaccines and was
inspired in a very short period of time to write and publish Cry of the Heart, which
is about childhood vaccination. The Terror of Pediatric Medicine came three years
later, which I launched as a cruise missile against the western medical establishment.
It’s available as a free ebook download from the IMVA site. As you will see from the
first page it is Robert F. Kennedy Jr. who is spearheading a confrontation with the
worst elements of the medical industrial complex. A colossal mistake has been made
and it threatens the very fabric of western medicine, whose integrity is smashed,
intelligence questioned.
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his book confronts the cancer industry’s basic philosophy and practice by
presenting comprehensive answers and a new paradigm for cancer treatment all of
which is supported by empirical medical science.
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Contemporary oncology is incapable of giving us the answers and the necessary
therapy for cancer patients. Thus it is our moral and ethical obligation to try to find
the best solutions for the gravest and most painful disease of our time without them.
This book is going to come as a shock to many doctors and people. Without a doubt
the ideas inside will be resisted, but in the end resistance is useless. When it comes to
sodium bicarbonate in medicine it is an open and shut case. It is already in wide use
and has been for decades!
In relation to bicarbonate, millions of people in the world either consume
bicarbonate ions in drinking water or have been treated clinically with bicarbonate in
hospitals, medical centers, or emergency units for the prevention and treatment of
clinical acidosis as well as numerous other conditions. Sodium bicarbonate helps to
save countless lives every day. It is also found in the corridors of orthodox oncology
where it is used to keep the toxic chemotherapy agents from killing people too
quickly.
Sodium bicarbonate is the time honored method to 'speed up' the return of the
body’s bicarbonate levels to normal. Bicarbonate is inorganic, very alkaline and like
other mineral type substances supports an extensive list of biological functions.
Sodium bicarbonate happens to be one of our most useful medicines because
bicarbonate physiology is fundamental to life and health. So helpful and elementary
it’s even instrumental in helping sperm swim up and enter the cervical canal.1 Like
magnesium chloride administration possibilities are versatile: intravenous, oral,
transdermal, and via catheter; it can be vaporized directly into the lungs and be used
in enemas and douches.
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This book is about the application of the least expensive, safest and perhaps
most effective cancer medicine there is. In this very first chapter enough
information is presented to convince doctors and patients alike to take or prescribe
water with dissolved sodium bicarbonate. By the time one finishes this book it is my
belief that most cancer patients will need no more convincing. No more than a thirsty
person needs convincing to swallow down water when coming out of the dry desert.
Sodium bicarbonate cancer treatment focuses on delivering natural chemotherapy
in a way that effectively kills cancer cells while dramatically reducing the brutal
side effects and costs experienced with standard chemotherapy treatments. The
costs, which are a factor for the majority of people of this particular treatment, are
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basically zilch. That’s the only problem with this treatment - it is too cheap. No one is
going to make money from it so no one will promote it. Those that do will be
persecuted for it. The trouble with doing new studies on bicarbonate is that they are
expensive and no drug company is going to fund a study when they can't profit from
the treatment.
For one pound of sodium bicarbonate from one of the best sources (guaranteed
aluminum free) is $2.61 plus shipping. At the supermarket you can get it even
cheaper. For $2.61 or less one has a nothing-to-lose-everything-to-gain-cancertreatment. None of us dreamed that sodium bicarbonate is already part of orthodox
oncology and is included in many chemotherapy protocols to protect the patient’s
kidneys, hearts and nervous systems. Now we find out on top of everything else that
bicarbonate is also a world class anti-fungicide and could be responsible for the few
cures allopathic oncology manages to come up with.
You will also be given lots of fluids (as a drip) and a drug called mesna with your
cyclophosphamide to help prevent bladder irritation. Sodium bicarbonate will be
given to you – usually as a drip – before and during your methotrexate treatment, to
help protect your kidneys.2
This book puts oncologists in a very compromising situation. They are using
extremely dangerous poisons and bicarbonate at the same time claiming it is the
poisons that are helping when this book is more than suggesting it is the bicarbonate
that is doing the heavy work. Worse for them, there are no studies separating the
effects of bicarbonate from the toxic chemotherapy agents nor will there ever be.
Administration of some forms of chemotherapy without bicarbonate would probably
kill patients on the spot.
Most thought it was pretty strange when Dr. Tullio Simoncini showed up on our
medical radars. He is the oncologist from Rome who pointed to using bicarbonate as
a main line cancer treatment and he was persecuted for it. Yet he has stood firm and
continues to travel the world teaching doctors about the anti-cancer properties of
sodium bicarbonate.
Sodium bicarbonate is one of the oldest workhorse medicines. So solid is
bicarbonate’s position in orthodox oncology it would probably be considered
malpractice to apply most forms of chemotherapy without it. It is commonly used
prior to, during, and after application of chemotherapy.3 Some studies actually have
already shown how manipulation of tumor pH with sodium bicarbonate
enhances chemotherapy4 again pointing to the possibility that bicarbonate is the
main chemo agent saving people from their cancers.
Since the very beginning sodium bicarbonate has been used with the premier
chemotherapy agent made from mustard gas. Mechlorethamine also known as
chlormethine, mustine, nitrogen mustard and HN2 and sold under the brand name
Mustargen was the prototype anticancer chemotherapeutic drug. Use of
mechlorethamine gave birth to the field of anticancer chemotherapy. Without baking
soda orthodox oncology would never have been able to establish itself for all their
patients would probably have died.
These chemo drugs are an analogue of mustard gas and were derived from
chemical warfare research. Instructions for its use include: Dilute well with rapidly
running IVF flush solution. After infusion is complete, give brisk bolus approx. 200
cc IVF to flush veins. The basic substances used in IVF flushes are sodium
thiosulfate5 and sodium bicarbonate. Without the bicarbonate and thiosulfate
buffers patients would quickly succumb to the chemo poisons. It’s a picture right out
of hell using mustard gas instead of something vastly safer.
Sodium bicarbonate, potassium chloride,
and calcium maintain pHand electrolytes
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within normal values in intensive care units.
We are talking about serious medicine when we talk about sodium
bicarbonate. Earlier and more frequent use of sodium bicarbonate is associated with
higher early resuscitability rates and with better long-term neurological outcomes in
emergency units. Sodium bicarbonate is beneficial during CPR.6 We are also talking
about an exceptionally safe medicine when we talk about bicarbonate.
Chemotherapy drugs and corticoids reduce the bone marrow production of cells. In
addition, these drugs damage the integrity of the skin tegument, and of the respiratory
and gastrointestinal tracts, facilitating the penetration of microorganisms into the
host. Bicarbonate does none of this.
Sodium bicarbonate lessens the development of polycystic kidney
disease in rats. Chronic administration of 200 mM sodium bicarbonate
to rats inhibited cystic enlargement and prevented the subsequent
development of interstitial inflammation, chronic fibrosis, and uremia.7
On the other hand cancer treatments, including the most commonly used
chemotherapy agents as well as the newest biologic and targeted therapy drugs, can
harm a patient's heart - sometimes fatally. Cardiologists at The University of Texas
found in their review of 29 anticancer agents that there is no class of cancer drug
that is free of potential damage to the heart. It is the organ that seems to be most
sensitive to toxic effects of anticancer agents. Even the newest targeted therapies,
designed to attack only cancer cells, can cause cardiotoxicity.8
Bicarbonate ions and water are two of
the most natural compounds on Earth.
We do not have to fear bicarbonate intake. And in fact, people who live in areas
of the world with high amounts of bicarbonate in their drinking waters have a striking
decreased mortality rate and a decreased prevalence of disease. Sodium bicarbonate,
though often used as a medicine, is unlike pharmaceutical compounds. It is a natural
non-toxic substance that does not require clinical trials for an assessment of toxicity.
Spring waters contain bicarbonate ions which are coupled mainly with sodium,
potassium, calcium or magnesium ions. A deficiency of bicarbonate ions in the body
contributes to a range of diseases and medical conditions.
Sodium bicarbonate acts as a powerful, natural and safe antifungal agent,9
which when combined with iodine, would probably cover the entire spectrum of
microbial organisms. The efficacy of sodium bicarbonate against certain bacteria and
fungi10 has been documented. Its role as a disinfectant against viruses, however, is
not generally known. Sodium bicarbonate at concentrations of 5% and above was
found to be effective with 99.99% reduction viral titers on food contact surfaces
within a contact time of 1 min.11Throughout this book we will see reports of doctors
using bicarbonate to defeat fungal infections.12 But it was not until Dr. Simoncini
came along though that the concept arose that what these doctors where unknowingly
doing was cutting down the fungal fields of cancer.
Not only is it good for diaper rash it can also kick the teeth out of just about any
cancer given a chance.

This logo of the Arm & Hammer baking soda is not a joke. Sodium Bicarbonate
is just as advertised, it comes into any job you use it for just like a muscleman
wielding a hardened mallet. It’s good that it is strong! This book is telling you to take
him into your own home and use him to kick butt on your cancer.
Bicarbonate is a truly strong universal concentrated nutritional medicine that
works effectively in many clinical situations that we would not normally think of. For
instance: The treatment of Interstitial Cystitis and Painful Bladder Syndrome depends
on "rescue" instillations (or cocktails) of customized solutions that can be placed in
the bladder and immediately help reduce pain and discomfort. If the anesthetic is
alkalinized with a precise amount of sodium bicarbonate, it dramatically
improves its ability to pass through the mucous to reach and soothe the irritated
nerves and tissues beneath.13
In reality we need a more descriptive image for bicarbonate. Its pharmacological
characteristics, even though widely used, are not well understood. What does
bicarbonate really do? Well, instead of a muscleman with a mallet, an even better
image would be a strong janitor mopping up the messes and carrying the poisons
away. This strong janitor protects tissues and leaves an alkaline film or trail behind to
make sure everything stays safe. In medicine, sodium bicarbonate is the cleaning and
security man proven loyal through decades of faithful service.
Sodium bicarbonate is the last medicine
in the world one needs to be afraid of.
Understand that this is perfectly legal. Just don’t tell your doctor about it until
after your cancer is gone. Better yet, tell him you have carefully studied chemo
pharmacology and have decided that the most effective element in most protocols for
cancer is the bicarbonate. Tell him that you have been doing it at home without his
permission or authority while exercising your legal right to eat anything and
everything sold in the supermarket for oral consumption. That’s right! You can just
go to the supermarket and follow, in part, the instructions that are right on the box for
maximum oral doses. Sodium bicarbonate is only classified as a medicine if it is in
injectable form. Otherwise it is a legal food item found in every supermarket useful
for literally hundreds of applications. It is so useful, effective and safe that it will
even help rid us of our cancers.
We can all be thankful that oncologists have been using bicarbonate. They have
established it as a consistent part of their cancer treatment protocol. The
embarrassment to them is that they did not know nor want to know about the real
significance of bicarbonate. They do not understand their dependency on it and what
it is really doing to their cancer patients. It is like they had a chemical genius chained
and enslaved in the basement. Meanwhile upstairs, while sitting at their desks, they
pretend bicarbonate is nothing more interesting than a saline solution or water. They
end up giving all the credit to their poisonous treatments while hiding as much as
possible the terrible toxicity and life threatening side effects.

The National Cancer Institute recommends that sodium bicarbonate
for treatment of Oral mucositis, which is an inflammation of oral
mucosa resulting from chemotherapeutic agents or ionizing radiation.14
There are no promises or guarantees about being cured just as there are no
guarantees you will be alive tomorrow. There are other factors beside biochemical
ones that have a great deal of leverage over our health and our fate. One needs a will
to live plus an openness that includes the ability to listen for ways to find the most
appropriate form of cancer treatment. Sodium bicarbonate is as safe as chicken soup
and probably more effective than any other single element in any cancer protocol and
it can be taken simply through oral administration making it a treatment for the
masses as well as the elite who only want the best.
There are other basic substances like iodine, magnesium chloride and even THC
(medical marijuana in oral form) which run neck and neck with bicarbonate’s ability
to confront cancerous tissues. And there are other substances that should be used also
to heighten effectiveness of treatment. There are many natural medicinals that are of
proven help to cancer patients. THC, if legal, would cost little more than bicarbonate
because it’s a weed you can grow in your own backyard. A month of heavy duty
magnesium chloride treatments would not reach much above fifty dollars.
One also has to pay attention to the causes of cancer. One major cause is the high
levels of mercury that come from dental amalgam and other sources like yearly flu
vaccination shots, which mostly have mercury in them. God forbid you live anywhere
downwind of a coal fired power station, a crematorium or even a municipal
incinerator all of which put massive amounts of mercury into the air and nearby
environments. Chelation of mercury is an absolute necessity and it is best to find the
most natural ways of doing that. But when all is said and done nothing is easier then
to pull down a box of Arm and Hammer off the shelves and start taking it orally to
defeat your cancer. Nothing could be simpler.
Taking bicarbonate does not prevent one from
entertaining a full and complete cancer protocol.
There are many life saving cancer-busting substances like bicarbonate that are
easily obtainable. One has to be crazy not to take more than several of them at the
same time one is using the bicarbonate. There is no reason to take chances or play
Russian Rolette with one’s cancer or life. It is certain that sodium bicarbonate is a
cancer treatment because it is used by oncologists and other personnel associated
with the treatment of cancer victims. But, as in anything, there are limits to the
bicarbonate’s power. It will not, for instance, overcome ones’ magnesium, iodine and
selenium deficiencies. A person still needs plenty of clean water and sun (vitamin
D3). (See my 900 page book Winning the War on Cancer for a discussion of some of
the issues including the Rising Tide of Mercury story and natural chelation methods.
This work will also be presented in my upcoming book Natural Allopathic Medicine)
One of the most important things about magnesium
chloride, iodine and bicarbonate is that they
are not on Codex’s list of controllable items.

Through all these years and multi-billion dollar cancer research projects we find
out that it was probably the bicarbonate that has been saving cancer patients’ lives.
Certainly it saves some of the patients from oncology’s madness in choosing deadly
poisons. The choice of the word madness here is quite literally for several studies
have shown chemotherapy drugs to do damage to the brain. It is going to come as a
great embarrassment to oncologists to learn that the most basic substance in their
chemo protocol – sodium bicarbonate – is not only the safest but the most effective
item in their hands. It certainly will not give the patient "chemo brain," which can
include suffering impaired concentration, memory loss, and even vision problems,
dementia or seizures.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Okamura et al. 1985, Speroff et al. 1994.
2 http://www.cancerbackup.org.uk/Treatments/Chemotherapy/
Combinationregimen/Hyper-CVAD
3 SODIUM BICARBONATE 50mmol in each Liter of IV hydration fluid and/or
SODIUM BICARBONATE 1000mg/m² PO q6h. Post-Chemotherapy Treatments:
Serum Methotrexate levels- 30 minutes after infusion ends; q12h intervals from the
start of the infusion x 2; then at 0800H daily for at least one day. For HYDRATION:
Continue IV fluid at 100-125mL/hour, to maintain urine output >60mL/hr. Measure
strict in and out q1h x 24 hrs. For ALKALINIZATION: Continue pre-chemo
alkalinization
for
24
hours
after
infusion
ends.
http://www.cancercare.on.ca/pdfchemo/hdmtx-osteo.pdf
4 Enhancement of chemotherapy by manipulation of tumour pH. Raghunand N, He
X, van Sluis R, Mahoney B, Baggett B, Taylor CW, Paine-Murrieta G, Roe D,
Bhujwalla ZM, Gillies RJ. Arizona Cancer Center.
5 This drug is HIGHLY TOXIC and both powder and solution must be handled and
administered with care. Inhalation of dust or vapors and contact with skin or mucous
membranes, especially those of the eyes, must be avoided. Due to the toxic properties
of mechlorethamine (e. g., corrosivity, carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, teratogenicity),
special handling procedures should be reviewed prior to handling and followed
diligently. Extravasation of the drug into subcutaneous tissues results in a painful
inflammation. The area usually becomes indurated and sloughing may occur. If
leakage of drug is obvious, prompt infiltration of the area with sterile isotonic sodium
thiosulfate (1/6 molar) and application of an ice compress for 6 to 12 hours may
minimize the local reaction. For a 1/6 molar solution of sodium thiosulfate, use 4.14
g of sodium thiosulfate per 100 mL of Sterile Water for Injection or 2.64 g of
anhydrous sodium thiosulfate per 100 mL or dilute 4 mL of Sodium Thiosulfate
Injection (10%) with 6 mL of Sterile Water for Injection.
6 Resuscitation outcome in emergency medical systems with increased usage of
sodium bicarbonate during cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Bar, Joseph G et al; Acta
Anaesthesiol Scand. 2005 Jan;49(1):6 Entrez PubMed
7 Torres VE, Cowley BD, Branden MG, Yoshida I, Gattone VH. Nephrology
Research Unit and Division of Nephrology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn 55905,
USA. Exp Nephrol. 2001;9(3):171-80. torres.vicente@mayo.edu
8 The study was funded by the Department of Cardiology at M. D. Anderson Cancer
Center. Co-authors include Michael Ewer, M.D., Ann Tong, M.D., Daniel Lenihan,
M.D., S. Wamique Yusuf, M.D., Joseph Swafford, M.D., Christopher Champion,
M.D., Jean-Bernard Durand, M.D., Harry Gibbs, M.D., and Alireza Zafarmand, M.D.
http://www.news-medical.net/?id=2919
9There has been considerable interest in the use of baking soda (sodium bicarbonate,

NaHCO3) and potassium bicarbonate (KHCO3) to control powdery mildew and other
fungal diseases of plants. The use of baking soda as a fungicide is not a new idea. In
Alfred C. Hottes' A Little Book of Climbing Plants, published in 1933 by the A.T. De
La Mare Co. of New York, mention is made of using one ounce of baking soda per
gallon of water to control powdery mildew (PM) on climbing roses. The author
credits the idea to a Russian plant pathologist, A. de Yaczenski. In the August, 1985
issue of Organic Gardening magazine, a short article by Warren Shultz entitled
"Recipe for Resistance" reports that researchers in Japan obtained effective control of
PM on cucumbers, eggplants, and strawberries. They suggested weekly sprays of ¼
ounce baking soda per gallon of water. An article in the June, 1990 issue of
Greenhouse Manager magazine summarizes the results of three years of testing
baking soda as a fungicide for roses. Cornell University researcher Dr. R. Kenneth
Horst observed suppression of PM and blackspot—both major problems for New
York rose growers. Roses were sprayed every 3 to 4 days with a water solution of
baking soda and insecticidal soap.
http://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/bakingsoda.html
10 Sodium Carbonate and Sodium bicarbonate were equal and superior to the other
salts for control of green mold on oranges. Commun Agric Appl Biol Sci. 2007;72
(4):773-7.
11 International Journal of Food Microbiology. Volume 109, Issues 1-2, 25 May
2006, Pages 160-163. Virucidal efficacy of sodium bicarbonate on a food contact
surface against feline calicivirus, a norovirus surrogate Yashpal S. Malik and Sagar
M. Goyal. Department of Veterinary Population Medicine, College of Veterinary
Medicine, University of Minnesota. The virucidal efficacy of sodium bicarbonate
was enhanced when it was used in combination with aldehydes or hydrogen
peroxide.
12 Prof. Bernard Paul said, “I have used the baking soda to stop the spread of the
"powdery mildew fungus" on the grapevine at a time when the disease was going out
of control! It did not cure the grapevine but did stop the spread of the disease.”
13 http://www.ic-network.com/handbook/rescueinstillations.html
14 http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/pdq/supportivecare/oralcomplications
/HealthProfessional/page6
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Dr. Tullio Simoncini
Most of us were amazed to find out that there is an oncologist in Rome, Italy
destroying cancer tumors with sodium bicarbonate.1 Sodium bicarbonate is safe,
extremely inexpensive and effective when it comes to cancer tissues. It is irresistible
cyanide to cancer cells.It hits the cancer cells with a shock wave of alkalinity,
which allows much more oxygen into the cancer cells than they can tolerate. Cancer
cells cannot survive in the presence of high levels of oxygen. Sodium bicarbonate is,
for all intent and purposes, a quick killer of tumors. Full treatment takes only a few
weeks. Follow up treatments are highly recommended.
One of the first patients I treated was an 11-year-old child, a case which
immediately indicated that I was on the right track. The child arrived in a coma at the
paediatric haematology ward around 11:30 in the morning, with a clinical history of
leukaemia. Because of the child’s disease he had been taken from a small town in
Sicily to Rome, through the universities of Palermo and Naples, where he underwent
several chemotherapy sessions. His desperate mother told me that she had been
unable to speak with the child for 15 days; that is, since the child had been on his
journey through the various hospitals. She said she would have given the world to
hear her son’s voice once again before he died. As I was of the opinion that the child
was comatose both because of the proliferation of fungal colonies in the brain and
because of the toxicity of the therapies that had been performed on him, I concluded
that if I could destroy the colonies with sodium bicarbonate salts and at the same time
nourish and detoxify the brain with glucose administered intravenously, I could hope
for a regression of the symptoms.
And so it was. After a continuous intravenous infusion of bicarbonate and
glucose solutions, at around 7pm, when I returned to the university, I found the child
speaking with his mother, who was in tears. 2
Dr. Tullio Simoncini
The bicarbonate transport system is a simple yet central part of our body's
normal functioning. So it should come as no surprise that disruption of bicarbonate
transport underlies many diseases.3 HCO3- is impermeable to biological membranes.
Specialized plasma membrane bicarbonate transport proteins (bicarbonate
transporter) are therefore required to facilitate HCO3- movement into and out of
cells. Because HCO3- is a base, bicarbonate transporter-mediated influx induces
cellular alkalinization, while efflux causes acidification.
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Physiologically the bicarbonate transport system serves to:
1-regulate cellular pH,
2-regulate whole body pH,
3-regulate cell volume and fluid secretion,
4-dispose of the body’s major metabolic waste product (CO2/HCO3-).
Though we have known that oral intake of sodium bicarbonate will have the
‘Simoncini” effect on oral, esophagus and stomach cancer no one has focused on the
systemic effect of bicarbonate taken orally. Every cancer patient and every health
care practitioner should know that oral intake of sodium bicarbonate offers a strong
shift of body pH into the alkaline. So strong is the effect that athletes can notice the
difference in their breathing as more oxygen (and thus CO2) is carried throughout the
system as more acids are neutralized.4 The difference can be stunning for those
whose respiration is labored under intense exercise loading.5 This tells us to take
very seriously the oral use of bicarbonate for cancer treatment no matter what other
treatment is used.
There are so many things to know about bicarbonate. A primary characteristic of
it is its high pH. Bicarbonate has two roles in intestinal function: neutralization of
stomach acid entering the intestine and water reabsorption. Neutralization of acid by
bicarbonate is primarily accomplished by the high bicarbonate concentration (125
mM) present in pancreatic fluid secreted into the intestine. In another chapter we will
penetrate the pH story and establish it as a main barometer in health and medical
treatment. One can push ones body pH up dramatically with bicarbonate.
Raising pH increases the immune system's ability to kill bacteria. This was the
conclusion of a study conducted at The Royal Free Hospital and School of Medicine
in London. This is a tip-off to an entirely new way allopathic medicine can look at
disease and its treatment. By paying attention to basic physiology (pH) and effecting
shifts from acid to alkaline we go a long way in reversing cancer and other chronic
diseases.
All cancer sufferers, and in fact every chronic disease patient, should hold clearly
in mind that pH is the regulatory authority that controls most cellular processes.
The pH balance of the human bloodstream is recognized by medical physiology texts
as one of the most important biochemical balances. Our body pH is very important
because pH controls the speed of our body's biochemical reactions. It does this by
controlling the speed of enzyme activity as well as the speed that electricity moves
through our body - the higher (more alkaline) the pH of a substance or solution, the
more electrical resistance that substance or solution holds.
Body pH level changes are intense in the profundity of their biological effects.
Even genes directly experience external pH. Important changes in pH may not only
affect the shape of an enzyme but it may also change the shape or charge properties
of the substrate.6 When pH is too acidic either the substrate cannot bind to the active
site or it cannot undergo catalysis. Increased oxidative stress, which correlates almost
exponentially with pH changes into the acidic, is especially dangerous to the
mitochondria, which suffer the greatest under oxidative duress. Epigenetics, which
may now have begun eclipsing traditional genetics, commonly describes how factors
such as diet and smoking, rather than inheritance influence how genes behave.
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Each enzyme works within quite a small pH range. There is a pH at which its
activity is greatest (the optimal pH). This is because changes in pH can make and
break intra- and intermolecular bonds, changing the shape of the enzyme and,
therefore, its effectiveness.
Sodium bicarbonate injection is indicated in the treatment of metabolic acidosis,
which may occur in severe renal disease, uncontrolled diabetes, and circulatory
insufficiency due to shock or severe dehydration, extracorporeal circulation of blood,
cardiac arrest and severe primary lactic acidosis. Sodium bicarbonate is further
indicated in the treatment of drug intoxications, including barbiturates. Sodium
bicarbonate is effective in treating poisonings or overdoses from many chemicals
and pharmaceutical drugs by negating the cardiotoxic and neurotoxic effects. 7
Substituting a sodium bicarbonate solution for saline
infusion prior to administration of radiocontrast
material seems to reduce the incidence of nephropathy.8
Dr. Thomas P. Kennedy
American Medical Association
It was over a year and a half ago that I was introduced to the work of Dr. Tullio
Simoncini and I have concluded he deserves the thanks of humanity for bringing the
power of sodium bicarbonate to the cancer world. I was introduced to him by Emma
Holister, who runs the International Candida Foundation. It was not until a few weeks
after being exposed to Dr. Simoncini’s ideas that I saw Dr. Kennedy’s statement and
information from the U.S Army that forced my attention into high alert. Both the
Army and Dr. Kennedy were saying that bicarbonate was effective in protecting the
kidneys from radiation contamination.
Dr. Simoncini is a most noble person who was crucified 9 and had his license
taken away. The reason why Dr. Simoncini was kicked out is because as an
oncologist he refused to use conventional cancer treatment methods. He chose instead
to administer sodium bicarbonate (baking soda), which is harmless as opposed to the
often lethal use of chemotherapy.10
“The therapeutic treatment of bicarbonate salts can be administered orally,
through aerosol, intravenously and through catheter for direct targeting of tumors,”
says Dr. Tullio Simoncini, whose treatments with sodium bicarbonate are directed as
specifically as possible to the organs involved. For example, vaginally as well as
abdominally into the peritoneal space for cervical cancer, through the hepatic artery
for liver cancer in order to get the solution as close to the affected area as possible.
Many have called me during this past year asking me how to reach Dr. Simoncini
or others who are doing his intravenous and catheter treatments that often require
interventionist radiologists. Communications have been very difficult with the good
doctor who has been traveling much to spread the news that cancer is a fungus most
easily treated by sodium bicarbonate. Please take a few moments to see the interview
with him by Doug Kaufman.11
One does not have to spend 20,000 dollars to go to Rome though. Nor does one

have to wait and worry in frustration looking desperately for a local doctor who will
treat using the Simoncini’s intravenous methods. Simoncini says that sodium
bicarbonate administered orally, via aerosol or intravenously can achieve positive
results only in some tumors. According to him, cancers such as the serious ones of
the brain or the bones remain unaffected by his treatment.You will find in this book
some new ideas about how to extend treatment into these hard to get to areas.
Dr. Simoncini still recommends radiation treatment for those with bone cancer.
Imagine my surprise when I got a letter from an elated person who got a report back
from his oncologist, after self administering sodium bicarbonate orally, that he had
cured his bone cancer. The very day before, I had received a report from another
doctor, who confirmed remission from stage two lung cancer, also after taking oral
bicarbonate. For decades there have been reports of cancer remissions from
bicarbonate taken orally but it is only now that we are receiving confirmed before and
after tests from oncologists indicating its effectiveness.
Even Dr. Simoncini prescribes some oral bicarbonate when he gives his
infusions. It is not a great leap to conclude that we do not in fact need orthodox
doctors or dangerous hospitals flooded with drug resistant infections to take our
bicarbonate. Nor do we need to take our bicarbonate and mix it with extreme
poisons to enjoy its anti-cancer benefits. It does not say on the box mix with
poisons and drink.
Dr. Simoncini's logic on the fungus argument is exceptionally tight and the fact
that he has been able to readily reduce cancer sized by 1/2 or completely in a matter
of days is something we need to pay attention to. However to use direct injection we
run the risk of septicemia especially if it is I.V. People die in kidney dialysis not from
kidney problem, but mostly from septicemia. Hence Dr. Simoncini’s protocols that
use catheters and intravenous methods are not practical for universal application like
oral administration can be. Deaths and terrible bouts with infection are normal
consequences of injection treatments; often this is just a mirror of hospital unsanitary
behavior.
During these days I have been working with a man in Hawaii who has an out of
control Candida infection in his intestines, something easily diagnosed as intestinal
cancer. He is putting a cup of bicarbonate into a quart of water and using the mixture
in his daily enemas. There are many ways to use bicarbonate. I had already published
an essay on using bicarbonate with maple syrup and through these past months have
received feedback from several people indicating positive results. Some had mixed
the bicarbonate with black strap molasses or honey.
When I signed onto bicarbonate it was before I started my research into
Simoncini’s assertion that CANCER IS A FUNGUS. I did not need to buy into his
conviction to understand that bicarbonate is a basic substance required for life and
health and that it has many protective effects especially where the kidneys, vascular
and nervous systems are concerned. In the end though, this book and author is totally
in agreement with Dr. Simoncini though my definition of the condition of cancer
extends quite a bit beyond. The title of the good doctors book CANCER IS A
FUNGUS describes the central reality of cancer; its hard to imagine a cancer without
an attached fungus.
Bicarbonate is an excellent antifungal. “Even patients who had been committed
to mental hospitals have been helped by anti-fungal therapy. Other puzzling
immunologic diseases, including multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis and lupus
erythematosus, have responded better when attention was given to reduction of yeast
and immune stress. A wide spectrum of allergic disorders, from classical hay
fever to chronic, delayed-onset type of food allergy and petrochemical
sensitivity, have improved following anti-yeast therapy,” says Dr. Elmer M.
Cranton.12 Sodium bicarbonate has its place in a wide spectrum of clinical disorders
and it certainly has its place in oncology where dealing with what they call late stage
fungal infections is important.

No one is perfect or carries the ultimate flag of medical truth up the summit
alone. Dr. Simoncini is not to be faulted in assuming that oral usage cannot compete
or even supersede intravenous and catheter administration methods. He made a
similar mistake when he successfully applied topical iodine to stomp on skin cancer but failed to realize iodine can be taken at high concentration levels internally
through oral administration to do the same job on the inside that was already being
accomplished on the outside on the skin.
“Methods allow the positioning of a small catheter directly in the artery that
nourishes the neoplastic mass, allowing the administration of high dosages of sodium
bicarbonate into the deepest recesses of the body. With this method, it is possible to
reach almost all organs; they can be treated and can benefit from a therapy with
bicarbonate salts.” says Dr. Simoncini.
The conclusion of this author, however, is that this is not usually necessary. This
is extremely good news for the world because it’s almost impossible to find
Simoncini influenced treatment centers. Besides, it is extremely expensive when one
calculates in travel expenses to Rome or other far points in the world. The majority of
humanity is still on the level of poverty that cannot afford expensive medical
treatments and with world conditions set to get much worse this becomes even more
of an issue.
My official position as director of the International Medical Veritas Association
is that one should simply play the bicarbonate card with oral means and back it up
with a full naturopathic protocol instead of a toxic one. Instead of surrounding
bicarbonate with deadly pharmaceutical poisons, which most chemo agents are, we
are going to surround it with other basic concentrated nutritional medicines like
magnesium chloride, iodine, selenium and a full protocol of other known anti-cancer
substances like vitamin C (not ascorbic acid). This is not to say I disavow the
importance and need for intravenous application or the use of catheters to target
tumors more directly and radically. It’s another effect when you target tumors with
concentrations of sodium bicarbonate. But if starting a protocol with bicarbonate at
the center tomorrow resolves the problem quickly one does not have to progress to
more radical and expensive treatments.
Be aware, however, when treating something as serious as cancer it is
advantageous to have some kind of medical supervision from one of a number of
different types of health care practitioners. There is indeed that much one needs to
know and do. One would be making a serious mistake if they just gambled their life
on bicarbonate. Though, if one was going to gamble, this is probably your best bet in
the short term. In the long term nothing can substitute permanently for corrective
changes in diet. You have a book in your hand though designed to convince you of
just one thing: expose yourself to bicarbonate on a consistent basis.
Personally I keep in touch with bicarbonate by using it to brush my teeth
everyday, as a deodorant, and for skin healing applications. I know people who
shampoo with it and clean their houses with it. It probably can be used in many
conditions that have not been directly explored but we know it’s widely used for
vaginal infections. You know that the dentists are hip to bicarbonate as it has finally
found its way into their sonic cleaning devices. Lately I have been showing some
signs of aging and am increasing my intake of bicarbonate to combat the probably
acidic conditions from an over consumption of meat and dairy, both of which tend to
create acidic conditions in the long run.
Doctors cannot legally use bicarbonate to treat cancer unless they add the chemo
poisons to it. But regular doctors who do not subscribe to this insanity can use it to
treat the acid conditions that are everyday parts of the condition we call cancer. It is
almost impossible to find doctors who know or would be willing to administer
bicarbonate IV treatments to cancer patients. So they will be relieved to be able to
just send people home to take their oral dosages. Legally and medically it’s not much
different then telling people to taking some form of aspirin when suffering from a

fever or headache. The big difference though is that sodium bicarbonate has a much
better safety record than aspirin.
So instead of wrangling with frustration, give yourself a full course of
bicarbonate remembering always that you are not going to rest the entire weight of
your life on bicarbonate alone. One has to work with solid but basic medical
principles. If one does not follow even the most basic common sense things what can
one expect when it comes to winning ones personal war against cancer?
The most effective measure to treat RT-induced mucositis in patients
with head and neck cancer is frequent oral rinsing with a sodium
bicarbonate rinse, to reduce the amount of oral microbial flora.13
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 http://candida-international.blogspot.com/2007/03/is-cancer-caused-by-candidafungus.html
2http://candida-international.blogspot.com/2007/03/is-cancer-caused-by-candidafungus.html
3 Bicarbonate Transport in Cell Physiology and Disease. Emmanuelle Cordat and
Joseph R. Casey. Membrane Protein Research Group, Department of Physiology1
and Department ofBiochemistry2 University of Alberta, Edmonton Canada T6G 2H7
4 The breakdown of glucose or glycogen produces lactate and hydrogen ions - for
each lactate molecule, one hydrogen ion is formed. The presence of hydrogen ions,
not lactate, makes the muscle acidic that will eventually halt muscle function. As
hydrogen ion concentrations increase the blood and muscle become acidic. This
acidic environment will slow down enzyme activity and ultimately the breakdown of
glucose itself. Acidic muscles will aggravate associated nerve endings causing pain
and increase irritation of the central nervous system. The athlete may become
disorientated and feel nauseous.
5 By buffering acidity in the blood, bicarbonate draws more of the acid produced
within the muscle cells out into the blood and thus reduce the level of acidity within
the muscle cells themselves.
6 Enzymes are protein catalysts that influence the rate of a reaction. The reactant
substances upon which an enzyme acts are termed the substrates. The substances
produced as a result of the reaction are the products. Enzyme-controlled reactions are
mostly reversible and involve the formation of an intermediate enzyme-substrate
complex.
7 These include, Benzotropines (valium) cyclic antidepressants (amytriptayine),
organophosphates, methanol (Methyl alcohol is a cheap and potent adulterant of
illicit liquors) Diphenhydramine (Benedryl), Beta blockers (propanalol) Barbiturates,
and Salicylates (Aspirin). Poisoning by drugs that block voltage-gated sodium
channels produces intraventricular conduction defects, myocardial depression,
bradycardia, and ventricular arrhythmias. Human and animal reports suggest that
hypertonic sodium bicarbonate may be effective therapy for numerous agents
possessing sodium channel blocking properties, including cocaine, quinidine,
procainamide, flecainide, mexiletine, bupivacaine, and others.
8 JAMA 2004;291:2328-2334,2376-2377.
http://www.urotoday.com/56/browse_categories/renal_transplantation_vascular_
disease/sodium_bicarbonate_may_prevent_radiocontrastinduced_renal_injury.html
9 "I am reliably informed that Mr. Simoncini has been erased from the Medical

Register in his native country and is no longer permitted to practice medicine."
Yes I am well aware of this and what does this have to do with the price of beans?
Medical truth and medical science happens to be independent of medical politics or
medical law. For many doctors that I know this above fact would position Dr.
Simoncini in a strong not weak position and you insult him further by calling him Mr.
They can take away his license to practice medicine but they cannot undo his
education and the respect due him and the fact that he is a doctor and has been and
will be until he dies.
"I am also not aware of any evidence whatever that cancer is caused by a fungus,
which is the fundamental tenet underpinning Simoncini's assertions."
I think you got it slightly wrong, he indicates cancer is a fungus not that it is caused
by it. What causes cancer is diverse, many things have been scientifically shown to
cause cancer or cause the conditions in which late state infections (cancer) invite
yeast and fungi to form colonies that attach to sickly human cells...which are
themselves one of the causes of cancer...as are heavy metals, pesticides, fluoride and
on and on.....then of course we have the nutritional deficiencies that set the entire
stage. Don't you know anything about cancer? We even have people who define
people as multidimensional human beings meaning that sometimes or even often
emotional trauma and shock or never ending stress and conflict disrupt the immune
system severely weakening its ability to clear cancers from the system.
"While bicarbonate is undoubtedly a useful and legitimate instrument of therapeutic
good in certain specific situations, it is not and never has been shown to be an
effective approach to cancer, Simoncini's assertions notwithstanding."
Interesting that it is a standard part of chemotherapy, which can hardly be done
without it.
10 http://aromatherapy4u.wordpress.com/2008/08/05/974/
11 ibid
12 CHRONIC FATIGUE IMMUNE DYSFUNCTION SYNDROME (CFIDS)
Also Referred to as:YEAST SYNDROME or YEAST RELATED ILLNESSBy
Elmer M. Cranton, M.D.;Copyright © 2007 Elmer M. Cranton, M.D.
13 Oncol Nurs Forum. 2002 Aug;29(7):1063-80. A research review of the current
treatments for radiation-induced oral mucositis in patients with head and neck
cancer.Shih A, Miaskowski C, Dodd MJ, Stotts NA, MacPhail
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Medical science knows that as we age we lose bicarbonates in the blood. Even
with healthy people a noticeable decline begins at the age of 45. By age 90 we lose
18% of the bicarbonates in our blood. Bicarbonates are the alkaline buffers that
neutralize acid, which results in the elimination of acidic waste in the body. Loss of
bicarbonates hinders the blood from effectively managing the acid the body produces.
This loss triggers the onset of acid-induced adult degenerative diseases such as acid
reflux, kidney stones, diabetes, hypertension, osteoporosis, heart diseases, cancer, and
gout.
Bicarbonate ions create the conditions for increased glucose transport across cell
plasma membranes. As we will see later, it also helps magnesium get into the
mitochondria. Hence, sodium bicarbonate should be of benefit in the treatment of
diabetes, particularly Type 2 diabetes. Bicarbonate ions also create the alkaline
conditions for maintaining the enzyme activity of pancreatic secretions in the
intestines thus it should be of benefit in the treatment of pancreatitis. Bicarbonate
ions neutralize the acid conditions required for chronic inflammatory reactions.
Hence, sodium bicarbonate should be of benefit in the treatment of a range of
chronic inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. Bicarbonate ions modify the acid
conditions in osteoclast cells in bone and modify the acid conditions in Synovial
Type A cells in joints thus it should be of benefit in the treatment of osteoporosis,
osteoarthritis, and even bone cancer.
Bicarbonate ions neutralize the acid conditions required for acid protease enzyme
activity as well as other lysosomal and endosomal enzyme activities. Therefore
sodium bicarbonate should be of benefit in the treatment of many neurodegenerative
diseases such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, and many viral diseases
such as influenza, HIV and SARS.
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For practitioners of the healing arts bicarbonate is as useful and friendly as water.
The two together make for powerful medicine. The bicarbonate story is actually
fascinating, especially when you dig deeper. For instance we find out that intravenous
vitamin C therapy, which is claimed to be an effective cancer treatment, is often
given with sodium bicarbonate. “Given the amount of fluid, which is used as a
vehicle for the ascorbate, sodium hydroxide/sodium bicarbonate is used to adjust the
pH.”1
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Sodium bicarbonate should be used as part of cancer treatment and not be
considered a miracle cure since the term "miracle cure" translates into "quack
cure" in the medical profession. Bicarbonate is no more a miracle than water.
Though if you believe that life and water are miracles then one can understand
miracles do occur in medicine. When we return to the basics of life, which include
full hydration for health, we certainly can expect good things to happen. This book
could have been called “The Water and Sodium Bicarbonate Cancer Treatment,”
since it calls for bicarbonate and water. Even when bicarbonate is taken with honey,
maple syrup or black strap molasses one still has to mind hydration issues for
bicarbonate needs plenty of water to do its work.
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In the case of sodium bicarbonate we don't have a miracle cure we have common
sense basic biochemistry at work. It cleans up those toxic battle zones most people
call cancer. Oncologist Dr. Simoncini had his license removed not for using
bicarbonate, a drug that was deemed unsafe, but for treating cancer in an unapproved
manner. This book is calling on all health care providers to get on the ball with
bicarbonate.
Legally we do not have to, nor should we say we are treating or trying to cure
cancer. Let the legally authorized oncologists do their dirty work of trying to
convince patients to treat their cancer with tests and treatments that cause cancer.
That is their bailiwick and they are very happy about it. They have the government,
the pharmaceutical companies and even the police on their side. Children and their
parents do not have a choice when it comes to treating cancer. The authorities will
probably call the police and social services to take the children if you disagree with
their treatment plans. This is especially true if it looks like the parents are thinking
about safer more productive alternatives.
This book is not saying that sodium bicarbonate
is the cure to cancer but it is saying that
almost every cancer patient should be taking it.
I am calling on every health care practitioner who reads this book to gather case
studies and get that information back to me as quickly as possible. It will be used for
publication of future editions of this book. Sodium bicarbonate is a scientific
medicine with known effects. When a treatment can be looked at in a scientific light
it can be more easily accepted. Sodium bicarbonate is such a treatment.
Let us all free the chained janitor in the basement and give him all the credit he
deserves. Bicarbonate is a premier medicine/concentrated food substance that is a
heavyweight contender in a line up of basic medicinal substances. No one should be
without it.
The fact that bicarbonate is extraordinarily inexpensive is meaningful to our
practices. We already know how expensive full treatment programs are and it is sad
when people cannot afford them. Now we have bicarbonate with the potential to play
center forward on any cancer protocol for practically nothing. Bicarbonate has as its
destiny in medicine to return us to a more humane form of medicine that cares about
treating the masses, not just the affluent.
When we remember that a 20,000 dollar treatment is not affordable to five billion
or more people on this planet we begin to understand that bicarbonate is offering
medicine something truly astounding. The price of cancer drugs is rising at a rate of
15 percent per year, in particular as new and expensive biotechnology drugs hit the
market. Some of these drugs may cost $100,000 or more for a course of treatment.
Bicarbonate at just around two dollars suggests that pharmaceutical companies are
overcharging.
Some people like health activist Mike Adams say that the real purpose of
chemotherapy is not to extend life and cure patients from their cancer but, “To extract
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the life savings of cancer victims before they die.” The current contraction in
financial markets and in the real economy is going to be a major force in changing
modern oncology because all these people’s savings are being wiped out.
Let us all free the chained janitor in the basement and give him all the credit he
deserves. Bicarbonate is a premier medicine/concentrated food substance that is a
heavyweight contender in a line up of basic medicinal substances. No one should be
without it.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 http://www.doctoryourself.com/riordan1.html
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Yes, what is in this box can save your life. Sodium bicarbonate is a perfect
medicine as is magnesium chloride and iodine. The use of antimicrobial agents (e.g.,
antibiotics, antiseptics, antifungal) plays an important part in current medical therapy.
This is particularly true in the fields of dermatology as well as skin and wound
antisepsis. Effective treatments for skin or mucous membranes, which are afflicted
with bacterial, fungal, or viral infections or lesions, frequently include the use of
topical antimicrobial agents.
Sodium Bicarbonate has successfully proven its antifungal
value in agriculture to resolve fungal issues in vegetation,
including many destructive diseases such as anthracnose, powdery
mildew, black spot in crops and horticultural industries. It has
been successfully used to protect crops from fungus during storage.
Dr. H. Takeuchi et al in Japan analyzed 20 cases of urinary fungal infection.
Candida albicans was the most prevalent of the fungi affecting the urinary tract.
Torulopsis glabrata and Candida tropicalis were also prevalent. Antibiotics,
indwelling catheter and obstructive uropathy were the most prevalent predisposing
factors of the fungal infection. Of 20 cases of fungal infection, 5 cases were cured
only by elimination of the predisposing factors. 15 cases were treated and resolved
by administration of sodium bicarbonate, 5-fluorocytosine and or irrigation with
amphotericin B. But one case of bilateral renal torulopsiosis developed into renal
failure, and 4 cases died of the primary disease.1
Sodium bicarbonate neutralizes acids present in gases (in particular hydrochloric
acid, suphur dioxide, hydrofluoric acid) to form sodium salts (sodium chloride,
sodium sulphate, sodium fluoride, sodium carbonate), which are all known as
Residual Sodium Chemicals. Sodium bicarbonate can be made into a paste salve with
vinegar, it relieves burning from bug stings (particularly bee stings), poison ivy,
nettles, and sunburn. It is used as an antacid to treat acid indigestion and heartburn.
Mixed with water in a 10% solution can soften earwax for removal.
Sodium bicarbonate possesses the property of absorbing heavy
metals, dioxins and furans. Comparison of cancer tissue with
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healthy tissue from the same person shows that the cancer tissue
has a much higher concentration of toxic chemicals, pesticides, etc.
Because sodium bicarbonate has long been known and is widely used, it has
many other names including sodium hydrogen carbonate, sodium bicarb, baking
soda, bread soda, cooking soda, bicarb soda, saleratus or bicarbonate of soda. It is
soluble in water. This white solid is crystalline but often appears as a fine powder. It
has a slight alkaline taste resembling that of sodium carbonate. It is a component of
the mineral natron, which is found dissolved in many mineral springs. It is also
produced artificially. World wide production is on the scale of 100,000 ton/year.
Sodium bicarbonate is primarily used in cooking (baking) where it reacts with other
components to release carbon dioxide, which helps dough "rise."
Sodium bicarbonate administration increases urinary pH.
Urinary pH between 6.5 and 7.0 can keep uric acid
ionized and prevent its crystallization in renal tubules.
Sodium bicarbonate powder mixed with water is a very effective first aid
remedy. This can be used as a mouth rinse and can be swallowed. Bicarbonate is a
natural buffering compound manufactured daily in large quantities by the body.
Canker sores (aphthous ulcers) are tiny ulcerations that occur in the oral cavity on or
near the tongue and on the inner mucous membrane of the lip. They can be very
painful to the point of interfering with speech and eating. They also tend to heal
slowly. The source of the problem is usually an acid condition in the body caused by
food or chemical allergies. Sodium bicarbonate is effective for canker sores and
ulcers.
It is commonly used to increase the pH and total alkalinity of the water for pools
and spas. Sodium bicarbonate can be added as a simple solution for restoring the pH
balance of water that has a high level of chlorine. It is sometimes used in septic tanks
to control pH and bacteria.
Sodium bicarbonate-rich mineral water in conjunction with a
low-salt diet may have a beneficial effect on calcium homeostasis.2
The native chemical and physical properties of sodium bicarbonate account for
its wide range of applications, including cleaning, deodorizing, buffering, and fire
extinguishing. Sodium bicarbonate neutralizes odors chemically, rather than masking
or absorbing them. Consequently, it is used in bath salts and deodorant body
powders. Sodium bicarbonate tends to maintain a pH of 8.1 (7 is neutral) even when
acids, which lower pH, or bases, which raise pH, are added to the solution. Its ability
to tabletize makes it a good effervescent ingredient in antacids and denture cleaning
products. Sodium bicarbonate is also found in some anti-plaque mouthwash products
and toothpaste.
pH of the blood is the most important factor to
determine the state of the microorganisms in the blood.
Sodium bicarbonate also is indicated in severe diarrhea which is often
accompanied by a significant loss of bicarbonate. Vigorous bicarbonate therapy is
required in any form of metabolic acidosis where a rapid increase in plasma total
CO2 content is crucial † e.g. cardiac arrest, circulatory insufficiency due to shock or
severe dehydration, and in severe primary lactic acidosis or severe diabetic acidosis.
Research suggests that administering sodium bicarbonate
in intravenous (IV) form can significantly improve pH
and Pco2 in children with life-threatening asthma.
Respiratory distress and level of consciousness both
improved after the administration of sodium bicarbonate3
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Sodium Bicarbonate Injection: USP is administered by the intravenous route. In
cardiac arrest, a rapid intravenous dose of one to two 50 mL vials (44.6 to 100 mEq)
may be given initially and continued at a rate of 50 mL (44.6 to 50 mEq) every 5 to
10 minutes if necessary (as indicated by arterial pH and blood gas monitoring) to
reverse the acidosis. Caution should be observed in emergencies where very rapid
infusion of large quantities of bicarbonate is indicated. Bicarbonate solutions are
hypertonic and may produce an undesirable rise in plasma sodium concentration in
the process. of correcting the metabolic acidosis. In cardiac arrest, however, the risks
from acidosis exceed those of hypernatremia.
Two minutes after intubation, premature ventricular contractions, ventricular
fibrillation, bradycardia, and finally cardiac arrest were recognized. An increase of
serum potassium from 3.19 to 8.64 mmol/L was observed in arterial blood. The
patient was immediately resuscitated with chest compressions, intravenous
adrenaline, atropine, lidocaine, and sodium bicarbonate.4
If the body’s cellular metabolism and pH is
balanced it is susceptible to little illness or disease.
Most people today cringe at the idea of finding a cancer then find themselves
slashing, burning and poisoning it to smithereens. Most would agree that the
mainstream cancer approach offers only marginal benefits at best. Providers push
screening and aggressive treatment in part because they have nothing else to give and
it is also very profitable. Bicarbonate, on the other hand is dirt cheap.
Sodium bicarbonate can be used with other nonprescription drugs for short-term treatment of various
conditions to treat anything from fever to moderate pain.
Dr Tullio Simoncini says, “It is useful to consider the extreme sensitivity of
fungi to saline and electrolytic solutions. These solutions, because of their extreme
capacity for diffusion, are able to reach all the myceliar biological expressions,
including the most infinitesimal ones. Salts and bicarbonates, by making the
“terrain” completely inorganic, eliminate the slightest organic fonts that fungi
could use for nourishment. In this context, sodium bicarbonate, which is currently
used in children’s oral candidoses, appears to be a simple and handy weapon capable
of uprooting, inhibiting, or attenuating any neoplastic formation wherever it is
possible to easily apply it.”
Cancer is actually a four-letter word — ACID,
especially lactic acid as a waste product due to the

low oxygen level and waste products of yeast and fungus.
To assess statistically the efficacy of sodium bicarbonate baths in psoriasis
patients, thirty-one with mild-moderate psoriasis were studied. Almost all patients
who used NaHCO3− reported a statistically valuable improvement. NaHCO3− baths
reduced itchiness and irritation; in general, the patients themselves recognized a
beneficial impact on their psoriasis, so much so that they have continued to bathe in
NaHCO3− even after the end of the study.5 patients combine this with transdermal
magnesium therapy and one will have a clear resolution of psoriasis.
Vigorous bicarbonate therapy is required in any form of metabolic acidosis
where a rapid increase in plasma total CO2 content is crucial, e.g. cardiac arrest,
circulatory insufficiency due to shock or severe dehydration, and in severe primary
lactic acidosis or severe diabetic acidosis. Caution should be observed in emergencies
where very rapid infusion of large quantities of bicarbonate is indicated. Bicarbonate
solutions are hypertonic and may produce an undesirable rise in plasma sodium
concentration in the process of correcting the metabolic acidosis. In cardiac arrest,
however, the risks from acidosis exceed those of hypernatremia. If you take too much
bicarbonate orally one will feel ones body resisting further ingestion.

Sodium bicarbonate injection is also indicated in the treatment of metabolic
acidosis which may occur in severe renal disease, uncontrolled diabetes, and
circulatory insufficiency due to shock or severe dehydration, extracorporeal
circulation of blood, cardiac arrest and severe primary lactic acidosis. Sodium
bicarbonate is further indicated in the treatment of drug intoxications, including
barbiturates. Sodium carbonate has been found effective in treating poisoning or
overdose from many chemicals and pharmaceutical drugs by negating the
cardiotoxic and neurotoxic effects. 6
An extremely simple therapy used by physicians who treat autism is to supply a mild
antidote that neutralizes the excess acids. The most convenient
product is a nonprescription drug called AlkaSeltzer
Gold™. Do not use any other kind of AlkaSeltzer™. AlkaSeltzer
Gold™ is simply a very safe product (sodium and potassium
bicarbonate) that helps to neutralize excess acids of any kind.
Dr. William Shaw
Biological Treatments for Autism and PDD

One mother wrote, “It worked so well for both of my children that the die-off
was an uneventful experience, even though they both had very high levels of yeast.”
The restoring of acid/alkaline balance also relieves many allergies. “These children
also had grave disturbances in electrolyte chemistry, and tended to be acidotic (low
CO). The data that unfolded was fascinating and clearly earmarked the acidosis and
hypoxic state (low serum bicarbonate = low O2 levels). Potassium bicarbonate,
sodium bicarbonate, magnesium carbonate and the like were used. Now we began to
understand why so many children responded to Buffered C (potassium bicarbonate,
calcium carbonate, magnesium carbonate), and others needed a more specific buffer
(in some children for example niacin was grossly depleted and they required niacin
bicarbonate),” wrote Patricia Kane.
The acid/alkaline balance is one of the most overlooked aspects

of health, though many have written much about it. In general,
the American public is heavily acid, excepting vegetarians.
Viruses and bacteria that cause bronchitis and colds thrive in an acidic
environment. To fight a respiratory infection and dampen symptoms such as a runny
nose and sore throat, taking an alkalizing mixture of sodium bicarbonate and
potassium bicarbonate will certainly help. It could and should be taken during an
asthma attack and for severe headache as well as many other common aliments.
The kidneys are usually the first organs to show chemical
damage upon uranium exposure. Military manuals suggest
doses or infusions of sodium bicarbonate to help alkalinize the
urine if this happens. This makes the uranyl ion less kidney-toxic
and promotes excretion of the nontoxic uranium-carbonate complex.
The oral administration of sodium bicarbonate diminishes the
severity of the changes produced by uranium in the kidneys.7
Sodium bicarbonate is commonly used as an antacid for short-term relief of
stomach upset, to correct acidosis in kidney disorders, to make the urine alkaline
during bladder infections and to minimize uric acid crystallization during gout
treatment. Prescription sodium bicarbonate products are given by injection to treat
metabolic acidosis and some drug intoxications. Sodium bicarbonate is available as a
nonprescription medical as well as a general house hold item. It is also used with
other non-prescription drugs for short-term treatment of various conditions to treat
anything from fever to moderate pain.
Sodium bicarbonate-rich mineral water in conjunction with a
low-salt diet may have a beneficial effect on calcium homeostasis.8
Distilled water is not safe. It lacks bicarbonates and minerals and yes, it is acid
forming to the body. Yet it is an excellent aid in detoxification and chelation for its
purity pulls on toxicities in the body. Part of the reason why our body is acid is that it
lacks enough bicarbonate necessary to neutralize the acid. Whenever the water lacks
the proper bicarbonates to neutralize the water in distilled water your body basically
becomes a little more acid. But we can easily treat distilled or reverse osmosis water
by adding bicarbonate and magnesium. Perhaps even adding some sodium
thiosulfate.
pH of the blood is the most important factor to
determine the state of the microorganisms in the blood.
In the current system, if a promising compound can’t be patented, it is highly
unlikely ever to make it to market — no matter how well it performs in the laboratory
or in emergency room situations. The hormone melatonin,9 sold as an inexpensive
food supplement in the United States, has repeatedly been shown to slow the growth
of various cancers when used in conjunction with conventional treatments. Dr. Paolo
Lissoni, another Italian oncologist has written many articles about this hormone and
conducted clinical trials. But he has despaired over the pharmaceutical industry’s
total lack of interest in his treatment approach.
The great variety of cancers must reflect a fundamental
mechanism by which the disease arises, one
that has not been so clearly apparent until now.
Though allopathic medicine already uses sodium bicarbonate it will not any day
soon turn to its own arsenal of already available safe and inexpensive medications
like sodium bicarbonate or magnesium chloride.
Sodium bicarbonate is an anti-fungin substance
that is very diffusible and thus very effective.

For centuries, medicated baths have been one of the first lines of treatment for
psoriasis. Even today, with sophisticated immunosuppressive treatments available,
Dead Sea salts and spa waters are recognized to be beneficial in the management of
psoriatic patients. To assess statistically the efficacy of sodium bicarbonate baths in
psoriasis patients, thirty-one patients with mild-moderate psoriasis were studied.
Almost all patients who used NaHCO3− reported a statistically valuable
improvement. NaHCO3− baths reduced itchiness and irritation; in general, the
patients themselves recognized a beneficial impact on their psoriasis, so much so that
they have continued to bathe in NaHCO3− even after the end of the study. 10
Pancreatic Secretion of Bicarbonate
Pancreatic secretion of bicarbonate decreases in severe
malnutrition in spite of increased flow rate of pancreatic secretion.11
HCO3- enters duct cells across the basolateral membrane via a Na+-HCO3cotransporter (NBC), thought to transport 1 Na+ for 2-3 HCO3-. Other studies show
that HCO3- entry is also indirect, involving CO2 permeation, hydration by the
carbonic anhydrase to HCO3- and H+, after which H+ is extruded out of the cell by
the Na+-H+ exchanger, and/or the H+ pump. Since inhibition of carbonic anhydrase
decreases HCO3- secretion by 60-80 % in most species, and since other lipid-soluble
buffers can substitute for HCO3-/CO2, these two systems are important in
secretion.12
Uses for Other Disorders
Sodium Bicarbonate has attractive and potent analgesic qualities. Dr. Tullio
Simoncini recommends that his cancer patients, undergoing his bicarbonate protocols
usually via IV administration, take 1 tsp. of sodium bicarbonate mixed in water per
day, for pain control as well as to assist in keeping an alkaline internal environment.
We are of course dropping the IV administration as a general recommendation.
Though, for some cases it might be appropriate.
Many people have found bicarbonate to be significant to relieve unrelenting
headaches as well as pain relief due to physical injury. Within minutes headaches
begin to subside and are often completely gone within 30-60 minutes. "After
suffering from a 4 hour long blinding headache for which nothing I took brought any
relief. I tried the sodium bicarbonate with 1 tsp mixed in a glass of water. Within a
few short minutes I could feel the headache abating and within the hour it was
completely relieved! I tried this again when another headache occurred, and it
worked just as miraculously."
“After suffering a shoulder injury that caused so much pain after even a few
minutes of computer typing, and with none of the natural pain relieving methods
providing much relief, sodium bicarbonate was suggested at the 2 hour dosing
schedule.”
Sodium chloride 0.9%, or sodium bicarbonate are
as effective as any other cerumenolytic ear drop.13
"This is the best pain reliever of all the ones I have been trying. I am amazed that
something so simple would be so potent! I haven't exceeded 7 a day; but wish I
could. It takes the pain away for about 2 hours. Nothing seems to work more then 2
hours at a time."

Bicarbonate in Cardiac Ischemia and Hypertrophy.
Regulation of cardiomyocyte pH is critical to: 1. cardiac contractile function
under normal conditions, 2. myocyte survival following ischemia and 3. hypertrophic
heart growth. In cardiac ischemia and hypertrophy, the alkalinizing role of the
myocardial Na+/H+ exchanger, NHE1, has a central role. Here we will investigate in
a less-studied direction: control of myocyte pH by Cl-/HCO3- exchangers (AE). Cl/HCO3- exchangers can contribute to either alkalinization or acidification, depending
on the directions of the transmembrane Cl- and HCO3- concentration gradients.
Since control of cytosolic pH is critical to survival following ischemia, we propose to
study the role of Cl-/HCO3- exchanger isoforms during recovery from ischemic
acidosis. In studies of cardiac hypertrophy we found that the carbonic anhydrase
inhibitor, ethoxyzolamide, prevents and reverts cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. We will
explore the role of the hypertrophic transport metabolon in the progression of cardiac
hypertrophy in animal models and in human heart biopsies.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Takeuchi H, Arai Y, Konami T, Ikeda T, Tomoyoshi T, Tatewaki K. Hinyokika
Kiyo. 1983 Oct;29(10):1273-7.
2 Effect of sodium chloride- and sodium bicarbonate-rich mineral water on blood
pressure and metabolic parameters in elderly normotensive individuals: a randomized
double-blind crossover trial. J Hypertens. 1996 Jan;14(1):131-5. Department of
Internal Medicine, Universitatsklinikum Benjamin Franklin, Free University of
Berlin, Germany.
3 Buysse CMP, de Jongste JC, de Hoog M. Life-threatening asthma in children:
treatment with sodium bicarbonate reduces Pco2. Chest. 2005;127:866-870.
http://www.pulmonaryreviews.com/jun05/sodium.html
Corinne M. P. Buysse, MD, and colleagues retrospectively evaluated the use of
sodium bicarbonate in 17 children with life-threatening asthma. Sixteen of these
children had acidosis, indicating severe respiratory distress. The acidosis was
classified as mixed respiratory and metabolic in 13 patients, predominantly
respiratory in one patient, and metabolic in two patients. In one patient, the initial
blood gas values before administration of sodium bicarbonate in the referring hospital
could not be traced. A new protocol was initiated using IV magnesium sulfate and IV
sodium bicarbonate as adjunctive therapy when respiratory distress persisted despite
standard treatment. According to Dr. Buysse, a pediatric intensivist at the Erasmus
MC–Sophia Children’s Hospital in Rotterdam, Netherlands, “Administration of
sodium bicarbonate was associated with a significant decrease in Pco2 in 17 children
with life-threatening asthma. Improvement of respiratory distress was observed as
well.”
http://www.pccmjournal.com/pt/re/pccm/abstract.00130478-2007030004
00016.htm;jsessionid=LftNGWdNXk8fRr0qDpdfkhgrCQv9J5NGSPxffZnGHNp
J5mTY7sXQ!542054210!181195628!8091!-1

5 Old fashioned sodium bicarbonate baths for the treatment of psoriasis in the era of
futuristic biologics: An old ally to be rescued; Journal of Dermatological Treatment;
Volume 16, Number 1/February 2005
6 These include, Benzotropines (valium) cyclic antidepressants (amytriptayine),
organophosphates, methanol (Methyl alcohol is a cheap and potent adulterant of
illicit liquors) Diphenhydramine (Benedryl), Beta blockers (propanalol) Barbiturates,
and Salicylates (Aspirin). Poisoning by drugs that block voltage-gated sodium
channels produces intraventricular conduction defects, myocardial depression,
bradycardia, and ventricular arrhythmias. Human and animal reports suggest that
hypertonic sodium bicarbonate may be effective therapy for numerous agents
possessing sodium channel blocking properties, including cocaine, quinidine,
procainamide, flecainide, mexiletine, bupivacaine, and others.
7 A study of the acidosis, blood urea, and plasma chlorides in uranium nephritis in
the dog, and the protective action of sodium bicarbonate. The Journal of
Experimental Medicine, Vol 25, 693-719, Copyright, 1917, by The Rockefeller
Institute
for
Medical
Research
New
York
http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/abstract/25/5/693
8 Effect of sodium chloride- and sodium bicarbonate-rich mineral water on blood
pressure and metabolic parameters in elderly normotensive individuals: a randomized
double-blind crossover trial. J Hypertens. 1996 Jan;14(1):131-5. Department of
Internal Medicine, Universitatsklinikum Benjamin Franklin, Free University of
Berlin, Germany.
9 One of the most important supplements for the breast cancer patient is high doses
of the hormone melatonin at bedtime. Melatonin blocks estrogen receptors somewhat
similarly to the drug tamoxifen without the long-term side effects of tamoxifen.
Further, when melatonin and tamoxifen are combined, synergistic benefits occur.
Melatonin can be safely taken for an indefinite period of time. The suggested dose of
melatonin for breast cancer patients is 3 mg to 50 mg at bedtime. Caution: Although
melatonin is strongly recommended for breast cancer patients, interleukin-2 (IL-2),
which often is combined with melatonin, should be avoided by breast cancer patients.
IL-2 may promote breast cancer cell division. http://www.lef.org/magazine/mag99/
jan99-protocols.html
10 Old fashioned sodium bicarbonate baths for the treatment of psoriasis in the era of
futuristic biologics: An old ally to be rescued; Journal of Dermatological Treatment;
Volume 16, Number 1/February 2005
11 Impaired pancreatic bicarbonate secretion in chronic malnutrition. Indian
pediatrics ISSN 0019-6061 1995, vol. 32, no3, pp. 323-329 (24 ref.)
12 The Journal of Physiology , Ishiguro et al. (2000) use perfused interlobular ducts
(100-150 µm in diameter) from guinea-pig pancreas and pHi measurements to study
HCO3- permeability.
13 Sodium bicarbonate 5% ear drops. Age from 6 months onwards. Sodium
bicarbonate ear drops. Put 3 to 4 drops into the affected ear(s) 3 to 4 times a day for 3
to 5 days. http://cks.library.nhs.uk/earwax/view_whole_guidance
Alternate and use with iodine to combat ear infections.
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Children with cancer often require pediatric intensive care; and thanks to such
care, many of them have been able to overcome their leukemia. Intensive care
resources are used even in incurable cases. Specifically used in order to relieve
immediate symptoms and improve the quality of life. Practically all organs may be
affected by cancer or by its treatment. The main complications include infections,
hematological problems and electrolyte/ metabolic disturbances. Intensive care
therapy is necessary to correct organic dysfunctions (cardiovascular, respiratory,
renal, gastrointestinal, and neurologic).
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Intensive care therapy in children with cancer is not futile. There has been seen a
reduction in mortality and an improvement in the quality of life for these children in
the medium and long terms. There is something being done to these children that is
improving their survival rates.
On day 5 of chemotherapy, he was admitted to our intensive care unit (ICU) with
tumor lysis syndrome (urate 24.6 mg/dl, LDH 1120 U/l, phosphate 4.0 mmol/l) and
acute renal failure (BUN 122 mg/dl, creatinine 3.3 mg/dl) (normal range: urate 3.5–
7.0 mg/dl, LDH 0–248 U/l, phosphate 0.81–1.53 mmol/l, creatinine 0.7–1.3 mg/dl,
BUN 16.7–45.8 mg/dl). He was treated with hydration, sodium bicarbonate and
16.5 mg (0.2 mg/kg) of rasburicase for 3 days. Uric acid levels dropped to 0.1 mg/dl
on the next day and remained low during the following days (Figure 1). Renal
function improved and at discharge from hospital, plasma urate and creatinine
were within the normal range.
Dr. Rberto Sapolnik indicates that the interaction between the intensive care team
and oncologists allows for the solution of extremely life-threatening situations for
children with Leukemia. Intensive care in children with cancer is crucial for the
improvement of survival rates of these children, with an increasing number of reports
on the cure of neoplastic diseases.
Dr. Sapolnik writes, “Neoplasms are the second most common cause of death in
children aged between 1 and 15 years throughout most of the world, being outrivaled
only by accident-related traumas. 1 Leukemia is the most frequent type of childhood
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cancer, followed (in decreasing order) by brain tumor, lymphomas, sarcoma, and
ectodermal tumors. Tremendous development has been made in cancer treatment in
the last twenty years, especially with the advent of new chemotherapy drugs,
radiotherapy and bone marrow transplant. However, these new therapies may cause
several side effects and compromise almost all the organic functions. Cancer itself
may cause clinical complications with immediate life threat, such as spontaneous
tumor lysis syndrome or tumor compression causing renal insufficiency or intestinal
obstruction. Children with cancer often require pediatric intensive care; and
thanks to such care, many of them have been able to overcome the most acute
phase of the disease.”
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Something is happening in the intensive care wards that are not being explained
or understood. Perhaps the intensive care staffs are unwittingly killing off the yeast,
fungi and molds (cancer) that are choking off the life force of these unfortunate
children. If Leukemia turns out to be a fungal infection of white blood cells called
leukocytes then all will be explained.
When fungal colonization and mycotoxin
contamination is maximal one finds cancer
growing and mestastizing at a maximal rate.
Doctors in general are not very good at diagnosing fungal infections because
their medical school training is based so heavily on the role of bacteria and viruses in
the area of infectious diseases. Fungi have been a forgotten foe ever since the advent
of antibiotics and this is perhaps one of biggest mistakes of allopathic medicine. The
overuse and/or even occasional use of antibiotics can lead directly to deadly fungus
infections. Laboratories display the same difficulty in diagnosing fungal infections:
current tests for detecting the presence of fungi are both terribly scant and sorely
antiquated. This is a serious problem for fungi are late stage infections that are
provoking or accompanying a range of life threatening diseases.
Dr. Simoncini states, “At the moment, against fungi, there is no useful remedy
other than, in my opinion, sodium bicarbonate. The anti-fungins that are currently on
the market, in fact, do not have the ability to penetrate the masses (except perhaps
early administrations of azoli or of amfotercin B delivered parenterally), since they
are conceived to act only at a stratified level of epithelial type. In order to achieve the
most detrimental effect on the tumors, the sodium bicarbonate must be put in direct
contact with the damaged tissue. It is also possible to put specific catheters (port-acath) in the arteries that run to the different conventional endoscope methods.
Furthermore there can be used clysters, drip infusions, irrigations and infiltrations at
the places where the tumor has grown.”
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Bicarbonate physiology is entirely ignored in diabetes as it is in medicine in
general. Who would stop long enough to think deeply enough to make the connection
between acid producing diets (junk foods) and destruction of the pancreas? Dr.
Parhatsathid Napatalung writes, “The pancreas is killed if the body is
metabolically acid as it tries to maintain bicarbonates. Without sufficient
bicarbonates, the pancreas is killed, insulin becomes a problem and hence
diabetes becomes an issue. Without sufficient bicarbonate buffer, the effect of
disease is far reaching as the body becomes acid.”
Medical insights such as these are rare in medicine. It makes so much medical
sense to assume the pancreas, the organ most responsible for pH control,1 would be
the one of the first organs affected when general pH shifts to the acidic. “Monitoring
of blood-sugar levels, insulin production, acid-base balance, and pancreatic
bicarbonate and enzyme production before and after test exposures to potentially
allergic substances reveals that the pancreas is the first organ to develop inhibited
function from varied stresses,2 writes Dr. William Philpott and Dr. Dwight K.
Kalita in their book Brain Allergies.
When one of many possible biological stresses weigh down on the pancreas it
will, as any other organ will, begin to function improperly. When this happens the
first thing we will see is a reduction in pancreatic bicarbonate. Once there is an
inhibition of pancreatic function and pancreatic bicarbonate flow these decreases
there naturally would follow a chain reaction of inflammatory reactions throughout
the body. The reactions would be included in the brain as the acidic conditions begin
to generally prevail.
There are many causes of diabetes. Almost as many as all the heavy metals, toxic
chemicals and radiation contamination that will affect, weaken and destroy pancreatic
tissues. Bicarbonate physiology is foundational - meaning it forms the carpet that
these poisons walk on. When the body is bicarbonate sufficient it is more capable of
resisting the toxicity of chemical insults. That is why even the army suggests its use
to protect the kidneys from radiological contamination. Much the same can be said
for magnesium levels as well. Magnesium, bicarbonate and iodine all protect us from
the constant assault of noxious chemicals we are subjected to everyday in our water,
food and air.
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At first sign of any kind of metabolic disorder bicarbonate should be rushed into
the system. And of course, the best way of doing this is orally. Isn’t it interesting that
the cure for diabetes is to put stem cells in the pancreas but what about something
simpler - like prevention against pancreas destruction? Obviously it is known that the
pancreas is being destroyed in type-one diabetes. Research, however, is not being
directed into prevention.
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Pancreatic secretion of bicarbonate decreases in severe malnutrition and it is
known that most obese people are malnourished. The famous junk food diet that
leads to diabetes is a diet guaranteed to create malnutrition and thus decreased
bicarbonate flow. Also the more acid the foods the more bicarbonate is needed. Even
greater deficiencies build up from escalating acid conditions, which demand great
and great buffers to balance pH.
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The names commonly used to refer to malfunctions in the
pancreas are hypoglycemia and diabetes. These two seemingly
separate metabolic problems are basically only different
states of a more fundamental bicarbonate and insulin disturbances.
When we talk about bicarbonate deficiency, unfortunately, it is like talking
imagery to the blind. Bicarbonate deficiency is the most unrecognized medical
condition on earth even though it is extraordinarily central to health. The
problem actually is that it is too ordinary. Doctors cannot understand that our pH
effects every biochemical reaction in our body because that steps out of the lockstep
of pharmaceutical medicine. The issue of bicarbonate isn't something we can dismiss
out of hand, but this is exactly what orthodox doctors do. Dr. Napatalung tells me that
he has known of all of this for almost 40 years. So the issues we are introducing here
are not new - just ignored!
When you look at the fact that over-acidification of the body is the single
underlying most fundamental cause of all disease we can begin to understand the
importance of bicarbonate physiology. Also, as the economic crisis explodes forward,
family finances are forcing more and more people to skimp on medications,
physician visits and preventive screening in order to pay other household bills.
Orthodox medical thinking suggests this would be dangerous to their health, but
nothing could be further from the truth. Expecially if they turn to the healthier
approach of Natural Allopathic Medicine and the use of safe and very inexpensive
solutions like sodium bicarbonate.
Studies have shown that most health care is not based on clinical studies of what
works best or what does not work best. This is regardless if it is a test, a treatment, a
drug or a technology. Instead, most care is based on informed opinion, personal
observation or tradition. This book is bold enough to suggest a new tradition based on
clinical experience from hospitals and labratories around the globe that have
observed sodium bicarbonate in action.
The fact that bicarbonate is extraordinarily inexpensive is meaningful to a
humane form or medicine that cares about treating the masses, not just the affluent or
the insured. When we remember that American style super expensive medicine is not
affordable to five billion or more people on this planet we begin to understand that
bicarbonate is offering medicine something truly astounding. The price of cancer
drugs is rising at a rate of 15 percent per year, particularly as new and expensive
biotechnology drugs hit the market. Some of these drugs may cost $100,000 or more
for a course of treatment. Bicarbonate, at just around two dollars a pound, suggests
that pharmaceutical companies are overcharging.
Some people like health activist Mike Adams say that the real purpose of
chemotherapy is not to extend life and cure patients from their cancer, but “To extract
the life savings of cancer victims before they die.” The current contraction in
financial markets and in the real economy is going to be a major force in changing
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modern oncology because all these people’s savings are being wiped out. Thus their
savings will no longer be available to oncologists.
It is stupid to assume that the more expensive a medical treatment is the better.
Sodium bicarbonate’s heavy hammer mallet proves this wrong. In the tough times
ahead of us people should not have to forgo needed health care. They would not
have to if the government and the medical industrial complex would come to its
senses. The present scrimping we see in medical care does not underscore the need to
provide health insurance with affordable premiums and co-payments to bring down
medical costs. It means it is simply time for a medical revolution that brings the
medical establishment back down to earth where we find that simple medicines are
safer and more effective than anything the pharmaceutical companies can dream up.
More on Bicarbonate Physiology
Dr. Parhatsathid Napatalung
Without sufficient bicarbonate buffer, the effect of disease is far reaching as the
body becomes acid. The brain glial cells that produces sodium nitrite (a chemical
messenger Nitric Oxide which has broad body's physiology) necessary to control
blood pressure and immune system suddenly degrades in presence of acidic pH and it
is converted into nitric oxide gas, which more or less in a blood medium with water
becomes nitric acid.
What's more interesting is the chemical messenger signals nitric oxide can't be
transported to other parts of the body, especially far distance necessary to kill
pathogens. Since nitric oxide is destroyed before reaching that area. This is why
diabetics get their legs cut off whenever the leg has an infection.
There simply isn't enough alkalinity to transport the sodium nitrite to the
extremities. Case in point, this idea can be demonstrated, take sodium nitrite and put
in weak acid solution of any kind, whether they are citric acid, vinegar, or even
ascorbic acid. The sodium nitrite will immediately degrade and convert itself to nitric
oxide. However in a pH neutral or slightly alkaline solution, the sodium nitrite is
stable. This means the sodium nitrite, if the blood has sufficient bicarbonates, can
reach their target organs as intended. It is like if your body is acid, the telephone lines
are cut off. In this case the chemical messenger is destroyed in an acid blood so lines
of communication indeed are cut off.
Where does Nitric Oxide come in? Well nitric oxide causes the blood vessels to
relax, thus reducing blood pressure and increase blood circulation. With increase
blood circulation you get better immunity.
Bacteria, viruses and fungus are killed likewise. Assuming the sodium nitrite
reaches the target infected organs. Since is a known fact that bacteria, viruses, and
fungus produces waste materials that are acid, the acid will react with sodium
nitrite to produce nitric acid. When this occurs living bacteria, fungus and
bacteria get literally nuked with nitric acid. So in an alkaline blood medium, the
sodium nitrite is more directed directly to the target pathogens to kill them. As you
can see I have effectively dealt with autoimmunity in many cases including lupus.
Baking soda really did help in many cases. The remedy I used for autoimmunity in
fact is 1/2 teaspoon of baking soda in a glass of water twice a day.

In the event of a person with insufficient bicarbonates, and assuming the
pancreas is acid, not only is the acidity killing it, but you literally come down with an
autoimmune disease where your body attacks the pancreas. It is not just the acid, but
destruction is also happening from the chemical messenger sodium nitrite that nukes
yourself instead of the targeted pathogens. In other words you become enemy to
yourself. Since the pathogens didn't get nitric acid but are destroyed by the body's
own acid, it gives the pathogen an ideal playground to damage us, especially places
where it is further from the brain, which produces the chemical messenger molecule.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Epithelial cells in pancreatic ducts are the source of the bicarbonate and water
secreted by the pancreas. Bicarbonate is a base and critical to neutralizing the acid
coming into the small intestine from the stomach. The mechanism underlying
bicarbonate secretion is essentially the same as for acid secretion parietal cells and is
dependent on the enzyme carbonic anhydrase. In pancreatic duct cells, the
bicarbonate is secreted into the lumen of the duct and hence into pancreatic juice.
2 Brain Allergies: The Psychonutrient and Magnetic Connections.By William
Philpott, Dwight K. Kalita Published by McGraw-Hill Professional, 2000
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I was confronted for my bicarbonate and maple syrup essay with the following
information:

Sodium Bicarbonate and
Carbon Dioxide
Magnesium Bicarbonate

Baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) immediately reacts when it mixes
with stomach acid. NaHCO(3) + HCl ---> NaCl + H(2)0 + CO(2). That is: Sodium
bicarbonate + stomach acid yields salt + water + carbon dioxide.

Beating Back Late Stage
Infections with Sodium
Bicarbonate

The confronting clinician stated that neither the sodium cation nor sodium
bicarbonate is taken up significantly into a cancer cell nor into any kind of cell. The
bottom line according to this physician: Maple syrup with sodium bicarbonate
delivers sugar, salt, and carbon dioxide to the body. It is very simple to write off a
good thing like bicarbonate with scientific thinking that does not understand the
complexity of CO2 and its relationship to bicarbonate.

The pH Story - Acid Death Vs
Alkaline Life

CO2 is a gas at room temperature, and consists of a central carbon atom and two
oxygen atoms arranged in a linear fashion. When dissolved into water, the CO2
becomes hydrated to form carbonic acid (H2CO3). This hydration step takes a few
seconds, though that may seem fast, many organisms from bacteria to humans use an
enzyme called carbonic anhydrase to greatly speed up the process.
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Once carbonic acid forms, it very quickly equilibrates with the other acids and
bases in solution. It can, for example, lose one or two protons (H+). The extent to
which this happens depends upon the pH and a variety of other factors. In seawater at
pH 8.1, most of it (87 percent) will lose one proton to form bicarbonate, a small
amount will lose two protons to form carbonate (13 percent), and a very small
amount will remain as H2CO3 (<>1 percent). All of these forms, however,
interconvert faster than the blink of an eye, so one cannot identify one as carbonate
and one as bicarbonate for more than a tiny fraction of a second. All one can really
say is that on average X percent is in the form of bicarbonate, and Y percent in the
form of carbonate.1

Why Bicarbonate and Why Not
A Pharmaceutical Antifungal

A bicarbonate anion is considered ''labile'' since at a proper concentration of
hydrogen ion (H+) it may be converted to carbonic acid (H2CO3) and thence to its
volatile form, carbon dioxide (CO2). Little did this clinician know that a lack of
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carbon dioxide is itself a starting point for different disturbances in the body. If
a carbon dioxide deficiency continues for a long time then it can be responsible
for diseases, ageing and even cancer.

Infectious Processes
Dr. Tullio Simoncini on AntiFungins

Sodium (Na+) is the principal cation of the extracellular fluid
and bicarbonate (HC03 †) is a normal constituent of body
fluids and the normal plasma level ranges from 24 to 31 mEq/liter.

Dr. Tullio Simoncini’s Case
Studies

Few people know that a decreased level of carbon dioxide in the blood leads to
decreased oxygen supply to the cells in the body including in the brain, heart, kidneys
etc. Carbon dioxide (CO2) was found at the end of the 19th century by scientists
Bohr and Verigo to be responsible for the bond between oxygen and haemoglobin. If
the level of carbon dioxide in the blood is lower than normal, then this leads to
difficulties in releasing oxygen from haemoglobin. Hence the Verigo-Bohr law.

Magnesium the Lamp of Life

According to the Verigo-Bohr effect, we can state
that a CO2 deficit caused by deep breathing
leads to oxygen starvation in the cells of the body.
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This diagram shows the diffusion directions for H+, CO2, and O2 between the
blood and the muscle cells during exercise. The resulting concentration changes
affect the buffer equilibria, shown in the upper right-hand corner of the diagram
(yellow). If the amounts of H+ and CO2 exceed the capacity of hemoglobin, they
affect the carbonic acid equilibrium, as predicted by Le Châtelier's Principle or the
quantitative treatment in terms of equilibrium constants. As a result, the pH of the
blood is lowered, causing acidosis. The lungs and kidneys respond to pH changes by
removing CO2, HCO3-, and H+ from the blood.
A Russian doctor named Konstantin Buteyko is most responsible for drawing
attention to the importance of carbon dioxide for body metabolism and how the lack
of it can cause chronic diseases; this constitutes a major breakthrough in medical
science. A molecule of carbon dioxide (CO2) consists of one carbon and two oxygen
atoms. Colorless and odorless, it is hard to detect. The amount of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere has been in flux throughout the Earth’s history
Public opinion tends to think of carbon dioxide as a waste product or even a
poison. (It is sometimes confused with carbon monoxide, which is a poison). Way
back in the 19th century, Zuntz, in Berlin, recognized that carbon dioxide, unlike
oxygen, is not carried by haemoglobin. He showed that in the blood, carbon dioxide
is combined with bases, chiefly as sodium bicarbonate, which plays a part in acidalkaline balance. All the carbon dioxide is dissolved in the plasma, both in simple

solution and that combined with alkali into the bicarbonates.
"Another natural misconception is that oxygen and carbon dioxide are so far
antagonistic that a gain of one in the blood necessarily involves a corresponding loss
of the other. On the contrary, although each tends to raise the pressure and thus
promote the diffusion of the other, the two gases are held and transported in the blood
by different means; oxygen is carried by the haemoglobin in the corpuscles, while
carbon dioxide is combined with alkali in the plasma. A sample of blood may be high
in both gases, or low in both gases. Under clinical conditions, low oxygen and low
carbon dioxide generally occur together. Therapeutic increase of carbon
dioxide, by inhalation of this gas diluted in air, is often an effective means of
improving the oxygenation of the blood and tissues".
In medicine, up to 5% carbon dioxide is added to
pure oxygen for stimulation of breathing after
apnea and to stabilize the O2/CO2 balance in blood.
Biologist Dr. Ray Peat tells us that “breathing pure oxygen lowers the oxygen
content of tissues; breathing rarefied air, or air with carbon dioxide, oxygenates and
energizes the tissues; if this seems upside down, it's because medical physiology has
been taught upside down. And respiratory physiology holds the key to the special
functions of all the organs, and too many of their basic pathological changes.” 3
People who live at very high altitudes live significantly longer;
they have a lower incidence of cancer (Weinberg, et al., 1987)
and heart disease (Mortimer, et al., 1977), and other
degenerative conditions, than people who live near sea level.
Dr. Peat continues saying that, “Breathing too much oxygen displaces too much
carbon dioxide, provoking an increase in lactic acid; too much lactate displaces both
oxygen and carbon dioxide. Lactate itself tends to suppress respiration. Oxygen
toxicity and hyperventilation create a systemic deficiency of carbon dioxide. It is this
carbon dioxide deficiency that makes breathing more difficult in pure oxygen, that
impairs the heart’s ability to work, and that increases the resistance of blood vessels,
impairing circulation and oxygen delivery to tissues. In conditions that permit
greater carbon dioxide retention, circulation is improved and the heart works more
effectively. Carbon dioxide inhibits the production of lactic acid, and lactic acid
lowers carbon dioxide's concentratrion in a variety of ways.”
“Otto Warburg established that lactic acid production is a fundamental property
of cancer. It is, to a great degree, the lactic acid which triggers the defensive reactions
of the organism, leading to tissue wasting from excessive glucocorticoid hormone,”
says Dr. Peat. Tumors do tend to be efficient at exporting lactate which drops the pH
in the milieu of the tumor. The breakdown of glucose or glycogen produces lactate
and hydrogen ions - for each lactate molecule, one hydrogen ion is formed.
It is carbon dioxide deficiency that impairs circulation and oxygen
delivery to tissues. Carbon dioxide inhibits the production of lactic acid, and lactic
acid lowers carbon dioxide's concentration in a variety of ways.
Dr. Ray Peat

Thus we can begin to see that it is the lack of carbon dioxide in the body
which is a cause of many disturbances in the metabolism of cells and tissues,
which, in turn, can lead to disease. Dr Buteyko said, "CO2 is the main source of
nutrition for any living matter on Earth. Plants obtain CO2 from the air and provide
the main source of nourishment for animals, while both plants and animals are
nourishment for us. The great resource of CO2 in the air was formed in pre-historical
times when the amount was about 10%.” According to the Verigo-Bohr effect, we
can state that a CO2 deficit caused by deep breathing leads to oxygen starvation
in the cells of the body. This state is known as hypoxia and it badly affects the
nervous system.
The best way to produce carbon dioxide is from physical activity but most people
with chronic illness and cancer unfortunately do not exercise. Understanding how
important sodium bicarbonate can be to the chronically ill person involves
understanding the basic physiology of carbon dioxide.
There are different
techniques designed for increasing carbon dioxide levels in the blood. Dr Buteyko
developed a system where by breathing techniques controlled asthma. The ancient
yogis with their yogic breathing and NASA controls spaceship climates with these
issues in mind. Natural medicine makes proper breathing very important because the
central mechanism to maintain CO2 levels is correct breathing.4 The clinical choice
often is IV injection of bicarbonate in emergency situations but the rest of us can take
the easy and extremely inexpensive way using oral sodium bicarbonate with or
without maple syrup!
About 80% of the CO_2 formed by metabolism is transported from tissues to
lungs as bicarbonate ions dissolved in the water phases of red cells and plasma. The
catalyzed hydration of CO_2 to bicarbonate takes place in the erythrocytes but most
of the bicarbonate thus formed must be exchanged with extracellular chloride to
make full use of the carbon dioxide transporting capacity of the blood. This is an
important reason why magnesium chloride is not only the ideal form of magnesium
but also the reason to combine magnesium chloride with bicarbonate. Chloride is
another basic substance that runs parallel biological processes.
The anion transport capacity of the red cell membrane is among the largest ionic
transport capacities of any biological membrane. Exchange diffusion of chloride and
bicarbonate is nevertheless a rate-limiting step for the transfer of CO_2 from tissues
to lungs.5
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 http://www.fishchannel.com/saltwater-aquariums/aquarium-frontiers/co2-friend-orfoe.aspx?cm_sp=InternalClicks-_-RelatedArticles-_-saltwater-aquariums/aquariumfrontiers/co2-friend-or-foe

2 Henderson, Y. Carbon Dioxide. Article in Encyclopedia of Medicine. 1940.
3 http://raypeat.com/articles/aging/altitude-mortality.shtml
4 http://www.positivehealth.com/article-view.php?articleid=1436
5 Chloride-Bicarbonate Exchange in Red Blood Cells: Physiology of Transport and
Chemical Modification of Binding Site. Wieth, J. O.; Andersen, O. S.; Brahm, J.;
Bjerrum, P. J.; Borders, C. L., Jr. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of
London. Series B, Biological Sciences, Volume 299, Issue 1097, pp. 383-399
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Magnesium chloride and sodium bicarbonate in water is an ideal way to supply
magnesium ions and bicarbonate ions to body cells. The magnesium ion is Mg2+,
and the bicarbonate ion is HCO3-. So, magnesium bicarbonate must have two
bicarbonate ions: Mg (HCO3)2. Magnesium does not readily reach the
mitochondrion, but if plenty of bicarbonate is available the bicarbonate will act as
transport into the mitochondrion for the magnesium and bicarbonate both. The
problem is that magnesium bicarbonate only exists naturally in the ocean and the few
products available are expensive compared to using magnesium chloride and sodium
bicarbonate together.
Magnesium bicarbonate is a complex hydrated salt that exists only in water under
specific conditions. When consumed, magnesium bicarbonate rapidly enters body
cells. This occurs because magnesium is an intracellular element and magnesium
functions as a bicarbonate co-transporter into cells: When magnesium bicarbonate
enters body cells, the concentrations of bicarbonate ions inside body cells are
increased. Magnesium bicarbonate enters body cells and dissociates to increase
bicarbonate ion concentrations inside body cells. One can make ones own magnesium
bicarbonate.1
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Carbonic anhydrase enzyme is ubiquitous in body cells and constitutes up to ten
percent of the soluble protein in most body cells. It is one of the fastest enzymes
known: each carbonic anhydrase enzyme produces from ten thousand to one million
acid groups (H+) per second. The acid (H+) produced by carbonic anhydrase enzyme
is pumped by proton pump enzymes into cell organelles such as lysosomes,
phagosomes, endosomes and ruffled membranes. In the presence of magnesium
and bicarbonate ions, less acid is produced by carbonic anhydrase enzyme. This
occurs because magnesium bicarbonate increases the concentrations of bicarbonate
ions inside body cells. Bicarbonate ion concentrations decrease the formation of acid
by carbonic anhydrase enzyme (Le Chatelier's principle) and also produce hydroxide
ions as described above.
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Magnesium bicarbonate decreases the production of acid from carbon dioxide in
body cells. Magnesium and bicarbonate would at the same time increase the energy
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production in cells. This energy increase occurs in several ways. First, magnesium
bicarbonate protects the natural organic and inorganic phosphate buffers in the
cytoplasm of cells. Second, magnesium bicarbonate neutralizes the acid produced as
a result of metabolic processes and ATP hydrolysis. This allows more ATP to be
hydrolyzed; that is, more energy can be utilized.
Third, magnesium bicarbonate buffers the mitochondria in body cells from
excess acid concentrations which improves mitochondrial function and allows more
ATP to be produced. When more ATP can be hydrolyzed and more ATP can be
produced, body cells have sufficient energy for optimum function. It should be noted
that magnesium ions are coupled with ATP in biochemical reactions involving ATP
in body cells. In addition, magnesium ions are required as cofactors in many enzymes
involved in the metabolism of food to energy. Therefore, adequate magnesium ion
concentrations per se in body cells are crucial for proper cell energy production and
utilization.
Magnesium-rich mineral waters are easily absorbed and have many health
benefits due not only to their magnesium content, but also because of their content of
bicarbonate ions that help neutralize the carbonic acid formed in the body during
metabolic processes. Several studies have shown that an increased intake of
bicarbonate may help prevent muscle wasting and bone loss. Our diets are usually
acid. Acids burn out our cells and causes accelerated aging. Bicarbonate is alkaline
and provides the body with the extra alkalinity needed by the body to neutralize
excess acidity.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 The method consists of using one tablespoon of magnesium carbonate to be
dissolved with soda water. Buy a bottle of Carbonated Seltzer water - NO SODIUM,
just carbonated "fizz" water, unflavored. Refrigerate for a couple of hours. Get
another, larger bottle, and pour 2/3 of a capful of PLAIN (no-flavor) Philips Milk of
Magnesia (which is Magnesium Oxide, an alkaline laxative) into the large bottle.
(The bottle comes with a plastic measuring cup which is what I mean when I say 2/3
capful.) Now quickly open the bottle of carbonated water (water + carbonic acid) and
empty it into the large bottle containing the 2/3 capful of Magnesia. Shake well. You
will have a bottle of milky/cloudy liquid which is in the process of neutralization
between the carbonic acid and the magnesium oxide-- leaving a neutral salt,
Magnesium Bicarbonate.
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Candida A.
When fungal colonization and mycotoxin
contamination is maximal one finds cancer
growing and mestastizing at a maximal rate.
Doctors in general are not very good at diagnosing fungal infections. This is
because their medical school training is based so heavily on the role of bacteria and
viruses in the area of infectious diseases. Fungi have been a forgotten foe ever since
the advent of antibiotics. This is perhaps one of biggest mistakes of allopathic
medicine - for the overuse and or even occasional the use of antibiotics can lead
directly to deadly fungus infections. Laboratories display the same difficulty in
diagnosing fungal infections: current tests for detecting the presence of fungi are both
terribly scant and sorely antiquated. This is a serious problem because fungi are late
stage infections that are provoking or are accompanying a range of life
threatening diseases.
If the spine, for example, becomes infected with bacteria or fungi inside or on the
surface of vertebrae, then the entire torso region (region between neck and waist)
may be extremely sore and stiff after being in bed for a while. A person may feel
better after taking a hot shower and moving around, but may still be sore during the
day - especially during a deep breath.
All of the medications proven to be effective in
the treatment of the mycotoxin-induced diseases
possess anti-fungal and/or anti-mycotoxic activity.
Dr. A.V. Costantini
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The use of antimicrobial agents (e.g., antibiotics, antiseptics, antifungal) plays an
important part in current medical therapy. This is particularly true in the fields of
dermatology as well as skin and wound antisepsis. Effective treatments for skin or
mucous membranes, which are afflicted with bacterial, fungal, viral infections, or
viral lesions, frequently include the use of topical antimicrobial agents. Most antiviral
compounds are unsuitable for topical treatment of these infections because they have
limited ability to penetrate the ski. In truth, pharmaceuticals offer little that are
effective for viral infections. In the case of AIDS the best the allopathic empire could
come up with is to kill the patient with the most toxic drugs available before the virus
does.
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Inflamation is the first sign and
symptom of infectious process.
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Topical compositions containing known antiviral compounds usually fail to
relieve the symptoms such as pain, inflammation and/or itchiness often associated
with dermal viral infections or skin lesions. Further, they fail to prevent the
secondary infection of these lesions by bacteria or fungi, leading to prolonged
disease states. Thus, there is still a need for more effective antimicrobial agents.
People with weak immune systems (i.e., immunecompromised or immune-suppressed individuals)
are more vulnerable to infections by molds.
Dr. Simoncini makes the connection that fungal colonies and cancer colonies are
the same colonies called by two different names. Interestingly in 1931, Dr. Otto
Warburg was awarded the Nobel Prize in science for his discovery that cancer cells
rapidly proliferated in the presence of fermented sugar. Now we can understand more
fully the connection between cancer and fungal colonies. Ironically fungal cells also
proliferate rapidly under the same conditions. Fungi feed on sugar; cancer feeds on
sugar!
Interestingly, Dr. Simoncini hits the cancer or fungal colonies with sugar when
he hits them with the bicarbonate. He does this partially because late stage cancer
sufferers are dying because of glucose starvation and deprivation. He also does this
because the fungi are also very hungry for that sugar. So hungry that they open their
cell membranes wide to receive the sugar and in flows the increased alkalinity with
the accompanying blast of oxygen because of the higher levels of bicarbonate in the
blood.

Dr. Simoncini uses the lab procedures and protocols for using intravenous
sodium bicarbonate (as approved by the FDA for cardiac infarctions) to treat most
cancers. Being that the present day survival rate of 5 years in the US is less than 2
¾% due to protocols the medical profession uses, Dr. Simoncini has a claimed 90%
remission rate and some as long as 20 years should shatter some of modern
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medicine’s fixed ideas about cancer. “If the fungus are sensible to the sodium
bicarbonate solutions and the tumour is smaller than 3 cm, the percentage will be
around the 90%. Terminal cases in which the patients are in reasonable good
condition is 50%, and for terminal patients just a small percentage,” reports
Simoncini, whose treatments take approximately 30-45 days. Below is a note from
Dr. Simoncini on his discovery.
“With the exception of the cancers caused by cut/cured/ fermented tobacco leaf,
the cause of cancer is generally stated as being unknown. That statement is made
invalid by the published research data collected and presented here. It documents that
fungi and their mycotoxins cause virtually every type of human cancer in either
animals or humans or in both,” reports Dr. A.V. Costantini from the W.H.O.1
There is a food connection to cancer but only
to its connection with contaminating fungi
and the mycotoxins which those fungi produce.
Dr. A.V. Costantini
Antibiotics increase the risk of incident and fatal breast cancer or any type of
cancer.2 This finding is also explained by the fact that many if not most of our
antibiotics are derived from fungi - they are fungal byproducts, or “myco”-toxins.
Remember how we get penicillin from the Penicillium mold? Or how we get alcohol
from brewer’s yeast, or Saccharomyces cerevisiae? That’s right, alcohol - linked to
50 different types of cancer (Costantini, Fungalbionics Series. 1998-99) - is a
mycotoxin. That same book by Costantini tell us that 2 or more cumulative month’s
use of antibiotics in one’s life increases the risk of lymphoma by 40%. “Certainly,
physicians would not believe such a risk exists for penicillin, an antibiotic given to
billions of humans. However, it is by definition a mycotoxin and mycotoxins do
cause cancer.” (Costantini, et al. 1998).
Antibiotics are contributing to everything
from 2nd heart attacks to breast cancer.
Both cancer cells and fungi can metabolize nutrients in the absence of oxygen
(anaerobically). Both must have sugar in order to survive. Both can be impacted by
antifungal medicines.3 Both will die in the absence of sugar.4“Mycotoxins have
proven to be very toxic and harmful, and it is no wonder that many inhabitants of
mold-infested spaces are constantly ill. This illness is mainly upper respiratory tract
infections, lethargy, constant headaches, nausea, and a general ill feeling. Inhabiting
these living spaces for a considerable period may lead to cancer.”5
That metastatic cancer cells eat their way through the protective barriers
of an organ and march away form their proper organ and overrun
other tissues and organs describes yeast and fungus invasion perfectly.
Now we have Doug A. Kaufman and Dr. David Holland, who are in terms of
diabetes, saying what Dr. Simoncini and Dr. Costantini are saying about cancer.
Which is that the fungal invasion is a cause, NOT just a secondary infection. It is a
primary infection. As we have already noted allopathic doctors do a lousy job of
diagnosing fungal infections. So they blame bacteria and viruses, and treat with
antibiotics, which only makes matters worse because antibiotics promote fungal
growth.
Kaufman and Holland make a significant link between diabetes and cancer. Is it a
coincidence that diabetics have a 4 times greater rate of liver cancer? And diabetics
have double the risk of pancreatic cancer compared to non-diabetics, according to
recent studies presented to the Third Annual Frontiers in Cancer Prevention Research
Meeting in Seattle in 2004. Kaufman and Holland, in their book Infectious
Diabetes,present a compelling account of how fungi may be the underlying cause of
diabetes, its complications, and many other autoimmune disorders.

Heavy Metal Contamination promotes the growth of fungus
infections and are an essential etiology in their cause.
Cancer has been around as long as mankind, but only in the second half of the
20th century did the number of cancer cases explode. Contributing to this explosion
are the excessive amounts of toxins and pollutants, high stress lifestyles that zap the
immune system, poor quality pesticide-full junk food, irradiated genetically modified
pathogens, electromagnetic stress, lights, and just about everything that wasn't here
200 years ago. All these weaken the immune system and alter the internal
environment in the body to an environment that promotes the growth of cancer/fungal
colonies.
Fungi easily grow in the body after the part of the immune system that controls
the fungi (i.e. kills it) has been compromised - compromised for example by heavy
metals, pesticides, emotional shocks, antibiotics, etc. If the immune system is 100%
intact, then fungi should not grow in the body. The part of the immune system that
is most responsible for attacking fungi is the neutraphil function
Dr. Milton White believed that cancer is a chronic,
infectious, fungus disease. He was able to find fungal
spores in every sample of cancer tissue he studied.6
Cancer is not a mysterious disease that suddenly attacks us out of the blue something that we can't do anything about. It has definite causes. We can correct
those causes if we hit it hard enough and from enough sides in a simultaneous
confrontation. Our protocol attacks cancerous cells and tumors by exploiting their
weaknesses. This is be done most directly with sodium bicarbonate treatments
combined with iodine, magnesium chloride, Alpha Lipoic Acid, and as well as with
other substances that trigger chelation of heavy metals.
Fungal overgrowth occurs because its natural competitors have been removed.
Overgrowth happens with antibiotic usage. Pathogenic albicans (chronic candidiasis,
more commonly known as candida or thrush) is generally caused by drug use particularly antibiotic drug use, poor diet, lowered immunity, and metals like mercury
from dental amalgams. Mercury will promote the growth of Candida, as it
adsorbs the mercury. Candida cannot be effectively dealt with without dealing with
the dental issues first (mercury issues). This is not an optional approach, but
necessarily part of the primary approach when mercury contamination is involved.
This is the reason this book does not claim that bicarbonate is a cancer cure, clearly it
is a main part of treatment and can alone put cancer into remission. But if the
underlying causes are not addressed the chances of the cancer coming back are quite
high.
Two studies found an association between exposure to mercury and acute leukemia.
On the basis of the available human and animal data,

the International Agency for Research on Cancer and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency has classified methyl mercury
as a "possible" human carcinogen. National Academy of Science7
According to the observations made by the internationally recognized medical
researcher, Dr. Yoshiaki Omura, all cancer cells have mercury in them. Since
mercury is the second most toxic substance on this planet, its presence provides a
strong initiating factor for disrupting cell function. Support for this idea comes from
Dr Hans Nolte who states that, "The wave spectrum of mercury contains more than
thirteen wavelengths, whereas only one or two frequencies or wavelengths are
usually observed for the other heavy or noble metals." It is Dr. Nolte's belief that the
many harmful effects of mercury could be explained to some degree on the basis of
this great variety of wavelengths. Dr. Omura's clinical observation concludes that one
of the primary reasons cancer returns is because residual mercury reignites a
pathological environment even after surgery, chemotherapy, radiation, and
alternative therapies report a positive effect.8
200 micrograms of mercury would fit on the head of a pin.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
dropping that pinhead of mercury into 23 gallons of water
would make it unsafe for human consumption.9
A person with a mouthful of mercury laden dental amalgam can easily absorb
200 micrograms in a week. Once mercury has attacked cells they become impaired in
their ability to detoxify and nurture themselves because mercury suffocates the
intracellular respiratory mechanism.10 The cells thus become toxic, some die but the
majority simply adopt, change their physiology and live in a state of chronic
malnutrition. The presence of mercury in the tissues represses the immune system,
which itself has to make a conscious adaptation to what could easily become a lethal
heavy metal environment. As mercury levels increase the immune system does
something very interesting for the sake of survival. It begins to allow fungi and
bacteria, which can bind large amounts of toxic metals, to grow. It does this to
alleviate the respiration of the cells so they can breathe again but the cost is very high
for the system has to provide nutrition for the microorganisms and has to deal with
their metabolic products ("toxins").
When a bacterium or virus invades the body, the immune system
sends in its special cells to kill the invaders. One team of special
cells, macrophages, does this by releasing a burst of free radicals.
Dr. Klinghardt explains the hidden connection between such toxic buildup and
the inflammatory infections that are principle aspects of heart diseases, saying“Toxic
metals harm the cells of the body whereas the invading microorganisms can
often thrive in a heavy metal environment. Research by Ludwig, Voll and others in
Germany and Omura and I here in the US, show that microorganisms tend to set up
their housekeeping in those body compartments that have the highest pollution with
toxic metals. The body's own immune cells are incapacitated in those areas whereas
the microorganisms multiply and thrive in an undisturbed way.” He goes on to
“suggest diagnosing and treating toxic metal residues in the body along with the
appropriate treatment of the microorganisms. As long as compartmentalized toxic
metals are present in the body, microorganisms have a fortress that cannot be
conquered by antibiotics.”
With any infection, especially one that continues for
long periods of time,, the body tries to seal off the infection.
It does this by building a fibrous wall around the battle zone.
There are many things that can start the chain reaction that leads to cancer/fungus
infections, but no matter what starts the chain reaction, part of the process involved a
microbe penetrating inside a normal cell, thus breaking the Krebs Cycle and Electron

Transport Chain (ETC). This makes the once normal cell anaerobic, and an anaerobic
cell is defined to be cancerous.
Tumors are not distinquishable from
the infections that inhabit them.
The Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre in East Melbourne has revealed three
cancer patients have died from a fungal infection in its intensive care unit.11 After a
cycle of antibiotics use the candida/yeast/fungus overgrowth that comes in its wake
becomes lethal. Cancer is defined as malignant tumor of disorderly cells that have the
potential of nearly unlimited growth. These uncontrolled cells expand locally and/or
metastasize (spread destructively) to other tissues and organs. Clearly this can define
a yeast or fungus colony as well as normal cells losing control of their own
reproductive growth.

Although, there are millions of species of fungi, only about 400 species of fungi
make mycotoxins that are capable of causing human illness. Only one, a mycotoxin
from the fungi Aspergillus called Aflatoxin, is routinely tested in our food supply.12
It is tested in corn, peanuts and other products. A study published in January 2002 in
The Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) states virtually all of our
corn supply, and much of our peanut and grain supply, is impregnated with
mycotoxins.
Scientists have directly implicated yeast and fungal toxins,
called mycotoxins, in the cause of Crohn’s disease. Former
World Health Organization expert Dr. A.V. Costantini
has found that people with Crohn’s often have aflatoxin,
a mycotoxin made by Aspergillus molds, in their blood.
Dr. Dave Holland
The various foods, which are documented to cause prostate cancer, share little in
common except that they are all high on the list of fungal mycotoxin contaminated
foods. The carcinogenic mycotoxin most often encountered is aflatoxin. Aflatoxin, a
recognized potent carcinogenic mycotoxin causes normal human breast cells to
become cancerous. Tumor tissues have higher aflatoxin-adduct levels than do normal
tissue from the same individual. The presence of carcinogenic aflatoxin within the
cancer tissue and this implicates aflatoxin as a cause of breast cancer. Le et al.
(1986), in a French case-control study of 1,010 breast cancer cases and 1,950 controls
with nonmalignant diseases, found that breast cancer was found to be associated with
increased frequency of mold-fermented cheese consumption.
Aflatoxin causes mutation of normal rat
prostate cellsLink et al. 1983.

Dr. Holland says, “Although aflatoxin is the most carcinogenic substance on the
planet, ochratoxin beats it ten times over in terms of its toxicity and the damage it
inflicts on the human body.13 Despite this, the USDA does not screen for
ochratoxin. Other countries screen for up to 15 of the most common mycotoxins,
including zearalenone, fumonisin, and the afore mentioned ochratoxin. Although
these mycotoxins are common in our food supply the USDA does not screen for their
presence either.14 Incidentally mold-generated zearalenone mimics estrogen, which
can throw a victim’s entire hormonal systems off balance. It is found in high
concentrations in North America.”
While cooking will kill fungi, their mycotoxins remain unaffected
by heat. So mycotoxins existing in grains, milk, and animals
fed them (livestock) will be carried to our dinner tables.

Fungus Infections of the Lungs
Going et al. (1990) found that calcium oxalate crystals are present in
calcifications found in the breast tissue of patients with breast cancer. Oxalic acid
(calcium oxalate crystals) in the sputum or lung specimens of patients is also an
indication of an Aspergillus infection of the lung. Oxalic acid is a powerful
corrosive agent and oxalate salts are widely used for their cleaning and bleaching
properties. Oxalic acid happens to be a mycotoxin which can be produced by a
number of different fungal species. Some fungi produce such large amounts of oxalic
acid that they are used for commercial production of the chemical. These calcium
oxalate crystals are the same as the calcium oxalate found in breast cancers. The
presence of oxalates in the breast is indicative of the presence of fungi
interwoven within the stages of breast cancer development. Since humans do not
make oxalic acid themselves, this is an appropriate conclusion.

In 3 patients with a diagnosis of brain lymphoma and low grade
glioma on the basis of the surgical specimens, stereotactic
biopsy revealed only unspecific reactive tissue changes.

Uric Acid is a Cause of Renal Disease
Kaufman and Holland state that many fungal varieties produce uric acid, which
in turn produce alloxan. Alloxan, which is formed from uric acid, even in small
quantities induces diabetes in laboratory animals.18 “In one study, they state,” it was
found that rats injected with alloxan suffered a drop in the number of beta cells in
their pancreases, and a corresponding sharp drop in insulin production.” The rat’s
cholesterol and triglyceride levels shot up as well. Uric Acid was discovered to cause
diabetes in 1949, by Mervyn Griffiths.19 Alloxan, is now used to make laboratory
rats diabetic for research purposes. Urea and uric acid are always found together in
the urine, along with a small amount of alloxan. Alloxan appears to be the
intermediate stage in the conversion of uric acid into urea by oxidation.20
Increased uric acid is caused by yeast infections,
by fungus, by microorganisms using us for a host.
Uric acid produces alloxan and both cause diabetes.
Interestingly it was found that uric acid or alloxan alone in small amounts did not
cause a diabetic condition if the glutathione levels remained at normal levels in the
lab animals tested.21 Shortly after this it was discovered that Sacchromyces yeast
produces uric acid (Svlhia,1963) and in 1976 after two children dying from diabetes
were found to be infected with Cryptococcus fungi, further studies were done by
injecting Cryptococcus directly into the pancreatic arteries. Necrosis (cell death) in
the Islets of Langerhans resulted. This is where insulin producing cells originate.
Cryptococcus fungi also produce alloxan, a uric acid byproduct. Further studies
through the years confirmed alloxan’s damage to the pancreatic islet cells (Pogo,
1980) and in 1990 Coleman et. al fed mice a diet of 10% brewers yeast, and diabetes
resulted. In the 1980s it was found that other alloxan-like metabolites of uric acid
were diabetogenic, some even more so than alloxan alone.22
Uric acid causes diabetes, heart disease, probably strokes
and renal disease as well as gout and kidney stones.
According to The Home Medical Encyclopedia, in 1963 about one-half of all
Americans suffered from an "unrecognized" systemic fungal condition. Far more
Americans suffer from fungal infections today as antibiotics, hormone replacement
therapies, and birth control pills continue to be consumed like candy. Thus more and
more children are becoming infected with candidal meningitis or viral meningitis
which means their systems are suffering under the weight of these poisons - these
mycotoxins. While the gluten-free, casein free diet is a step in the right direction, it's
not enough. It is time we start focusing on conquering the systemic viral and fungal
infections with the same substances that can destroy these same infections in the case
of cancer.
In my practice I’ve noticed that clients who have chronic sub-clinical viral, bacterial
or yeast/fungal infections accumulate and retain heavy metals in their bodies. It’s
interesting to note that these chronic infections bind to toxic metals so effectively that
no chelating agent is able to remove them.
Dr. Ted Edwards
Dr. Edwards goes on to indicate that most patients who are experiencing the
ravages of fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, multiple chemical sensitivities, diabetes,
lupus and other autoimmune diseases are found to have both dysbiosis and leaky gut.
What happens is the combination of yeast-bacteria, yeast-virus, Candida infestation
and heavy metal toxicity alter the stomach and intestinal track to such a degree that it
can no longer function properly. It becomes highly reactive to gluten in grains or corn
as well as to caseins found in dairy products.
The bulk of the pancreas consists of cells whose job is to produce fluid that
contains enzymes and sodium bicarbonate. The enzymes digest food; the sodium

bicarbonate neutralizes hydrochloric acid from the stomach to protect the delicate
intestinal lining from damage. Without the sodium bicarbonate in pancreas fluid to
neutralize stomach acid the intestine can be severely damaged by the highly caustic
fluid that arrives from the stomach. Pancreatic enzyme insufficiency leads to bad
digestion of food and subsequent malnutrition, accompanied by signs of
intestinal irritation and we can start to imagine how useful bicarbonate is for
children with autism.

Spores are tiny single cells that are produced by fungi that have hyphae. Spores
are tiny single cells that are usually very resistant to environmental changes. They
can remain dormant for long periods of time until the conditions are right for them to
develop into mature individuals. Fungi are heterotrophs, meaning that they
secrete digestive enzymes and absorb the resulting soluble nutrients from
whatever they are growing on. For this reason they are great decomposers in the
ecosystem, but they can also cause problems when they begin to absorb nutrients
from a living organism.
Fungus is a parasite and very often dictates eating behaviors in the host.
Typically, we see people who have a fungal condition with certain cravings not
knowing a host of fungal invaders are dictating their behavior; not knowing that their
arthritis, their cancer, their diabetes or other diseases are related to fungus. These
people tend to crave pasta, bread, potatoes and sugar, which is one clue a physician
can use to accurately diagnose the condition.
83% of 25 people tested with a dark field microscope had various stages of
systemic yeast infections in their blood. This means that the fungus is flowing
everywhere throughout the body. This causes joint pain, stomach upset, allergies,
reflux, and many other disorders that are misdiagnosed by conventional medicine.
Dr. Marijah McCain identified the primary cause of death in cancer patients to
be NOT the cancer itself, but fungal overgrowth. The doctor also saw fungi in
other diseases such as: Fibromyalgia, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Lupus, Gulf War
Syndrome.
"The Feds closed my clinic 2 years ago... They said the procedure I was doing
was categorized as "high complexity" and required unrealistic laboratory
requirements for me to practice (One drop of blood on a microscope slide!) When I
spoke to the idiot at CLIA in Dallas he said quote "We are going to get rid of all of
you." Nice... I will tell you in the short time I was using my scope I saved over 25
lives from sure death and also saw systemic yeast in everyone's blood. They don't
want you to know that this fungus is what is really killing you, not the cancer!!! The
chemo therapies contribute to this fungal overgrowth and it is deadly when not
treated. It is clearly present in all Fibromyalgia, CFS, Lupus, GWS and a host of
other problems they have conveniently mis-titled. I know it, because I not only saw
this with my own eyes, in every case, but I treated it successfully and got results!
People didn't die!!! They got better, even when they had been given a cancer death
sentence!"

How To Test For Fungi
Testing for fungi (same thing as "yeast") is very difficult. There are several tests,
yet they can easily produce false negatives (i.e. they don't see a fungi, yet you still
have one). One $500 test looks for antibodies (soldiers in blood designed to attack
specific invaders) to 10 different specific fungi. There are many types of fungi, and
this is why they are often difficult to see. You could drop $500 to look for 10 types of
fungi, yet not be looking for the one you have. Another technique is to look for
several of the more common forms of fungi in stool via a CDSA test. The CDSA has
the same problem as the antibody test — it only looks for several species. Another
way to test for fungi is to treat for it for 45 days and see if your symptoms noticeably
(hopefully significantly) improve.
The other test for fungi is much less expensive. If you are chronically ill and or
have cancer you can just assume that you have an infection. It would be one of the
safest assumptions you would make in life for we know without a shred of doubt that
we literally live and survive in a sea of pathogens. Just because allopathic doctors
have not paid much attention to fungi and yeast infections does not make them any
less present. They are a direct threat and should not be ignored nor approached via
the allopathic paradigm.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 http://www.healingcancernaturally.com/causes7.html
2 Velicer C, et al. JAMA. Feb 2004. 18;291(7):827-35
3 Medical Tribune: Treatment of Fungal Infections Led to Leukemia Remission. Sept
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National Academy of Science. 95;1511-1516. 1998
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7 The National Academies Press. Toxicological Effects of Methylmercury (2000)
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Studies have already shown how manipulation of tumor pH with
sodium bicarbonate enhances some forms of chemotherapy.1
Proteins can be modified both in vivo and in vitro by increases in acidity. In fact
pH is the regulatory authority that controls most cellular processes. The pH
balance of the human bloodstream is recognized by medical physiology texts as one
of the most important biochemical balances in all of human body chemistry. As
mentioned previously, pH is the acronym for "Potential Hydrogen". In definition, it is
the degree of concentration of hydrogen ions in a substance or solution. It is
measured on a logarithmic scale from 0 to 14. Higher numbers mean a substance is
more alkaline in nature and there is a greater potential for absorbing more hydrogen
ions. Lower numbers indicate more acidity with less potential for absorbing hydrogen
ions.
The extracellular (interstitial) pH (pHe) of solid tumours
is significantly more acidic compared to normal tissues. 2
Again, our body pH is very important because pH controls the speed of our
body's biochemical reactions. It does this by controlling the speed of enzyme
activity as well as the speed that electricity moves through our body. The higher
(more alkaline) the pH of a substance or solution, the more electrical resistance that
substance or solution holds. Therefore, electricity travels slower with higher pH. If
we say something has an acid pH, we are saying it is hot and fast. Alkaline pH on
the other hand, bio-chemically speaking, is slow and cool.
The closer the pH is to 7.35 - 7.45, the higher our level of
health and well being and our ability to resist states of disease.
Body pH level changes have a profound effect on total body physiology.
Oxidative stress, which correlates directly with pH changes into the acidic, is
especially dangerous to the mitochondria, which suffer the greatest under oxidative
duress. Only by eliminating acid waste, restoring your body’s pH balance and
preventing further accumulation of acid will we be able to lower our risk of cancer
and other serious chronic diseases.
When we consume food that are high in acid or heavily processed, or food that
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causes an allergic response in our digestive systems, the food will not be absorbed
properly into our bodies as nutrients. Instead, some of the food will be absorbed into
the bloodstream as acid waste. The remainder of undigested food will linger in your
intestines and putrefy, causing further release of acid into your bloodstream. The
result is a general degeneration which creates the condition for cancer or its
reoccurrence. This is a great problem with autistic children who suffer from what is
called “leaky gut syndrome.”

Infectious Processes

Improper digestion creates the perfect environment for bacteria and fungus to
thrive. Where pathogens accumulate inflammation follows. A reduction in body acid
is possible through proper diet and supplements. Acidic blood pH levels, which cause
toxic acid wastes (acidosis), is a mostly unknown (outside of the emergency room)
but is a dangerously destructive circumstance because it leads to cancer and other
chronic diseases.

Magnesium the Lamp of Life

When you have an acidic pH, your body is being silently burned down day by
day. However, when you maintain an alkaline pH on a daily basis, your body can
rebuild, repair, rejuvenate and remain young. Yes long term aging is very much
related to pH permanently shifted toward the acidic.
When talking seriously about pH it is very important to understand that we are
not talking about stomach acid, saliva pH, or the pH of your urine. We are talking
about the pH of the body's fluids, tissues and blood which have a real impact on
disease processes. Our body's pH level regulates breathing, circulation, digestion,
elimination, hormone production and immune defense.
The first major line of defense against sickness, disease and aging is the pH of
your blood and we can push this quite quickly into higher pH levels with sodium
bicarbonate. This is why we can use bicarbonate in many clinical situations, even
with the flu for it will push the immune system through higher alkalinity into
overdrive. The body prefers a slightly alkaline pH of approximately 7.4 in the blood
and cells and if it drops below this for any length of time, it will suffer from the onset
of degenerative disease or even acute infectious diseases like the flu.
As our bodies becomes acidic, our body's oxygen level begins to drop, leaving us
tired and fatigued and this is what allows fungus, mold, parasites, bad bacteria, and
viral infections to flourish and gain a hold throughout the body. When we become
acidic we also start losing calcium out of the blood, the bones, as well as magnesium.
Minerals are harnessed in a mandatory need to keep the blood pH slightly alkaline
but this becomes a losing game for most people are also deficient in magnesium and
other basic buffering minerals.
The great advantage of knowing the prime cause of a disease
is that it can then be attacked logically and over a broad front.
Dr. Otto Warburg
Dr. Otto Warburg, two times Nobel Prize winner, stated in his book “The
Metabolism of Tumors” that the primary cause of cancer was the replacement of
oxygen in the respiratory cell chemistry by the fermentation of sugar. The growth of
cancer cells is initiated by a fermentation process, which can be triggered only in the
absence of oxygen at the cell level. What Warburg was describing was a classic
picture of acidic conditions. Just like overworked muscle cells manufacture lactic
acid by-products as waste, cancerous cells spill lactic acid and other acidic
compounds causing acid pH.
Patients receiving sodium bicarbonate achieved urine pHs
of 6.5 as opposed to 5.6 with those receiving sodium chloride.
This alkalinization is theorized to have a protective effect against
the formation of free-radicals that may cause nephropathy.3
Dr. Michael Metro
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A true understanding of cancer is difficult without understanding why some
tissues in the body are deficient in oxygen and therefore prone to cancer. Cancerous
tissues are acidic, whereas healthy tissues are alkaline. Water (H2O) decomposes into
H+ and OH-. When a solution contains more H+ than OH- then it is said to be acid.
When it contains more OH- than H+ then it is said to be alkaline. When oxygen
enters an acid solution it can combine with H+ ions to form water. Oxygen helps to
neutralize the acid, while at the same time the acid prevents oxygen from reaching the
tissues that need it. Acidic tissues are devoid of free oxygen. An alkaline solution is
just the reverse. Two hydroxyl ions (OH-) can combine to produce one water
molecule and one oxygen atom. In other words, an alkaline solution can provide
oxygen to the tissues.
The pH scale goes from 0 to 14, with 7 being neutral. Below 7 is acid and above 7 is
alkaline. The blood, lymph and cerebral spinal fluid in the human body are designed
to be slightly alkaline at a pH of 7.4.
At a pH slightly above 7.4 cancer cells become dormant and at pH 8.5 cancer
cells will die while healthy cells will live. This has given rise to a variety of
treatments based on increasing the alkalinity of the tissues such as vegetarian diet,
raw foods, the drinking of fresh fruit and vegetable juices, and dietary
supplementation with alkaline minerals such as calcium, potassium, magnesium,
cesium and rubidium. But nothing can compare to the relatively instant alkalinizing
power of sodium bicarbonate for safe and effective treatment of cancer.
http://gabrielcousens.wholelife.com/index.php?option=com_
hwdvideoshare&task=viewvideo&Itemid=0&video_id=23
Raw Food Video
Like magnesium chloride or sulfates are excellent emergency medicines, basic
chemicals, nutritional in nature, sodium bicarbonate is a nutritional medicine
meaning it cannot and will not end up controlled by CODEX. To control bicarbonate
they would have to demand mothers and fathers stop making cake with it.
Sodium bicarbonate is an emergency medicine for cancer. If a person goes on
a raw food diet they will drive up their pH reasonably fast. However, it will not drive
it up as quickly nor as strongly as bicarbonate. One, of course, can use the
bicarbonate in the beginning of such a diet change.
Cancer seems to grow slowly in a high acid environment (the acids cause it to
partially destroy itself) and may actually grow more quickly as your body becomes
more alkaline prior to reaching the healthy pH. Which means reaching slightly above
7.4 where the cancer becomes dormant. Therefore, it is important to get the pH above
7.4 quickly. Once one has achieved a pH above 7.4, it is useful to monitor saliva pH
regularly to ensure that the body remains sufficiently alkaline.
Proteins can be modified both in vivo
and in vitro by increases in acidity.
Arthur C. Guyton, M.D., who is considered the world's most recognized author
on human physiology, has spent the better part of his life studying the pH or
acid/alkaline balance of the body. In his "Textbook of Medical Physiology" which is
used to train medical students he states, and I quote, "The first step in maintaining
health is to alkalize the body. The second step is to increase the number of negative
hydrogen ions. These are the two most important aspects of homeostasis." In 1931
Dr. Otto Warburg discovered that "To become malignant cancer must have low
oxygen, strong acid environment"
When a person’s body becomes acidic they start to get a condition called Blood
Rouleau. This condition is when the red blood cells stack up like pennies in a coin
roll. The red blood cells are responsible for transporting oxygen and nutrients to the

body and removing waste. When stacked up the red blood cells cannot transport as
much oxygen and nutrients to the body. Waste removal is also reduced because of
lack of surface area on the red blood cells. A person in this condition often feels tired
and tends to over eat because their body is starving. More protein and carbohydrates
are consumed which leads to more Blood Rouleau due to the fact most carbohydrates
and proteins are acidic. In this condition the white blood cells tend to be smaller and
less active which allows people to get sick easier due to less responsive immune
system.
Oxygen cannot stick to blood cells if the pH of the blood is too acidic. You can
breath pure oxygen but if the blood pH is acidic, and then the oxygen will not be able
to be picked up by the blood cells. It is chemically impossible. The blood must be
normal and normal blood has a pH of around 7.4 pH. Any vestigial traces of oxygen
that the acid-drenched blood cells manage to pick up are stripped off early. They are
stripped off by the oxygen-starved cells along the way and never reach the deeper
parts of the body where oxygen is most needed. Because the pH is acidic, carbon
dioxide also is not transported efficiently and so builds up within the tissues leading
both to cell death.
The strong acids in our bodies are those that are formed by the degradation of
protein. These are sulfuric acid, phosphoric acid and nitric acid. These are strong, like
the battery acid in your car. Strong acids are strong in contradistinction to weak acids
such as vinegar and citrus juices. Weak acids do not ionize (break apart completely)
when in solution; whereas strong acids do.
Control of pH is crucial to neuronal function,
given the high metabolic rates of acid production
and sensitivity of electrical flow to changes of pH.
One of the main reasons we become acid is from over-consumption of
protein. Eating meat and dairy products may increase the risk of prostate cancer,
research suggests.4 Conversely mineral deficiencies are another reason and when you
combine high protein intake with decreasing intake of minerals you have a medical
disaster in the making through lowering of pH. When protein breaks down in our
bodies they break into the above mentioned strong acids. These three acids must be
excreted by the kidneys because they contain sulfur, phosphorus or nitrogen which
cannot break down into water and carbon dioxide to be eliminated as the weak acids
are. In their passage through the kidneys these strong acids must take a basic mineral
with them because in this way they are converted into their neutral salts and don't
burn the kidneys on their way out. This would happen if these acids were excreted in
their free acid form. The following information is from my still to be published book
Natural Allopathic Medicine.
Few people are conscious of the decreasing value of vitamins, minerals and
proteins in the food we all eat. Our children are being caught between a hammer
and a hard place. On one side they are being poisoned and on the other they are being
deprived of the very nutrition necessary to resist all the different toxicities that
confronts them. Then, on top of everything else, our children’s systems have to
navigate through further deficiencies brought on by antibiotics that are used too
often.
Micronutrient content of the average diet in
industrialized countries has declined dramatically.
The soil our vegetables, fruits and grains are grown in has been depleted of
important trace elements. That is because of over farming and the heavy use of
nitrogen in fertilizers and all the chemical pesticides, herbicides, insecticides and
fungicides used in modern farming. It is crucial that doctors and parents recognize
that from poor soil comes poor food that is deficient in minerals and vitamins. This
must be factored into our detoxification and chelation equations.

Dr. Alan Gaby has put forward compelling evidence linking the incidence of
degenerative disease conditions with a lack of micronutrients in our diet. He points
out that as we get less of the vital nutrients in our diet, we actually need more because
the body uses its store of micronutrients to help neutralize poisons as they enter the
body. Almost every human being on earth now is caught in a Catch-22. We are all
absorbing environmental pollutants, medicines, vaccines, dental products, and
poisons in our food and water. This not only inhibits the normal biochemical
functions of vital micronutrients, it also destroys or depletes these vital substances.
Analysis
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Potassium
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Magnesium
(Mg)
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(Ca)
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(Fe)
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Vegetables (27 Fruit
varieties)
varieties)
Less 49%
Less 16%

Less 29%
Less 19%
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Meat (10 cuts)
Less 30%
Less 16%

Plus 9%

Plus 2%

Less 28%

Less 24%

Less 16%

Less 10%

Less 46%

Less 16%

Less 41%

Less 27%

Less 24%

Less 54%

Less 76%

Less 20%

Less 24%
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Minerals perform a number of important functions. They act as catalysts, thus
playing a major role in metabolism and cell building. They regulate the permeability
of cell membranes, maintain water balance and osmotic pressure between the inside
and outside environment. Minerals influence the contractility of muscles and
regulate the response of nerves to stimuli. Thus, these declining mineral values
threaten us with certain declines in health and increases in diseases of many types
unless we can compensate. Proportion is the key factor in the proper assimilation of
minerals by the body and nature provides us with certain foods and natural
substances that are faultlessly balanced in this regard. But minerals and trace
elements, the basic building blocks of our bodies, are not as readily available in our
diet as they once were. So…humanity is being caught between the hammer of
chemical toxicity, and the anvil of not having enough micro nutrients to stave off
chronic and degenerative diseases.
Sulfuric acid or any of the strong acids are excreted mainly as the salts of
sodium, potassium, magnesium or calcium as these are the main basic minerals of the
body. They are the ones that are the most plentiful. The sulfur in sulfuric acid can and
does combine with the calcium in your bones for one and is excreted as the
corresponding salt which is called calcium sulfate. This salt does not harm the
kidneys on its way through them but it does rob the body of the needed basic
calcium.
By taking all these basic minerals out of the body you make the body relatively
more acid. Add nutritional deficiencies and problems with absorption of minerals in
the gut and there is no way the body can sustain a healthy colony of cells and tissues.
A latent "acidosis" develops because the body becomes mineral deficient.
We need protein but not near as much as most modern individuals eat. The
average American diet contains as much as 200 grams of protein per day, that's bacon
and eggs for breakfast, etc. We all know that the "richer" and more “advanced” we
became as a civilization the more meat and dairy we eat.

How acid something is determined by measuring its pH. The pH of anything is
set on a scale of from 1 to 14. pH 1 is the most acid, like the acid in your car battery.
pH 14 is the most basic, like the lye you spray in an oven to clean it. Water is
supposed to be neutral at a pH of 7.0. The pH of the blood has to remain exactly 7.40,
all the time...exactly! If the blood's pH rises or falls one tenth of a pH unit you are in
intensive care in the hospital where the pH of your blood is monitored very carefully.
If it moves two tenths either way it is lethal.
The acid/base balance or lack thereof in this internal milieu, is easy to evaluate.
Simply, you measure how acid your saliva and urine are at home. This will be
explained thoroughly under Urine and Saliva Testing. And as stated this is an
exceedingly useful tool in following your own health. When a person’s body
becomes alkaline the red blood cells can then take on more oxygen and nutrients to
the body and remove unwanted waste. Cancer patients have a saliva pH of 4.5 to 5.5.
Healthy people have a pH of 7.0 to 7.5. Test saliva first thing in the morning before
any thing is placed in the mouth.
Intensive care medicine is the only place in regular medicine that pH is
taken seriously. Arterial blood pH is measured frequently in intensive care because
here the pH of the blood itself does change. Acidosis is a very serious condition that
demands an immediate response in intensive care land the response of choice of
course is sodium bicarbonate. This book is about chronic acidosis as well as treating
cancerous tumors through a generalized manipulation of full body pH from acid to
alkaline.
Acid conditions alter virtually all cell and body functions and are considered to
contribute in a fundamental sense to rapid aging and disease. The neutralization of
damaging acid conditions in the body by carbonate sediments and bicarbonate
solutions may be one of the main reasons that many animals and people live longer
and stay healthier. Next time you hear a doctor or anyone else opposing or negating
the importance of pH in health or disease offer them a bottle of acid to drink or a
coke. Both will make a point.
The oceans of the world are alkaline and contain carbonate sediments,
bicarbonate ions and relatively high concentrations of calcium and magnesium ions.
We also know that the blood is also alkaline and is very similar in composition and
properties to ocean water. That is why Navy doctors in WWII were able to substitute
clean seawater for blood serum when they ran out of their medical supplies.
People in the world who drink from natural water sources containing carbonate
sediments, bicarbonate ions and relatively high levels of mineral ions have superior
health and longevity. The National Academy of Sciences and the associated National
Research Council have evidence that groups of people demonstrate increased
longevity and health if they reside in areas of the United States that have relatively
high levels of bicarbonate ions and mineral ions in the drinking water. Numerous
other expert studies around the world have found that people demonstrate increased
longevity (particularly, a low death rate from heart disease) if they reside in areas
with relatively high levels of calcium and/or magnesium ions in the drinking water.
Acid conditions precede the production of large
concentrations of oxygen free radicals in body cells.
Acid conditions increase the strength of oxygen free radical reactions (activated
oxygen species reactions) which are involved in the processes of cell injury and cell
death. Cell injury and cell death from oxygen free radical reactions initiate many
diseases of body organs including diseases of joints, kidney, lung and heart. These
free radical reactions are involved also in the initiation of cancer and the processes of
aging and senescence.
It is considered that normal adults eating ordinary Western diets have chronic,

low-grade acidosis which increases with age. This excess acid, or acidosis, is
considered to contribute to many diseases and to the aging process. Acidosis occurs
often when the body cannot produce enough bicarbonate ions (or other alkaline
compounds) to neutralize the acids in the body formed from metabolism.
It is known also that bicarbonate ions and other alkaline compounds prevent the
harmful effects of acid on bone and prevent or retard muscle catabolism. In addition,
the avoidance and prevention of acid conditions in the body are highly essential for
optimum health because the activities of almost all enzyme systems in the body are
affected detrimentally by excess acid. Acid conditions in the body alter nearly all
cell, organ and body functions. This leads to aberrations in homeostasis and
contributes to the pathogenesis of many diseases.
Acid conditions in the body alter the net charge on protein surfaces and alter the
hydrogen bonding of proteins. As acid conditions increase, acidic amino acid side
chains on proteins become protonated. This results in alterations in the charges on the
surface of proteins. These charge alterations have a dramatic effect on protein
stability which impacts on enzyme and structural protein function.
When we consume water with sodium bicarbonate the bicarbonate ions enter the
body and help to neutralize the production of acid from carbon dioxide and other
sources in body cells. The ingested bicarbonate enhances the large amount of natural
bicarbonates produced in the body each day by the kidneys, brain, pancreas, red
blood cells and other tissues. Indeed, the kidneys alone produce about two hundred
and fifty grams (about half a pound) of bicarbonate per day in an attempt to
neutralize acid in the body. In addition, the brain produces each day about half a liter
of cerebrospinal fluid which is rich in bicarbonate. The pancreas produces each day
about three liters of pancreatic fluid which is rich in bicarbonate.
The human body goes to great lengths to neutralize the production of acid from
carbon dioxide in body cells. Indeed, the fastest known enzyme in the world exists
in human cells to catalyze the rapid production of bicarbonate in order to
neutralize acid. This enzyme, carbonic anhydrase, is ubiquitous in the body and
occurs in most cells and tissues. Each molecule of carbonic anhydrase enzyme
catalyzes the production of one thousand to one million bicarbonate ions per second.
Magnesium application enhanced the effect of zinc on growth and grain yield of
rice in alkali/sodic soil. Ten kg MgSO/ha almost doubled the biomass production
under normal supply of 25 kg ZnSO/ ha largely due to increased tillering. It also
hastened the process of heading. Magnesium tended to reduce the chaffy grains and
thereby increased the filled-grains and grain size leading to yield enhancement
significantly. Further, magnesium application resulted in dark green color of leaves
due to increased chlorophylls. The activity of carbonic anhydrase also increased
due to magnesium application. Interestingly, Mg application promoted the
absorption and translocation of Zn, Ca, P, K and that of Mg itself whereas Na
accumulation was inhibited. This study suggested that magnesium can be beneficial,
in addition to zinc, in alkali soil.5
The human body overall is sixty percent composed of two of the most natural
compounds on Earth - water and bicarbonate. The fluid component of human blood,
which is vital for organ function, is a solution of sodium bicarbonate. The
cerebrospinal fluid surrounding the brain, which is vital for brain function, is a
solution of sodium bicarbonate.
Medical scientists in the Department of Molecular Biology, University of
Occupational and Environmental Health, School of medicine, Fukuoka Japan have
identified four major types of pH regulator: the proton pump, the sodium-proton
exchanger family, the bicarbonate transporter family and the monocarboxylate
transporter family. Understanding pH regulation in tumor cells suggests that the
bicarbonate often used with cancer patients for a variety of reasons would be

effective inducing tumor-specific apoptosis.
Cancer tissues have a much higher concentration of
toxic chemicals, pesticides, etc then do healthy tissues.
In 1973, a study conducted by the Department of Occupational Health at Hebrew
University-Hadassah Medical School in Jerusalem found that when cancerous breast
tissue is compared with non-cancerous tissue from elsewhere in the same woman's
body, the concentration of toxic chemicals such as DDT and PCBs was "much
increased in the malignant tissue compared to the normal breast and adjacent adipose
tissue."6 This should say something to the oncologists of the world about chemical
etiologies that are going undiagnosed and untreated.
Part of any successful cancer treatment includes chelation and detoxification of
heavy metals and a host of toxic chemicals, which are all invading our bodies’
everyday. It is literally raining mercury. Uranium contamination is increasing and
lead, we are discovering, is even more toxic than anyone ever believed. It is even in
the bread that we eat. Arsenic is in our chicken; the government still wants you to get
your yearly mercury flu shot; dentists of course are still using hundreds of tons of
mercury exposing patients to internalized toxic waste dumps (mercury vapors from
hell); fluoride is still put in the water; and chlorine is breathed in most showers. This
just covers a small slice of the toxic disaster that is the hallmark of life in the 21st
century. But oncologists have just not been able to understand that cancer patients are
suffering from poisoning on a massive scale with all the chemicals scientists have
already established cause cancer.
Patients receiving sodium bicarbonate achieved urine pHs
of 6.5 as opposed to 5.6 with those receiving sodium chloride.
This alkalinization is theorized to have a protective effect against
the formation of free-radicals that may cause nephropathy.7
Dr. Michael Metro
In the early stages of acidic pH in the body’s tissues, the warning symptoms are
mild. These include such things as skin eruptions, headaches, allergies, colds, flu and
sinus problems. These symptoms are frequently treated (manipulated) with antibiotic
drugs and suppressive medications. The longer and the deeper we become acidic the
more our illness takes hold. So it is best to fight acidic conditions early on and in
every presenting clinical situation. Certainly a highly toxic drug like anti viral
Tamiflu won’t do a fraction of the job sodium bicarbonate will do especially if
bicarbonate is combined with magnesium chloride, iodine as well as high levels of
vitamin C.
In late stages of acidic pH we need to turn to the most alkaline minerals to
increase our throw weight of alkalinity into cancer cells. Mass spectrographic and
isotope studies have shown that potassium, rubidium, and especially cesium are most
efficiently taken up by cancer cells. This uptake was enhanced by Vitamins A and C
as well as salts of zinc and selenium. The quantity of cesium taken up was sufficient
to raise the cell to the 8 pH range. 8
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Enhancement of chemotherapy by manipulation of tumour pH. Raghunand N, He
X, van Sluis R, Mahoney B, Baggett B, Taylor CW, Paine-Murrieta G, Roe D,
Bhujwalla ZM, Gillies RJ. Arizona Cancer Center.
2 Enhancement of chemotherapy by manipulation of tumour pH. Raghunand N, He
X, van Sluis R, Mahoney B, Baggett B, Taylor CW, Paine-Murrieta G, Roe D,
Bhujwalla ZM, Gillies RJ. Arizona Cancer Center, Tucson 85724-5024, USA.

3http://www.urotoday.com/38/browse_categories/renal_cancer/sodium_bicarbonate_
infusion_found_to_reduce_risk_of_contrastinduced_nephropathy.html
4 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/7655405.stm
5 SINGH H. P. Indian Journal of Plant Physiology ISSN 0019-5502 2005, vol. 10,
no2, pp. 158-161
6 Jerome B. Westin and Elihu Richter, "The Israeli Breast-Cancer Anomaly," in
Devra Lee Davis and David Hoel, editors, TRENDS IN CANCER MORTALITY IN
INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES (New York: New York Academy of Sciences, 1990),
pgs. 269-279.
Following public outcry, Israel banned these chemicals from being used on feed for
dairy cows and cattle. Over the next ten years, the rate of breast cancer deaths in
Israel declined sharply, with a 30% drop in mortality for women under 44 years of
age, and an 8% overall decline. At the same time, all other known cancer risks-alcohol consumption, fat intake, lack of fruits and vegetables in the diet--increased
significantly. During this period, worldwide death rates from cancer increased by 4%.
The only answer scientists could find to explain this was the reduced level of
environmental toxins.
7http://www.urotoday.com/38/browse_categories/renal_cancer/sodium_bicarbonate_
infusion_found_to_reduce_risk_of_contrastinduced_nephropathy.html
8 "A mass spectrographic analysis of cancer cells showed that the cell membrane
readily attached cesium, rubidium and potassium, and transmitted these elements
with their associated molecules into the cancer cell. In contrast cancer membranes did
not transmit sodium, magnesium, and calcium into the cell: the amount of calcium
within a cancer cell is only about 1% of that for normal cells. Potassium transports
glucose into the cell. Calcium and magnesium transport oxygen into the cell. As a
consequence of the above, oxygen cannot enter cancer cells so the glucose which is
normally burned to carbon dioxide and water undergoes fermentation to form lactic
acid within the cell. This anaerobic condition was pointed out by Warburg, as early as
1924. Potassium, and especially rubidium and cesium are the most basic of the
elements. When they are taken up by the cancer cells they will thus raise the pH of
the cells. Since they are very strong bases as compared to the weak lactic acid it is
possible that the pH will be raised to values in the 8.5 to 9 range. In this range the life
of the cancer cell is short, being a matter of days at the most. The dead cancer cells
are then absorbed by the body fluids and eventually eliminated from the system." Dr. Brewer http://www.mwt.net/~drbrewer/highpH.htm
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The ingestion of sodium bicarbonate as a buffering agent has been studied in
various experimental designs (repeated short bout exercises or long lasting efforts)
and with large dose ranges (100 to 500 mg per kg body weight, ingested or injected).
Plasma bicarbonate concentrations are shown to increase after oral ingestion.
The most important effect of bicarbonate ingestion is the change in acid-base
balance as well as blood pH and bicarbonate concentration in biological fluids.1

Sodium Bicarbonate and
Carbon Dioxide

Intravenous sodium bicarbonate therapy increases plasma bicarbonate, buffers
excess hydrogen ion concentration, raises blood pH and reverses the clinical
manifestations of acidosis. Sodium bicarbonate in water dissociates to provide
sodium (Na+) and bicarbonate (HCO3¯) ions. Sodium (Na+) is the principal cation of
the extracellular fluid and plays a large part in the therapy of fluid and electrolyte
disturbances. Bicarbonate (HCO3¯) is a normal constituent of body fluids and the
normal plasma level ranges from 24 to 31 mEq/liter.

The pH Story - Acid Death Vs
Alkaline Life

Plasma concentration is regulated by the kidney through acidification of the urine
when there is a deficit or by alkalinization of the urine when there is an excess.
Bicarbonate anion is considered “labile” since at a proper concentration of hydrogen
ion (H+) it may be converted to carbonic acid (H2CO3) and thence to its volatile
form, carbon dioxide (CO2) excreted by the lung. Normally a ratio of 1:20 (carbonic
acid; bicarbonate) is present in the extracellular fluid. In a healthy adult with normal
kidney function, practically all the glomerular filtered bicarbonate ion is reabsorbed;
less than 1% is excreted in the urine.

Other Oral Bicarbonate
Treatments

Oral intake offers many advantages over IV use. Bicarbonate, like magnesium
chloride, though administered with IVs in emergency rooms can be used in many
other ways as well. In Europe, spa-goers drink bicarbonate-rich water to heal ulcers,
colitis and other gastric disorders. Ingesting bicarbonate by way of bathing stimulates
circulation, possibly benefiting those with high blood pressure and moderate
atherosclerosis.

Counter Indications

To get a clear vision of how we should do oral bicarbonate treatments it is
pertinent to read what Dr. Tullio Simoncini says about his IV bicarbonate cancer
treatment. “Sodium bicarbonate therapy is harmless, fast and effective because it is
extremely diffusible. A therapy with bicarbonate for cancer should be set up with
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strong dosage, continuously, and with pauseless cycles in a destruction work
which should proceed from the beginning to the end without interruption for at
least 7-8 days. In general a mass of 2-3-4 centimeters will begin to consistently
regress from the third to the fourth day, and collapses from the fourth to the fifth,”
says Dr Simoncini.
Sodium bicarbonate can be used orally in doses of 1/2 tsp in 4 oz of water every
two hours for pain relief as well as gastrointestinal upset, not to exceed 7 doses per
day. That’s basically the receipt on every box of Arm and Hammers sold in every
supermarket in the country.
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Here are the exact instructions for oral use from the Arm and Hammer baking
soda package. Directions:

Cannabinoid System
Bowel Tolerance Dosages

Add 1/2 teaspoon to 1/2 glass (4 fl. oz.) of water every 2 hours, or as directed by
physician. Dissolve completely in water. Accurately measure 1/2 teaspoon.
Do not take more than the following amounts in 24 hours:
--Seven 1/2 teaspoons.
--Three 1/2 teaspoons if you are over 60 years.
Do not use the maximum dosage for more than 2 weeks.
Other Information:
Each 1/2 teaspoon contains 616 mg sodium.
There are many clinical applications for bicarbonate. "After suffering from a 4
hour long blinding headache for which nothing I took brought any relief, I tried the
sodium bicarbonate, 1 tsp mixed in a glass of water. Within a few short minutes I
could feel the headache abating and within the hour it was completely relieved! I
tried this again when another headache occurred, and it worked just as miraculously."
"This is the best pain reliever of all the ones I have been trying. I am amazed that
something so simple would be so potent! I haven't exceeded 7 a day; but wish I
could. It takes the pain away for about 2 hours. Nothing seems to work more then 2
hours at a time."
Dr. Parhatsathid Nabadalung, otherwise known as Ted on the Internet knows
more than just about anyone how to use sodium bicarbonate. “The best time to take it
is whenever your pH is most acidic, which is during the night. It is best used when
pH is around 5.6-5.9 (urinary). However if the pH is below that then somewhat
stronger alkalinity is needed. In which case, I turn to potassium carbonate, potassium
bicarbonate and sodium bicarbonate mixture. So if you take these, then both your
salivary and urinary pH optimum should aligned close to each other. The usual
dosage for me is 1/2 teaspoon (of potassium bicarbonate), 1/2-1 teaspoon of sodium
bicarbonate, now if my pH is very acid, I add 1/8 teaspoon of potassium carbonate).”
Dr. Napatalung began using baking soda as far back as 1969 to relieve colds and
various ailments including cancer. Dr. Reams began using lemon formula with
bicarbonate to treat in the 70s thousands of cancer patients using changes in the basic
biological terrain. As to the alkalization formula Dr. Napatalung has used citrates,
carbonates, bicarbonates, potassium, sodium, and magnesium.
Interesting that just at the end of 2008 the FDA has advised that children under 4
should not be given over-the-counter cough and cold remedies, in a concession to
pediatricians who doubt the drugs work in kids and worry about their safety. The
voluntary changes came after federal health officials said they saw little evidence that
the drugs work, but feared that parents would give kids adult medicines if the
products were taken off store shelves. Sodium bicarbonate with iodine make
excellent safe children’s medicines that easily substitute for over the counter
remedies without the resultant dangers.
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Oral Bicarbonate Options
The great question when considering oral intake of bicarbonate is whether or not
to take it with maple syrup, molasses, honey, just water or even with lemon.
Bill Henderson, author of Cancer-Free, Your Guide to Gentle, Non-toxic Healing
mixes 3 parts Grade B maple syrup with one part baking soda and heats the mixture
for a couple of minutes on the stove. As soon as the baking soda foams up, he takes
it off. He keeps it in the fridge and twice a day stirs it up (it settles) and eat one
teaspoon. Result: normal and easy bowel movements. Twice a day -- sometimes
three.
There is a man that cured a reoccurring bladder infection. He has spent literally
thousands of dollars on doctors, who have tested him during this year and have not
been able to find out what is wrong with him. He has had CT scans, MRI's, and other
tests, in addition to being on antibiotics month after month with little or no result.
Then he also went to a very expensive Naturopath and again got no results. Then he
met a woman who had another serious condition and had cured it with several weeks
of a very careful and gradually diminishing level of Baking Soda, and within a month
taking this (and only this ) very carefully planned dosage of Baking Soda. This
dosage needs to be strictly adhered too, because too much baking soda can cause
alkalosis, a blood ph that is too high. The dosage he took was 1 teaspoon in a glassful
of water and he followed that glass of water with another glass of water. He did this 3
times a day the first week, 2 times a day the second week and once a day the third
week. He now is doing it once or twice a month to maintain the benefits. It has been
two months since his last bladder infection.
For Bone Cancer
My first PSA test registered 22.3 and my doctors made appointments for a
biopsy. The biopsy report indicated that I did indeed have prostate cancer. This
called for the next step - a bone scan. The report from this scan as well as a Pelvic
Cat Scan is where the doctors decided I was afflicted with aggressive prostate cancer.
Dated March 17, 2008: "Reviewed CT and bone scan. Bone scan showed metastatic
disease at R sacrum and L illiac wing". So they patted me on the back and told me I
had aggressive prostate cancer that has spread to the bone.
A second opinion from another oncologist gave me this report: "Ancillary
Studies: These are largely mentioned in the history of present illness. The pathology
confirms the presence of prostate carcinoma of high grade. The T stage would appear
to be stage III but without obvious invasion into the seminal vesicles on CT scan. The
radionuclide bone scan and plain films confirm the presence of skeletal metastasis in
the sacrum and the left illium. In addition, on my review of the CT scan of the pelvis,
a number of other small sclerotic lesions are noted within the pelvis. Pre-treatment
PSA was 22 but has decreased to 5.88 after institution of Finasteride and Casodex.
TNM classification, T#NXM1. AJCC stage IV."
He went on to discuss possible and improbable treatments. What he basically
said is that there are none. In fact, he mentioned that he even found a few more spots
that the first team of doctors missed. I was becoming used to the fact that I was a
walking dead man. I was anxious to try cesium chloride treatments but my order got
lost in the mail. That is when I decided to do Baking Soda Therapy except that I
decided to add Black Strap Molasses as the carrier. I started 2 June 2008 and quit 12
June 2008. I quit because I was scheduled for another bone scan on 13 June 2008.
On the way to this test I was hoping for hope. I don’t know why I was hoping,
because all my research indicated that once cancer got into the bones you are toast.
Anyway, I got bone scanned and waited for the report. The report arrived in the mail
a few days later. I was nervous and did not want to open it. As a matter of fact I am
crying right now just thinking about it. I finally opened it to these words:

"NO CONVINCING EVIDENCE OF AN OSSEOUS METASTATIC PROCESS"
I bawled like a baby.
Two days later I got another report in the mail about my blood tests: PSA is now
0.1.... That is zero point one!
My son, by turning me onto adjusting the body’s pH from acidic to alkaline as a
possible way to create some hope, was a good hit. Arm and Hammer to the rescue! I
later found out that Arm and Hammer is shunned by some baking soda users because
of the idea that it has aluminum in it. Well, at the time, I could have cared less. As I
later found out from research and a visit to a natural food store, aluminum is not in
baking soda, it is in baking powder. The employee specializing in the vitamin and
mineral department said that Bob’s Red Mill Baking Powder is aluminum free and so
is, as far as she knew, are all baking soda brands.
I am sure many people are interested to know what proportions of baking soda I
used with the molasses. I started out with 1 teaspoon of baking soda with 1 teaspoon
of Black Strap molasses and one cup of water. Not warmed or heated water. Just
room temperature. Next day – same thing. Third day – same thing. Fourth day – same
thing. I am feeling fine and decide to up the dose.
On the fifth day I started taking the solution twice a day. I also started taking
better notes and finally got some pH paper and sticks so I could measure my pH. My
goal was to get to 8.0 to 8.5 pH and hold it for 4 to five days. I read that cancer cells
become dormant at pH 7.0 and 7.5 and kills them dead at 8.0 and 8.5. That was my
goal. To kill them dead and hoping that bone cancer was a willing victim.
My pH measured 7.0 on the fourth day when I did a saliva pH test, and 7.5 when
I did a urine pH test.
Day six – still 2 teaspoons of baking soda with 2 teaspoon of molasses and 1 cup of
water twice a day. The pH measured 7.25. Am I getting symptoms? Yes. I am feeling
a little nauseous. Not much, but a little queasy. My stool had a yellowish tinge.
Now on this day six I really started tracking. I am checking pH with Stix and
Paper. I discovered that all pH papers or stix are not alike. I test saliva and the urine,
but did not track which one at the time. Here are the times and dosages.
0645 - Stix pH 7.25 & 7.75; Paper 7.5 Pee. Stix 7.5 & 6.75 Saliva
1400 - BSMBS2
1600 - (Stix pH 7.125 Saliva) (Stix pH 7.75 Pee)
2030 - BSMBS2
2345 - (Stix pH 8.0) - Felt a little Nausea
BSMBS2 means Black Strap Molasses and Baking Soda 2 teaspoons each. Add
water.
Day seven - 06/08 1200 - (Stix pH 7.375 Paper pH 7.5+) Getting excited now. My
lips tingle a bit and I feel the beginning of Oxygen Euphoria. I was worried a little
about the lips, but then recall that some people report this as being part of the cesium
therapy. Now the Oxygenation feeling that is really something else. It felt like I was
hooked up to a pure oxygen machine and my nostrils were as big as wheel barrows.
On day seven I got aggressive and increased the baking soda dosage to 3
teaspoons. This brought on a slight headachy feeling. I backed off to 2 teaspoons
baking soda because I was getting a little nervous. Also, my headache was getting
stronger. I vacillated between continuing with the higher dose or not. I really wanted
to kill it. But I went with my feeling and reduced it.
1205 - BSM1BS3 Increased BS dosage to 3 teaspoons for this

session

1800 - (Stix pH 7.75) BSMBS2 got a little nervous about 3 teaspoons so I backed
off to 2
Day eight – I moved to doing the double dose three dimes a day. I want that pH to get
up there.
06/09 0600 - (Stix pH 7.7
1000 - BSMBS2
1900 - (Stix pH 8.25)
1905 - BSMBS2
2345 - BSMBS2
Day nine – A little diarrhea but not much. I am feeling a little weak, but again, not
much. Later as I thought back, it would have been a good idea to up my potassium
intake.
06/10 0800 - pH 7.75
0900 - pH 8.25
0905 - BSMBS2
1400 - pH 8.5 A note: a little diarrhea, but not much
1600 - BSMBS2
1730 - pH 8.75
2200 - pH 8.5
2345 - BSMBS2 A note: Felt oxygenation euphoria throughout the day. Like
my body was breathing pure oxygen. Nostrils are at least a mile wide.
Day ten – My headache is more persistent and I am having body sweats at night.
Again, the sweats duplicating cesium symptoms. I cut back this day to a solution
twice a day; not three times.
06/11 0800 - pH 8.5
0830 - BSMBS2
1230 - pH 8.5
1830 - pH 8.5 Headache
2330 - 8.375
2331 - BSMBS2 Note: Headache most of the day and part of yesterday. Sweaty late
at night. Cut back to BSMBS2 only twice today.
Day eleven – my last day before I am scheduled for the big test. The body scan, that
is, to check on the condition of my bones to see what is going on with the cancer.
06/12 0800 - (pH 8.0 and 7.5) Going down to 2 times a day
0910 - pH 7.25
0920 - BSMBS1.5 Note: dropped to 1.5 teaspoons to see if it would help control
headache. Loose stool and slight headache. Sweaty last night.
1020 - More diarrhea with slight yellow tinge. Note: cutting back because I felt like
it. I felt like I was getting overloaded. I probably would not have dropped back if I
was not going to have Body Scan at hospital tomorrow.
1300 - pH 8.35
Bicarbonate Enemas
"I was re-reading some of your info and it got me thinking that maybe it is time
to experiment with more of your protocol. I am not feeling good at all I have a staphlike infection with boils popping out in numerous places; any cuts and wounds are
not healing and puss filled. There is lots of pain associated with these spots. Also on
the left side of my large intestine I feel a blockage a few inches to the left of my belly
button. This is my longest term chronic symptom for years and it seems exacerbated
right now. I can barely have a bowl movement. Even an enema just cleans out the
lower few inches of the bowel and can't seem to get water past the constriction."

"I started using baking soda in my enemas and it was miraculous - the amounts
and ease with which I released was profound. I use several tablespoons up to a cup of
bicarbonate per quart to get the best results for me. When I added the baking soda
with warm water things really started moving what a relief that was."
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 http://www.mgwater.com/bicarb.shtml
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These forms of bicarbonate treatments are theoretically similar in principle to
Insulin Potentiation Therapy (IPT). IPT treatment consists of giving doses of insulin
to a fasting patient sufficient to lower blood sugar into the 50 mg/dl. In a normal
person, when you take in sugar the insulin levels go up to meet the need of getting
that sugar into the cells. In IPT they are artificially injecting insulin to deplete the
blood of all sugar then injecting the lower doses of toxic chemo drugs when the blood
sugar is driven down to the lowest possible value. During the low peak, it is said that
the receptors are more sensitive and take on medications more rapidly and in higher
amounts.
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The bicarbonate maple syrup treatment works in reverse to IPT. Dr. Tullio
Simoncini acknowledges that cancer cells gobbles up sugar so when you encourage
the intake of sugar it’s like sending in a Trojan horse. The sugar is not going to end
up encouraging the further growth of the cancer colonies because the baking soda is
going to kill the cells before they have a chance to grow. Instead of artificially
manipulating insulin and thus forcefully driving down blood sugar levels to then
inject toxic chemo agents we combine the sugar with the bicarbonate and present it to
the cancer cells, which at first are going to love the present. But not for long!
This treatment is a combination of pure, 100% maple syrup and baking soda
(Black Strap Molasses or Honey) and was first reported on the Cancer Tutor site.
When mixed and heated ‘gently’ together, the maple syrup and baking soda mix but
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don’t tightly bind together. The maple syrup targets cancer cells (which consume 15
times more glucose than normal cells) and the baking soda, which is dragged into the
cancer cell by the maple syrup, being very alkaline forces a rapid shift in pH killing
the cell. The actual formula is to mix one part baking soda with three parts (pure,
100%) maple syrup in a small saucepan. Stir briskly and heat the mixture for 5
minutes. Take 1 teaspoon daily, is what is suggested by Cancer Tutor but one could
probably do this several times a day. With the Black Strap Molasses and honey
heating is not necessary.
This of course is nice theory but not quite exactly right. First bicarbonate is
actively transported and yes perhaps as the cells open up to the sugar cell wall
permeability might change. And it is not quite the bicarbonate itself that acts as a
poison to these dangerous cells but the shift in pH and changes in Oxygen and CO2
levels that are creating the changes. But whatever the theory it is hard to deny the
testimonials that this simple combination works.
“There is not a tumor on God’s green earth that cannot be licked with a little
baking soda and maple syrup.” That is the astonishing claim of controversial folk
healer Jim Kelmun who says that this simple home remedy can stop and reverse the
deadly growth of cancers. His loyal patients swear by the man they fondly call Dr.
Jim and say he was a miracle worker. “Dr. Jim cured me of lung cancer,” said farmer
Ian Roadhouse. “Those other doctors told me that I was a goner and had less then six
months to live. But the doc put me on his mixture and in a couple of months the
cancer was gone. It did not even show up on the x-rays.”
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Dr. Jim discovered this treatment accidentally somewhere in the middle of the
last century when he was treating a family plagued by breast cancer. There were five
sisters in the family and four of them had died of breast cancer. He asked the
remaining sister if there was anything different in her diet and she told him that she
was partial to sipping maple syrup and baking soda. Since then, reported by a
newspaper in Ashville, North Carolina, Dr. Jim dispensed this remedy to over 200
people diagnosed with terminal cancer and amazingly he claims of that nearly half
enjoyed a complete remission of their disease.
It is very important not to use baking soda which has had aluminum added to it.
The Cancer Tutor site reports that Arm and Hammer does have aluminum but the
company insists that is not true. One can buy a product which specifically states it
does not include aluminum or other chemicals. (e.g. Bob's Red Mill, Aluminum-Free,
Baking Soda).
IPT makes cell membranes more permeable, and increases uptake of drugs into
cells. The essence of IPT is that it allows cancer drugs to be given in a smaller dose,
far less toxic to normal cells, while building up lethally toxic concentrations in cancer
cells. Both IPT and bicarbonate maple syrup treatments theoretically use the rabid
growth mechanisms of the cancer cell against them.
Dr. Jim did not have contact with Dr. Simoncini and did not know that he is the
only oncologist in the world who would sustain the combining of sugar with
bicarbonate. Dr. Simoncini always directs his patients to dramatically increase sugar
intake with his treatments.
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Other Oral Bicarbonate Treatments
Parhatsathid Nabadalung
"There are several formulations that you can consider if you want to alkalize.
Each will have advantages and disadvantages.
http://www.earthclinic.com/Remedies/alkalizing_formulas.html
1. The Lemon Bicarbonate Formula

This simple formula will normalized many biological parameters, pH, ORP,
phosphates, bicarbonates and antioxidants of vitamin C. A potential miracle water.
One whole lemon freshly squeezed. Keep adding baking soda slowly bit by bit until
the fizz stops. Then you will add water to one half glass. This is often taken twice a
day. To be taken once in the morning and once before bedtime on an empty stomach.
Lemons are one of the gentlest ways to restore pH balance and alkalinity.
Although lemon juice is itself acidic, the ash of lemon juice is alkaline. When you
consume lemon, it neutralizes acid and makes the body more alkaline.
Lemons are known to promote cleansing and rid the body of chemical and
dietary toxins, boosting the immune system and supporting good health. They are
central to the Master Cleanse, which is often called the Lemon Cleanse.
Lemons are hardly a magic bullet, but they are a subtle, gradual way to improve
pH balance.
Recommendation: Take the juice of half a lemon in a glass of warm or chilled
water first thing in the morning (at least ten minutes before any food) to restore pH
balance and improve digestion. Replace the white, wine, or other vinegar in homemade salad dressings with fresh-squeezed lemon juice. Most vinegars are acid ash
foods, with the exception of apple cider vinegar.
2. The Lime Bicarbonate Formula
Same as above, but I use lime instead. The lime formula is the one I actually used
in Bangkok and all measurements that normalized many biological parameters were
based on lime formula. The reason is simple: lemon is non-existent in Bangkok. We
use only lime. One whole lime freshly squeezed. Keep adding baking soda slowly bit
by bit until the fizz stops. Then you will add water to one half glass. This is often
taken either twice a day on an empty stomach, once in the morning and once before
bedtime.
Note: Basically, lemon/lime juice idea is also good for people who fear some
sodium retention issues. Since the lemon is already high on potassium, adding the
sodium to neutralize the acid along the way will also create a sodium potassium
balance.
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3. For People with Sodium Issues and Want to Alkalize

1/8 teaspoon of baking soda 1/16 teaspoon of potassium bicarbonate 1/4 teaspoon
of citric acid. Add water to 1/2 glass of water. Take this twice a day once in the
morning and once in the evening on an empty stomach. This is done to avoid diarrhea
problems, if taken along with food.
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4. For People with Sodium Issues and Want to Alkalize and Normalize Many
Biological Parameters:

Cancer and Heavy Metals

One whole freshly squeezed lemon (or lime) and keep adding the bicarbonate
until the fizz stops. The bicarbonate is made of 50/50, sodium bicarbonate and
potassium bicarbonate. Sorry, sodium must always be there to achieve somewhat of a
sodium/potassium balance. Take this twice a day once in the morning and once in the
evening on an empty stomach. This is done to avoid diarrhea problems, if taken along
with food.

Medical Marijuana and Cancer

5. Apple Cider Vinegar and Thieves

Apple cider vinegar is an exception: unlike almost every other vinegar, it has an
alkaline ash and improves pH by making the body less acidic.
For that reason alone, it is recommended to replace any vinegar in salad dressings
and other recipes with apple cider vinegar, if lemon juice (as above) doesn’t provide
enough bite.
As a tonic, apple cider vinegar may be taken first thing in the morning, on an
empty stomach, by combining in a small glass:
1/2 to 1 ounce of apple cider vinegar (or 1-2 tbsp)
1 or more ounces pure water
2 drops Thieves essential oil blend (optional)
Apple cider vinegar is more potent than lemon juice, but still a gradual way to
reestablish healthy pH in the body. The Thieves essential oil blend (containing clove,
cinnamon, lemon, eucalyptus, rosemary) give the vinegar an extra immune-boosting
kick. It also improves the flavor. Some people find that if they take the apple cider
vinegar and wait too long before eating food, they feel nauseous. It is recommended,
but not absolutely necessary, to wait ten minutes before eating.
General Information
The pH of the formula is not the most important factor here, nor is taste. What is
important is the resultant pH of the urine, not the solution. You need to obtain a
urinary pH of 7. So by measuring your urine you will determine the exact dose.
Scientists have agreed to the urinary pH as the ultimate measure of whether the target
achieved, not what you drink. However, if a pH reading is used for a particular
remedy, the ideal pH would be between 7.0 - 7.5.
Most scientists have also agreed that the pH outcome of whatever you eat should
be judge as a basis of whether it's acid forming or alkaline forming. In general, most
sour foods in the long run will cause acid urine, and most bitter foods (less popular)
will cause urine to alkaline pH. Hence, our tongues prefer sour to bitter and it's one of
the many reasons why we are suffering from acidosis. Sugar is acid forming too.
The lemon or lime remedy requires 2 tablespoon of juice plus 1/2 teaspoon, not
1/4 teaspoon. Teaspoon sizes may vary unless you are using a cook's set of
measurement spoons. However I used a regular teaspoon where the size is larger than
a quarter coin. One whole lime plus 1/2 teaspoon baking soda is 7.5 pH.
A newly purchased pH meter needs to be calibrated. A pH meter must be
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recalibrated with each use if that is used not often, with a buffer 7 solution. They tend
to go off.
Apple cider vinegar plus baking soda (2 tablespoons of ACV plus 1/4 teaspoon
of baking soda) pH is exactly 7.0 after 2-3 minutes. It goes higher as you wait and
settles down at about 7.3-7.5. Of course the solutions of pH may vary depending on
the brand.
What you are missing on is most people take plain ACV for acid reflux, which is
a worse option than taking baking soda added by some to neutralize pH. The remedy
assumes you are using apple cider vinegar, not distilled vinegar."
Neurological Considerations
Sodium bicarbonate is a therapeutic drugs for vertigo.1
The neurological end on sodium bicarbonate is an interesting one. For example,
if I accidentally take any aspartame products, now commonly found hidden in many
gums and even children's supplements (such as Flintstones vitamins), the urinary pH
will go immediately acid to urinary pH of 5.5 or below.
The reason why this occurs is an interesting one; the aspartame in presences of
the body's enzymes breaks down into methanol and then formaldehyde which
destroys the neurological system. The neurological system controls the body's pH,
much like a thermometer. When this happens, the body becomes acid quite quickly
and then the neurological system burns itself up, and hence the immune system and
the homeostatic mechanism which helps maintain the body's system.
Once the control center is in disarray, then you have all kinds of neurological
problems. As a simple antidote one can take baking soda to protect oneself from
neurological damage. In fact the brain's pH is relatively acid due to most of the
oxygen of the body, on a per weight basis, is consumed by the brain and hence it is
relatively sensitive to damage.
The brain is the organ that the sodium bicarbonate cannot easily reach, so I had to
turn my attention to sodium carbonate mixtures with baking soda in equal amounts
when I wanted to reach into the brain. When sodium carbonate encounters carbon
dioxide, the sodium carbonate becomes sodium bicarbonate, having one
additional layer buffer needed to reach and alkalize the brain.
As a proof, I had a person from Romanian with a 10 year old astenia, a condition
of chronic fatigue combined with inability to sleep. He only sleeps about 2-3 hours a
day so it can be mentally taxing. The man's about 30 years old and a college
professor. Baking soda was tried, and on some days it works on other days it didn't
work in helping in sleep. The reason why sodium carbonate was not added was it was
difficult to obtain it. Later when he was able to obtain it, he slept for the first time in
about 10 years and it worked consistently.
What happens is really simple. The older you get the worse the circulation in the
brain. As a result the brain becomes acid. If the brain becomes acid, you are restless
cannot sleep and pretty soon you just burn yourself up, or it may even lead to
Parkinson's or Alzheimer disease.
The dose was simple: 1/4 teaspoon of baking soda plus 1/4 teaspoon of sodium
carbonate in 1 glass of water taken twice a day, but most importantly taken 2 or 3
hours before sleep. It worked so well, and consistently and what is interestingly is
that he didn't need sleeping pills. Of course he tried sleeping pills. It didn't work.
For most people its effect on "cooling down" of the brain and cause sleepiness
will take only 30 minutes to notice this effect. In case any people doubt that this does

work, they actually tested on causing dogs into a stroke and used the "carbicarb" - an
equimolar mixture of baking soda and sodium carbonate to cause the brain to be in
alkaline state, which protected against brain damage.
Apparently when you have a stroke, the carbon dioxide accumulates, the brain
becomes a carbonic acid, and the brain is damaged. Only the carbicarb can it
effectively neutralized it as it has sodium carbonate which is a stronger buffer, strong
enough to reach this area to cause the brain to be in an alkaline state. Hence alkalinity
is more difficult to achieve at the extremities, bone marrow and the brain primarily
because sodium bicarbonate simply can't reach it as effectively as a sodium
carbonate. When sodium carbonate encounters carbon dioxide it becomes sodium
bicarbonate, so it reaches very inaccessible area enough to alkalize and neutralize
cancer tumors.
One of the reasons this book makes the point against one shot cancer treatment or
cure is that each type of treatment has its strengths and weaknesses, which is why it’s
best to approach cancer from many points on the compass simultaneously. One
weakness of sodium bicarbonate therapy is that baking soda is generally depleted
when it goes into the legs, feet, bone marrow and the brain all for different reasons.
For example the leg and foot are low oxygen areas and baking soda is neutralized
before it goes there and no longer has any buffering capacity - having been
completely converted to just CO2 and H2O.
So we can extend the throw weight of bicarbonate by including potassium,
cesium, and rubidium into our protocol because these minerals will get directly inside
the cells and alkalize them. Cesium, rubidium, and potassium are all located to the far
left side of the periodic table, which are often called alkali metals. They are working
along the same paradigm lines as bicarbonate therapy but their action is different.
Cesium and rubidium therapies are more delicate than bicarbonate suggesting that it
should be done under the care of an experienced health care provider.
Though the Trojan horse theory behind maple syrup bicarbonate intake is nice
but the real reason is probably simpler. The increased bicarbonate levels surround the
cancer cells in an increasingly alkaline solution near the cells during the uptake of
sugar. A much more Trojan effect is to add cesium, rubidium, potassium, or
magnesium chloride into a mixture with the maple syrup. The point is that potassium
citrate, rubidium, cesium and any other alkaline elements, will add additional throw
weight into the bicarbonate extending its reach into more inaccessible area such as
the bone, while a carbicarb with potassium will be more than enough to reach the
brain area because its metabolism is so high, a baking soda can never reach, not like a
carbicarb because it's buffering capacity is quite high.
In practice I prefer to just use potassium, and other intracellular minerals rather
than sugar. The cellular uptake for these intracellular fluids is good anyway and
without running the risk of actually feeding the cancer with sugar, especially with
people who are diabetics.
Though I have written a lot on magnesium and cancer its usefulness in the
bicarbonate protocol is unlimited. Because magnesium is intracellular it will go into
the cells to alkalize and revive them. This is why it works so well in reducing cancer
pain and reduces lactic acid neutralization, along with the usual alkalization remedy.
Iodine
As to why iodine works, Dr. Napatalung has observed that cancer always flare up
after a shower with chlorine. “Chlorine displaces the body's iodine and you go into an
immune suppression state. The thymus, responsible for your immune system, the
thyroid, responsible for metabolism, and energy goes into suppression state because
of the chlorine. This is why sodium thiosulfate works so well- it neutralizes oxidative
chemical such as chlorine and then some! The iodine displaces the chlorine so the

immune system picks up.”
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 http://sciencelinks.jp/j-east/article/200421/000020042104A0734385.php
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Special Note: This chapter offers some very clear and personal experiences we
can have with many of the basic substances in Natural Allopathic Medicine. Meaning
salt water, magnesium chloride, sodium bicarbonate, iodine and bentonite clay can all
be used to great effect to cleanse and strengthen oral and dental environments. The
experience of using these substances in the mouth gives us a close up feeling for how
to use them for other applications like cancer in other parts of the body. In the end I
selected sodium bicarbonate as my mainstay toothpaste and when I treat myself for
acid conditions I just brush, swish in some more water and swallow.
We cannot attain or maintain a complete state of
good health without healthy oral environments.
The incidence of oral cancer is on the rise. Current estimates have the rate of
increase at around 11%, with approximately 34,000 people in the U.S. being
diagnosed with oral cancers each year. Of those 34,000 newly diagnosed individuals
only half will be alive in five years. Oral Cancer can mimic common mouth sores
meaning most patients do not experience noticeable symptoms in the early stage of
the disease process, and that is dangerous.
Scientists have also discovered a link between gum and pancreatic cancer in men.
"Our study provides the first strong evidence that periodontal disease may increase
the risk of pancreatic cancer," said Dr Dominique Michaud of the Harvard School of
Public Health in Boston, who led the research. Men with a history of periodontal
disease had a 64 per cent increased risk of pancreatic cancer than men with no such
history. And increased severity of periodontitis, for example with recent tooth loss,
had the greatest risk. People with periodontal disease have an increased level of
inflammatory markers such as C reactive protein (CRP) in their blood. These markers
are part of an early immune system response to persistent inflammation and have
been linked to the development of pancreatic cancer. It is the high levels of
carcinogenic compounds that are present in the mouths of people with periodontal
disease that increases risk of pancreatic cancer.1
Every year about 32,000 people in the US and 60,000 in Europe are diagnosed
with cancer of the pancreas. Because the symptoms of early development are often a
common cause of other ailments (loss of appetite, stomach pains, weight loss), early
diagnosis is very unusual. The contribution this study makes is to emphasize the
importance of good oral hygiene, not only for oral health but also as a way to reduce
the risk factor of a cancer that has the highest fatality rate among American men and
women where less than 5 per cent of patients survive more than 5 years after
diagnosis.
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This chapter is crucial to medicine and especially cancer treatment because it
addresses a fundamental meeting point or converging causes of many diseases
including cancer. Mercury vapors in the mouth that spread mercury to all points in
the body, increased use of antiboitics, periodontal disease, inappropriate oral care,
yeast and fungal overgrowth, and decreasing immune strength are all colliding and
reinforcing each other in a downward spiral that leads to chronic diseases and cancer.
Most people and certainly dentists are surprised to find out that more often than not
this all starts out in the mouth.
Most of our cancer patients have
a lot of amalgam dental fillings.
Professor W. Kostler
President of Austrian Society of Oncology
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More than 50 million Americans suffer from periodontitis. The underlying causes
of periodontal disease are infectious agents such as virus, bacteria, spirochetes,
amoebas and fungus. Peridontitis is a micro climate that reflects the macro climate of
the entire body. A published study in the Journal of Periodontology confirms recent
findings that people with periodontal disease are at a greater risk of systemic diseases
and appears to be a risk factor for heart disease and stroke. In periodontal disease the
pathogens form of a sticky, colorless plaque that constantly forms on our teeth;
however other factors can cause periodontal (gum) disease or influence its
progression.
Periodontal disease is a chronic
infection that leads to chronic disease.
Harvard Medical School researchers studied longevity and found that one of the
most important contributing factors was daily flossing. Because it removes bacteria
from the teeth and gums, flossing helps to prevent periodontal disease and gingivitis.
Another study found that men with periodontitis had a whopping 72% greater risk of
developing coronary disease. Gingivitis was associated with a 42% increased risk for
men. A 1996 study involving over 1,100 individuals found that the incidence of
coronary heart disease, fatal coronary disease, and strokes were all significantly
related to their baseline periodontal status.2
"Around each one of your teeth there is a natural space between the gum and the
tooth. The depth of this space is important. If it’s too deep, it becomes a breeding
ground for bacteria and disease. Disease is diagnosed by redness, swelling, bleeding,
odor and pocket depth. The presence or absence of gum disease is a reflection of an
individual’s ability to withstand the negative influences of improper teeth care, daily
eating, drinking, and even by the content of one’s own saliva," writes Dr. Ray G
Behm Jr., DDS.3
The most common strain of bacteria in dental plaque can
cause blood clots that induce heart attacks when they
escape into the bloodstream, researchers have reported.
As the plaque gets harder and thicker, it becomes what is known as dental
calculus or tartar, a hard calcified layer that is virtually impossible to shift with
normal brushing, you would have to get the dental hygienist to do it. It can even
descend into pockets around the base of teeth inside the gums. This provides an ideal
environment for the bacteria to breed and cause gum inflammation. For many people
the symptoms are mild, with some bleeding but little pain or irritation, so it can be
quite advanced before it is detected. It can also be associated with bad breath.
Research reveals that diseased gums pump high levels of harmful bacterial
components into the bloodstream. The skin of the oral cavity is known as "Oral
Mucosa". It is very rich with blood vessels and if outside bacteria and the toxins
which they produce get into the blood stream, they are off and running throughout the
body.
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Gingivitis is the inflammation of the gums around the teeth due in great part to
improper cleaning of the teeth. Although systemic factors and general health can
modify the tissue reactions to local irritants, the primary irritant is mercury
containing dental amalgam. It is a well known fact in the published, peer-reviewed
dental journals that mercury leaks directly from amalgam into adjacent oral tissues
causing periodontal disease. In 1957, Zander (JADA, 55:11-15) reported "materials
used in restorative dentistry may be a contributing factor in gingival disease." In
1961, App (J Prosth Dent 11:522-532) suggested that there was greater chronic
inflammation around amalgam sites than non-amalgam areas. In 1964, Trott and
Sherkat (J CDA, 30:766-770) showed that the presence of mercury amalgam
correlates with gingival disease. Such disease was not present at contralateral
amalgam-free sites. In 1973, Trivedi and Talim (J. Prosth. Dentistry, 29:73-81)
demonstrated that 62% of amalgam sites have inflammatory periodontal tissue
reaction. In 1976, Goldschmidt et al (J. Perio. Res., 11:108-115) demonstrated that
amalgam corrosion products were cytotoxic to gingival cells at concentrations of 106; that is, micrograms/gram of tissue.4
The Richardson Report, a study completed for Canada health in 1995,
found that the tolerable daily intake of mercury was exceeded in
different age groups with the following number of amalgam fillings:
adults - 4, teenagers – 3, children and toddlers – 1.
Dr. Robert Gammal
Dentists and their parent dental associations are loath to inform patients that the
mercury they place in the mouth is a deadly poison that negatively influences not
only their oral environments but total body health as well. This is a shame that the
majority of dentists will take to their grave. “Mercury is one of the most potent
chemical inhibitors of thiol-sensitive enzymes and mercury vapour easily
penetrates into the central nervous system,” writes Dr. Boyd Haley who goes on to
say, “Amalgams leak mercury, this is a fact that any chemistry department can
confirm. We have made amalgam fillings outside of the mouth, placed these fillings
in sterile water for 15 minutes to several hours. We then tested this water for toxicity
to tubulin and creatine kinase. The result was that the solutions in which amalgams
were soaked (even for fifteen minutes) were extremely toxic.5 This work is supported
by reports doing similar experiments at the University of Michigan Dental School
where they described solutions in which amalgams were soaked as being ‘extremely
cytotoxic.’ 6
It is estimated that an amalgam filling will release up to half of
its mercury content over a ten year period (50% corrosion rate).
Dr. Robert Gammal
“There is no safe level of mercury, and no one has actually shown that there is a
safe level,” said Dr. Lars Friberg, Chief Adviser to the WHO on mercury safety.
Survival Medicine has a two hundred page section called The Rising Tide of Mercury
because mercury toxicity needs to be factored into all notions of health and disease
today. “The Richardson Report, a study completed for Canada health in 1995, found
that the tolerable daily intake of mercury was exceeded in different age groups with

the following number of amalgam fillings:adults - 4, teenagers – 3, children and
toddlers – 1,” reports Dr. Gammal. When you walk into a doctor’s office with serious
health complaints the first thing they should do is ask you to open your mouth and
take a look at your teeth. He should count the number of toxic mercury fillings that
have been implanted into your mouth and make a quick calculation.

Mercury Exposures comapared7
Dr. Hal A. Huggins stated that amalgam fillings can devastate human health.
The most common form of exposure to mercury is by inhalation of vapor and there is
widespread general agreement that this leads to a slowly developing and insidious
poisoning, which at first yield psychic and other general effects that are vague and
difficult to diagnose. The World Health Organization (WHO) in 1991 determined
that dental amalgam was the greatest source of mercury contamination to the
general population - up to ten times greater than all other sources combined8,
and that that for mercury vapor, there is no known "no-observable-effect level
(NOEL)". Yet dentists have continued to expose children to the toxic effects of
mercury.
Children with amalgam are exposed to from tens to several hundreds of
micrograms of mercury per day depending on how many fillings are in their mouth,
how old the fillings are, how much a person brushes their teeth, chews and eats, the
bacteria count in the mouth, and even the temperature of the body. Dr. Murry Vimy,
professor of dentistry says, "It is estimated that the average individual, with eight
biting surface mercury fillings, is exposed to a daily dose uptake of about 10
micrograms mercury from their fillings. Select individuals may have daily doses 10
times higher (lOOmcgs) because of factors which exacerbate the mercury
vaporization.
Mercury is invisible in vapor form but we have to see that it’s raining mercury,
literally. The FDA says it’s everywhere and for once they are right about something.
People with mercury fillings have literal VAPORS FROM HELL in their mouths,
fumes from their mercury dental fillings that rise up from their teeth 24/7 with more
powerful bursts when chewing or drinking hot fluids. These vapors play havoc on the
body through a host of means the least of which is to feed the bacteria,9 fungi and
yeasts that thrive on mercury. Mercury will promote the growth of Candida, though
as it adsorbs the mercury it thereby protects the system to a certain extent from its
toxicity. Candida cannot be effectively dealt with without dealing with the dental
issues. This is not an optional appraoch, but necessarily part of the primary approach.
The list of organisms that have the highest affinity for toxic metals
reads like a "who's who" of our typical human infectious diseases:
fungi of the candida species, streptococci, staphylococci, amoebas, etc.

Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt
With mercury implanted in the majority of peoples’ mouths and with mercury
now outdistancing lead as the number one polluter in the environment we can assume
that mercury toxicity is playing a huge role in the creation of many diseases
including cancer and heart disease, the number one and two causes of death.
There are poisonous time bombs going off in billions of mouths
and few in medicine and dentistry are aware of it. Why dentistry did
not study mercury chemistry before 1000’s of tons were implanted
two inches from the brain and why allopathic medicine did not
scream out warnings are questions we will be asking for a long time?
When we look at the fungal and yeast infections that are an integral aspect of
cancer we should begin to understand the desperate need to include chelation of
mercury in each and every cancer treatment. Mercury fed candida become more and
more virulent and eventually penetrate and root into the intestinal walls and invade
the cells. These fungal microorganisms become quite at home in the cell, and can
easily be considered a principle characteristic of cancer. Survival Medicine has a
two hundred page section on cancer and its treatment with sodium bicarbonate, which
is proving to be effective against cancer because it is lethal to yeasts and fungi
growths.
Mercury from amalgam fillings has been shown to be neurotoxic,
embryotoxic, mutagenic, teratogenic, immunotoxic and clastogenic.10
It is capable of causing immune dysfunction and auto-immune diseases.
Dr. Robert Gammal
When we consider mercury as one of the basic causes of cancer and heart disease
we can begin to review our estimates on iatrogenic death and disease. Mercury
toxicity is in the realm of chronic disease yet we also have to look at its ability to
weaken the immune system and leave people vulnerable to acute infection.
Mercury is often at the heart of periodontitis and many other diseases yet the vast
majority of dentists are still in denial, which makes them inept at taking care of the
problems they themselves create for patients. It is bad enough that they plant the
mercury in the mouth but then they add insult and injury by suggesting, as they do,
antibiotics that make the entire situation worse with the yeasts and fungus.
Iatrogenic dentistry is a new concept that has yet to be explored but already a
great part of the civilized world understands the incredible stupidity and creulty of
floridated water, toothpaste and flouride treatments at the dental clinic and the
continued widespread use of mercury containing dental amalgam. Harvard University
Medical Center is just one of many universtities that recognize flouride as a cause of
cancer. If one wants to study the basic elements of terrorism one need look no
further than the people and organizations that support the floridation of public water
supplies.
Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt and others have long observed that patients diagnosed
with chronic viral illnesses (EBV, CMV, HIV, herpes zoster and genital herpes,
CFIDS etc.), chronic fungal illnesses (Candidiasis and others) and recurrent episodes
of bacterial infections (chronic sinusitis, tonsillitis, bronchitis, bladder/prostate
infections, HIV related infections) often have dramatic recoveries following an
aggressive amalgam detoxification program. Detrimental accumulation of mercury
from amalgam fillings lowers immunity through a depletion of beneficial, antioxidant
enzymes such as glutathione peroxidase, superoxidedismutase and catalase as well as
the vital mineral seleinium, which chemically is the best antidote to mercuy
contamination.
Dentists who are not happy with the use of mercury and flouride end up
prescribing antibiotic mouthrinses containing an antimicrobial agent called

chlorhexidine to control bacteria when treating gingivitis and after gum surgery. Also
gels that contains the antibiotic doxycycline and antibiotic micro-spheres that release
minocycline slowly over time, along with the terrible mouthwashes that one can buy
at every pharmacy and supermarket in the world. Fungal overgrowth occurs because
its natural competitors have been removed, which is the case with heavy antibiotic
usage. The mercury in dental amalagam increases the problem exponetially due to
decreased immunity from immunocompromisation.
It is very difficult to accept the devastating reality about what dentists have done
to humanity. Dentistry is in dire need of change and it does come as a great surprise
to most of us that our trusted highly skilled dentists have been hypnotized and
conditioned into ignorance by their dental professors and dental organizations. It is
these people and organizations that should be on President Bush’s terrorist list
because dental amalagam could easily be considered a weapon of mass destruction if
you calculate the massive tonnage of mercury put into mouths around the world each
year.
US Dentists purchase 34 tons of mercury per year,
the Nation’s third largest purchaser of mercury.11
Dental amalgams are legalized toxic waste sites planted inches from the brain! It
is more than amazing to see seemingly intelligent men and woman live with the
belief that mercury is highly toxic and dangerous everywhere except in the mouth.
Some people are able to clear the mercury vapors from their system but others
develop devastating symptoms.
Periodontitis is one of two common types of gum inflammation, the other being
gingivitis. Gingivitis is where the soft tissue around the teeth becomes inflamed,
whereas Peridontitis is a deeper condition that affects the tissue that support the teeth
and is also associated with loss of bone around the base of the teeth. About 50 per
cent of Americans over 30 years of age have periodontitis. The two diseases are
linked in that persistent gingivitis can lead to periodontitis. Gingivitis comes from
bacteria that get into the soft gum tissue and infect it. The bacteria live in the plaque
that builds up around the base of teeth due to poor dental hygiene. Plaque is a gradual
accumulation of food debris, saliva and minerals.
It has been estimated that 16.5 percent of senior
citizens have lost all of their natural teeth.

The bacteria in gum disease can enter your bloodstream through damaged blood
vessels which run through the gums. This can increase the toxin load in your
bloodstream which increases your risk of many chronic diseases. Thus the first thing
a doctor should check when examining he or her patients are their mouths to get a
feeling for the general state of their oral environments. A quick look at both tongue
and gums will yeild much important information. In fact oriental physicians and
acupunturists are trained in tongue diagnosis because it reflects the general state of
health in the body.
Several studies have found a strong relationship between the bacterium causing
gum disease and atherosclerosis. In fact, the same bacterium has been cultured

from the crud, or plaque, is seen in arteries. It is the battle between the
bacteria/viruses and the immune system, which is in perpetual action to destroy the
invaders, that begins the process of atherosclerosis. An estimated 100 trillion bacteria
make themselves at home in our GI track, which starts in the mouth. Many of these
bacteria are bad guys — nasty bacteria that can make you sick, and some of them are
"stone-cold killers."
In 2000, Nevada recorded 210 cases of oral cancer,
representing 2.3% of all cancers in Nevada.12
According to an article recently published in the Archives of Otolaryngology—
Head and Neck Surgery, chronic periodontitis is associated with an increased risk
of developing cancer of the tongue among men. Researchers at the University at
Buffalo and Roswell Park Cancer Institute have found the same thing. Another recent
study published in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute linked periodontal
disease to pancreatic cancer as well. "Our study provides the first strong evidence
that periodontal disease may increase the risk of pancreatic cancer," said Dr
Dominique Michaud of the Harvard School of Public Health in Boston, who led the
research.13

Periodontal disease has increased prevalence amongst patients
with certain systemic diseases such as type-2 diabetes mellitus.14
Oral candidiasis, a fungal infection in the mouth appears more frequent among
persons with diabetes and dentures. If you smoke, have high blood glucose levels or
need to take antibiotics often you are more likely to have a problem with oral fungal
infections. Diminished salivary flow and an increase in salivary glucose create an
attractive environment for fungal infections such as thrush which produces white (or
sometimes red) patches in the mouth that may be sore or may become ulcers.
Low-grade infections in the mouth lead to systemic illnesses
such as cardiovascular diseases (heart disease), respiratory
ailments (pulmonary or lung disease), and poor pregnancy outcomes.15
New York Dept of Health
Bacteria and viruses and fungi that occur naturally in the mouth do proliferate
and undermine or defeat the body's immune system. Waging war, day in and day out,
it’s a classic battle — the "good guys" versus the "bad guys" from the beginning to
the end of the GI track. The good guys are our body’s patriots, friendly bacteria that
help us digest and absorb the food we eat, and keep our immune system humming,
metabolizing hormones, and helping repair our gut linings, among other things. But
most importantly they keep the bad guys under control. Your good bacteria patrol and
police your digestive system to prevent the bad bacteria from taking over and
wreaking havoc all over our bodies.
This war is often fought and won or lost in our mouths. For individuals with
dental mercury amalgam (about 85 percent of the population) it’s not a fair war
because mercury vapors are like fifth columnists, traitors behind enemy lines working
hard to sabotage our oral and total body environment. The modern world we live in,

due to the onslaught of stress, poor diet, exposure to a host of toxins and especially
the overuse of antibiotics create a situation where the odds are high that we have too
few good bacteria in the GI track to defend us from harmful bacteria and fungus.
Meaning the bad guys are getting the upper hand and this is the very beginning of
cancer, which often takes many years to develop. No one with cancer can be
considered healthy and in a recent Blaylock Wellness Report we are warned why
dysbiosis should not be taken lightly.
“Gas, belching, and bad breath due to dysbiosis may seem more sociallythreatening than health-threatening,” Dr. Russell Blaylock says, but he is alluding to
a long drawn out process that easily ends in disaster. So how do we head the bad guys
off at the pass? Obviously the first step is to stop feeding ourselves poison, the very
stuff the bad guys enjoy eating for breakfast, lunch and dinner! In oral and dental
terms it means stop the fluoride meaning drink water without it and for Gods sake,
STOP USING FLORIDATED TOOTH PASTE! Commercial toothpastes are
worthless as healing oral health agents though it does take a serious adjustment of the
mind to throw out those tubes that have been around since we could walk and talk.
The scope of the disaster with flouride is beyond most of our capacities to
imagine. We now find out about the formation of iodoacetic acids during cooking:
interaction of iodized table salt with chlorinated drinking water. Iodoacetic and
chloroiodoacetic acids are formed when municipal chlorinated tap water is allowed to
react with iodized (with potassium iodide) table salt or with potassium iodide itself.
Iodoacetic acid is a potent cytotoxic and genotoxic agent.16 Scientists have
demonstrated that iodoacetic acid is the most cytotoxic and genotoxic drinking water
disinfection byproducts analyzed in a mammalian cell system. Little is known of the
mechanisms of its genotoxicity. Results of studies support the hypothesis that
oxidative stress is involved in the induction of genotoxicity and mutagenicity by
iodoacetic acid.
It should be very interesting to learn that the very medical weapons we can use
against cancer, the very same ones that are common emergency room medicines are
the same ones we can use to deeply clean and maintain our oral environments. Many
of us have damaged oral environments because of poor diet and years of dissolving
dental amalgam so we need the best weapons we can get against the bacteria, yeasts
and fungi growing in our mouths.
Sodium bicarbonate is used to reduce the inflammation of oral mucosa
resulting from chemotherapeutic agents or ionizing radiation.
Mucositis typically manifests as erythema or ulcerations.17

Bicarbonate has been shown to decrease dental plaque acidity induced by
sucrose and its buffering capacity is important to prevent dental cavities. Other
studies have shown that bicarbonate inhibits plaque formation on teeth and, in
addition, increases calcium uptake by dental enamel. This effect of bicarbonate on
teeth is so well recognized that sodium bicarbonate-containing tooth powder was
patented in the USA in October 1985. Sodium bicarbonate has been suggested to
increase the pH in the oral cavity, potentially neutralizing the harmful effects of
bacterial metabolic acids. Sodium bicarbonate is increasingly used in dentifrice and
its presence appears to be less abrasive to enamel and dentine than other commercial
toothpaste.

Check the pH of your saliva with pHydrion paper. If your
saliva pH is below 7.2 then you are at risk for cavities,
mouth sores, bacteria, yeast and even Oral Cancer.18
To increase your oral pH to a normal 7.2 or greater drink 1teaspoon of sodium
bicarbonate salt in 2 ounces of distilled water. It is that simple to neutralize the acids
that cause cavities, mouth sores, Human Papilloma Virus (HPV16), bacteria, yeast
and even Oral Cancer.
Bicarbonate is a major element in our body. Secreted by the stomach, it is
necessary for digestion. When ingested, for example, with mineral water, it helps
buffer lactic acid generated during exercise and also reduces the acidity of dietary
components. Bicarbonate is present in all body fluids and organs and plays a major
role in the acid-base balances in the human body. The first organ where food,
beverages and water stay in our body is the stomach. The mucus membrane of the
human stomach has 30 million glands which produce gastric juice containing not
only acids, but also bicarbonate. The flow of bicarbonate in the stomach amounts
from 400 µmol per hour (24.4 mg/h) for a basal output to 1,200 µmol per hour (73.2
mg/h) for a maximal output. Thus at least half a gram of bicarbonate is secreted daily
in our stomach.
So it is perfectly safe to use bicarbonate in the mouth and to swollow it after
using it to clean the gum tissues and teeth, or to take it orally. The same goes for the
iodine if you use the iodine in its atomic form. But we need not stop at iodine or
sodium bicarbonate. We can employ magnesium chloride, preferably in a natural
pure form and this truly is a our secret weapon offering not only healing and
strenghtening of the tissues but magnesium also strenghtens the teeth.
Povidone-iodine gargle has rapid bactericidal activity
against the causative bacteria of periodontal disease.19
Candida species have become a major opportunistic pathogen causing recurrent
oral thrush and oesophageal candidiasis in patients with HIV/AIDS in Kenya.20 This
has resulted in repeatedly high use of expensive anti-fungal drugs (ie Clotrimazole,
Amphotericin B and Nystatin) which most of these patients cannot afford full dose.
This has resulted in the development of Candida strains resistant to common
antifungals in the community. Due to this, Kibera Based Health Care (KCBHC),
which cares for the sick at home decided to look for cheap and effective drugs to
manage this problem.
Iodine mouth gurgle is effective and cheap therapy for
managing recurrent oral thrush and prevents it from
degenerating to oesophageal candidiasis on HIV/AIDS patients.
Patients with recurrent oral thrush under the care of KCBHC were grouped in
two. One group was managed with 2% Povidone Iodine mouth gurgle, the other was
managed with Clotrimazole or Nystatin which are routinely used. Healing effects,
recurrence and development of oesophageal candidiasis and disappearance of mouth
odor were monitored over two years. The patients on Iodine healed within 10 days
and mouth odor disappeared. Gurgling of Iodine whenever patients felt signs of
recurrence prevented serious recurrence and development of esophageal
Candidiasis. Those on antifungal medicines also healed within 10 days but continued
having mouth odor. Some developed serious recurrent oral thrush which degenerated
to esophageal candidiasis. The medical cost of care using Iodine was very low
compared with antifungal care.
Magnesium is essential for proper calcium absorption
and is an important mineral in the bone matrix.
"Bones average about 1 % phosphate of magnesium and. teeth about 1% per cent

phosphate of magnesium. Elephant tusks contain 2 % of phosphate of magnesium
and billiard balls made from these are almost indestructible. The teeth of carnivorous
animals contain nearly 5 % phosphate of magnesium and thus they are able to crush
and grind the bones of their prey without difficulty," wrote Otto Carque (1933) in
Vital Facts About Foods.
Some people, like a spokesperson for the UK-based charity, the National
Osteoporosis Society, continue to think that “magnesium deficiency is, in fact, very
rare in humans.” So they cannot get it through their neural circuits that magnesium
deficiency, not calcium deficiency plays a key role in osteoporosis. Thus it is no
surprise when we find more studies suggesting that high Ca intake had no preventive
effect on alteration of bone metabolism in magnesium deficient rats.21 Moderate
dietary restriction of magnesium results in qualitative changes in bones in rats.22 The
results from some of these studies may be surprising to some. We have plenty of
reason to doubt the value of consuming large amounts of calcium that are currently
being recommended for adults and young people alike.23
One of the most important aspects of the disease osteoporosis has been
almost totally overlooked. That aspect is the role played by magnesium.
Dr. Lewis B. Barnett
In a study, conducted by the International and American Associations for Dental
Research, subjects aged 40 yrs and older, increased serum Mg/Ca was significantly
associated with reduced probing depth (p < 0.001), less attachment loss (p = 0.006),
and a higher number of remaining teeth (p = 0.005). Subjects taking magnesium
showed less attachment loss (p < 0.01) and more remaining teeth than did their
matched counterparts.24 These results suggest that increased magnesium
supplementation will improve periodontal health.
In the study cited, it was shown that a group of caries resistant teeth contained on
the average twice as much magnesium as those in a comparable group that were
caries-prone. Magnesium plays a key role in bone formation, and many young
women don't get enough of the mineral. To better understand the role of magnesium
supplements and bone health in a healthy population, researchers from the Yale
University School of Medicine, Connecticut, USA, randomised 44 girls aged 8 to 14
to take 300 mg of magnesium daily for one year or a placebo. All of the girls had
intakes of the mineral that were below 220 mg a day; the recommended daily
allowance for magnesium is 240 mg for girls aged 8 to 13 and 360 mg for girls 14 to
18 years old.
Girls given magnesium showed significantly greater bone
mineral content in the hip than those who took placebo.25
It is magnesium, not calcium, that forms the kind of hard enamel that resists
decay. And no matter how much calcium you take, without magnesium only soft
enamel can be formed. If too soft the enamel will lack sufficient resistance to the
acids of decay. For years it was believed that high intakes of calcium and phosphorus
inhibited decay by strengthening the enamel. Recent evidence, however, indicates
that an increase in these two elements is useless unless we increase our magnesium
intake at the same time It has even been observed that dental structures beneath the
surface can dissolve when additional amounts of calcium and phosphorus diffuse
through the enamel at different rates. Thus milk, poor in magnesium, but high in the
other two elements, not only interferes with magnesium metabolism, but also
antagonizes the mineral responsible for decay prevention.26
Medical authorities claim that the widespread incidence of osteoporosis and tooth
decay in western countries can be prevented with a high calcium intake. However
Asian and African populations with a low intake (about 300 mg) of calcium daily
have very little osteoporosis. Bantu women with an intake of 200 to 300 mg of
calcium daily have the lowest incidence of osteoporosis in the world.27 In western

countries with a high intake of dairy products the average calcium intake is about
1000 mg. With a low magnesium intake, calcium moves out of the bones to increase
tissue levels, while a high magnesium intake causes calcium to move from the tissues
into the bones. Thus high magnesium levels leads to bone mineralization.
What this all adds up to is that using a natural magnesium chloride solution as
a mouth wash is ideal for not only dental care of the teeth but it is also excellent
at revitalizing and strengthening the gums. One would want to use the purest
magnesium chloride possible for it is very good to swollow the magnesium with a
chaser of water as another optimal way of insuring high levels of daily magnesium
intake.
So our oral lineup so far includes sodium bicarbonate, iodine and magnesium
chloride. In addition one may use strong salt water for plaque control as well as a
good clay but one would want to make sure not to swollow the salt and to rinse the
mouth thoroughly. I use a calcium bentonite clay, which is slightly abrasive when the
brush is used, which is helpful for good cleaning on a deeper level. The clay, when
left to soak in the mouth, pulls out the poisons in and around the gums thus
completing our dental care system.
With the highest quality clay one then can also swollow. For extreme oral
problems instead of just sprinkling dry clay powder on the tooth brush one can pack
the gums with a pre-made thick clay, which will absorb poisons from deeper in the
oral tissues. The clay offers a healing power to the entire GI track, the iodine is
wonderful for the thyroids, breasts, ovaries and prostrate gland as well as overall
metabolism. It will also help with the removal of mercury, flouride and bromide from
the body. Magnesium is almost as valuable as the air we breathe and the water we
drink. Bicarbonate also is helpful for overall pH control so we have an oral care
system that is effective for our entire physiology a complete oral health care system.
Suggest: Bicarbonate is also helpful for overall pH control, so we have an oral care
system that is effective for our intire physiology and a complete oral health care
system!
The clay can be used just like the bicarbonate, just dip
your brush into a little bit of it after wetting the brush
slightly and apply and repeat for each part section of the teeth.
I also had the great fortune of dealing with two excellent clay companies. The
particualar clay mentioned above is the only clay I use a recommend for oral
consumption. It is a very fine calcium bentonite clay, also known as a "living clay,"
and is perfect for oral consumption on a daily basis. In the final analysis I have been
using and recommend another high grade clay from LL's Magnetic Clay, which is a
sodium bentonite clay that I use to pack my mouth with as sodium bentonites
traditionally have a stronger drawing power on the gums and other tissues.
We often forget to floss even though flossing is crucial if a person already has a
problem with their gums. A dentist worth his weight in gold would tell you to floss
after each meal and not eat between meals either. The oral environment is delicate
and when you are battling for control floss is a man’s or woman’s best friend.
In Summary: This chapter is telling you that common baking soda can be mixed
with non-chlorinated and non- fluoridated water to make a paste for use in tooth
brushing on a regular basis. Magnesium oil of the purest form (not the stuff you can
buy in the pharmacy) should be used as a tooth or mouth rinse once a day, twice a
day or even just once a week, depending on the need or state of oral health. You can
take a sip at full strength or half strength. It’s like sweetening your coffee to taste so
to speak. All of the substances in the oral protocol are like that; you have to adjust
the strengths and frequencies depending on personal need and perception. For
use with children everything should be diluted and used less frequently. One can
alternate between different items in the protocol with ease. Alternating with iodine

rinses, for instance, is a good idea. If you use the right type of iodine that’s suitable
for ingestion, such as nascent iodine one can swallow after rinsing.
Another good idea is to use a water pick with magnesium
chloride added to the water. This will allow better irrigation
of the deeper gum tissues. I use about 1/2 oz of the Ancient
Minerals Magneisum with a full resevroir of warm water.
What works for many is to simply swish the iodine/water ingested daily (only the
iodine in atomic form (nascent) is suggested for this) around my mouth and teeth
before I swallow daily. For children it easily takes the place of vaccines in that one is
using the iodine to insure an immune system at full strength. The iodine will take on
much of the load of seeking out and destroying viruses, bacteria and candida fungi
infections. A person will notice a huge difference in feeling of cleanliness, with
pinker and healthier looking tongue and gums.
Caution: Iodine can stain the teeth.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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biochemical marker of bone formation) were significantly lower in the two Mgdeficient groups than in the control group. As a biochemical marker of bone
resorption, urinary deoxypyridinoline excretion was significantly higher in the Mgdeficient Ca-supplemented group than in the control group and Mg-deficient group.
The results in the present study suggest that high Ca intake had no preventive effect
on alteration of bone metabolism in Mg-deficient rats. Effects of high calcium intake
on bone metabolism in magnesium-deficient rats. Mag Res. 2005 Jun;18
(2):97102.http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db
=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=16100847&itool=iconabstr&query_hl=10&itoo

l=pubmed_docsum
22 Br J Nutr. The effect of moderately and severely restricted dietary magnesium
intakes on bone composition and bone metabolism in the rat.1999 Jul;82(1):63-71.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt
=Abstract&list_uids=10655958&query_hl=12&itool=pubmed_docsum
23 In particular, these studies suggest that high calcium intake doesn't actually
appear to lower a person's risk for osteoporosis. For example, in the large Harvard
studies of male health professionals and female nurses, individuals who drank one
glass of milk (or less) per week were at no greater risk of breaking a hip or forearm
than were those who drank two or more glasses per week. Other studies have found
similar results. Additional evidence also supports the idea that American adults may
not need as much calcium as is currently recommended. For example, in countries
such as India, Japan, and Peru where average daily calcium intake is as low as 300
mg/day (less than a third of the US recommendation for adults, ages 19-50), the
incidence of bone fractures is quite low. Of course, these countries differ in other
important bone-health factors as well - such as level of physical activity and amount
of sunlight - which could account for their low fracture rates. Calcium in Milk,
Harvard School of Public Health;
http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/calcium.html
24 P. Meisel1et all. Magnesium Deficiency is Associated with Periodontal Disease
Dent Res 84 (10):937-941, 2005 International and American Associations for Dental
Research
25 Dental investigations made in New Zealand at the University of Otago and
reported in Nature (April 29, 1961).
26 http://www.mgwater.com/rod10.shtml
27 http://list.weim.net/pipermail/holisticweim/2001-July/001023.html
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Sodium bicarbonate is the chemical compound with the formula NaHCO3. It has
long been known and is widely used. The salt has many other names including
sodium hydrogen carbonate and "sodium bicarb," as well as baking soda, bread soda,
or bicarbonate of soda. It is poorly soluble in water. This white solid is crystal line
but often is available as a fine powder. It has a slight alkaline taste resembling that of
sodium carbonate. It is a component of the mineral natron and is found dissolved in
many mineral springs. It is also produced artificially.
Production NaHCO3 is mainly prepared by the Solvay process, which entails the
reaction of sodium chloride, ammonia, and carbon dioxide in water. It is produced on
the scale of 100,000 ton/yea. NaHCO3 also arises when sodium carbonate is treated
with carbon dioxide. Commercial quantities of baking soda are produced by this
method: soda ash, mined in the form of the ore trona, is dissolved in water and treated
with carbon dioxide.
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Baking soda has over a hundreds of uses. As an absorbent for moisture and
odors; an open box can be left in a refrigerator for this purpose. However, baking
soda does not actually absorb odors well when used in a refrigerator in toothpaste,
baking soda helps to gently remove stains, whiten teeth, it freshens the breath,
dissolve plaque, and even acts as a fire-suppression agent in some dry powder fire
extinguishers.
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It is a minor component of Purple-K dry fire suppression agent. It is commonly
used to increase the pH and total alkalinity of the water for pools and spas. Sodium
bicarbonate can be added as a simple solution for restoring the pH balance of water
that has a high level of chlorine.
A paste from baking soda can be very effective when used in cleaning and
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scrubbing. It removes coffee stains, marker, and crayon. It can be used to clean out
grease. A solution in warm water will remove the tarnish from silver when the silver
is in contact with a piece of aluminum foil

Infectious Processes

With water, it cleans the impurities on contact lenses. Rinse completely before
wearing contacts to avoid stinging of the salt in baking soda. Baking soda and boiling
water unclogs drains. One cup of baking soda maintains a healthy septic tank. It
controls pH and keeps a good environment for the bacteria. If made into a paste
salve, it relieves burning from bug stings, poison ivy, nettles, and sunburn. Baking
soda helps remove body odors as it absorbs chemicals, apply using a powder puff. It
kills fleas and drives away ants. If it is applied to a pet's fur, it must be washed/rinsed
off to prevent skin problems. A small amount can be added to a beef stew to make
tough meat tenderize faster. It is used as a fabric softener in laundry.
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It is strong enough to neutralize battery acid. It is used to test garden soil for
acidity. It can be used to kill crab grass in Florida St. Augustine grass. Must be used
repeatedly to control but is effective. Dampen area then sprinkle lightly, too much
may harm desired grass temporarily. Sodium bicarbonate has been used as an
endurance enhancer. It is used as an antacid to treat acid indigestion and heartburn.
Sodium bicarbonate is used to give the pretzels their dark brown color. Formerly, it
was used as a source of carbon dioxide for soda water.
Water stains on wooden floors can be removed with a sponge dampened in a
solution of baking soda dissolved in water. Sprinkle some baking soda into your
vacuum bag to help reduce musty/pet smells being spread throughout your house
when vacuuming. Sprinkle baking soda on rugs and carpets before vacuuming as a
deodorizing treatment. Most carpet powders you buy are baking soda based! Just a
brief note on this - not recommended for areas that are very humid as the baking soda
may stay in the carpet.
Mops can really stink out areas where they are stored. If your mop is getting on
the nose, don't throw it out, try soaking it in a mixture of 4 tablespoons baking soda
and a gallon of water for a while. Stains on porcelain sinks, toilets and plastics can be
removed by applying a layer of baking soda and then using a damp sponge.
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Why Bicarbonate and Why Not A
Pharmaceutical Antifungal
Antifungals work by exploiting differences between mammalian and fungal cells
to kill off the fungal organism without dangerous effects on the host. Unlike bacteria,
both fungi and humans are eukaryotes. Thus fungal and human cells are similar at the
molecular level. This means it is more difficult to find and attack a weakness in fungi
that does not also exist in human cells. So if you attack the fungus, you may also
attack the human cells the fungus lives on. Consequently, there are often side-effects
to some of these drugs. Some of these side-effects can be life-threatening if not used
properly.
After an increase in local pH was noted sodium bicarbonate was used to treat
vaginitis to provide symptomatic relief for women with this condition. Fungal
vaginitis, one of the common female vaginal diseases with a high morbidity rate, is
difficult to effect a radical cure. In the U.S. more than 75% women suffer from fungal
vaginitis at least once in their life, and about 5% of adult women suffer from repeated
fungal vaginal infection. It is difficult to treat.1 The main clinical symptoms of these
vaginal diseases include vulval pruritus, vaginal pain, leukorrhagia, dyspareunia, and
urodynia. Therefore, this disease is harmful to the health of women as well as their
quality of life.
At the moment, against fungi there is no useful
remedy other than, in my opinion, sodium bicarbonate.
Dr. Tullio Simoncini
“The anti-fungins that are currently on the market, in fact, do not have the ability
to penetrate the masses (except perhaps early administrations of azoli or of
amfotercin B delivered parenterally), since they are conceived to act only at a
stratified level of epithelial type. They are therefore unable to affect myceliar
aggregations set volumetrically and also masked by the connectival reaction that
attempts to circumscribe them.”
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“Sodium bicarbonate, instead, as it is extremely diffusible and without that
structural complexity that fungi can easily codify, retains for a long time its ability to
penetrate the masses. This is also and especially due to the speed at which it
disintegrates them, which makes fungi’s adaptability impossible, thus it cannot
defend itself. A therapy with bicarbonate should therefore be set up with strong
dosage, continuously, and with pauseless cycles in a destruction work which should
proceed from the beginning to the end without interruption for at least 7-8 days for
the first cycle, keeping in mind that a mass of 2-3-4 centimetres begins to
consistently regress from the third to the fourth day, and collapses from the fourth to
the fifth.”

Sodium Bicarbonate Basics

Dr. Simoncini says that, “In some cases, the aggressive power of fungi is so great
as to allow it, with only a cellular ring made up of three units, to tighten in its grip,
capture and kill its prey in a short time notwithstanding the prey's desperate
struggling. Fungus, which is the most powerful and the most organized microorganism known, seems to be an extremely logical candidate as a cause of neoplastic
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proliferation.”
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Jack D. Sobel, MD. Candidal Vulvovaginitis, Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology,
1993 Vol.36 (1): 153-165
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The aim of all bicarbonate therapy is to produce a substantial correction of the
low total CO2 content and blood pH, but the risks of over dosage and alkalosis
should be avoided. In general, dose selection for pregnant women, young infants and
elderly patients should be cautious, usually starting at the low end of the dosing
range, reflecting the greater frequency of decreased hepatic, renal, or cardiac function
and of concomitant disease or other drug therapy.

Bicarbonate and Rapid pH
Shifts

ADVERSE REACTIONS

Indications from Unlikely
Places

Overly aggressive therapy with Sodium Bicarbonate Injection, USP can result in
metabolic alkalosis (associated with muscular twitchings, irritability, and tetany) and
hypernatremia. Caution should also be maintained when pushing oral dosages up to
the maximum levels suggested for oral administration as well.

Foundational Bicarbonate
Physiology

OVERDOSAGE

Magnesium Bicarbonate

Should alkalosis result, the bicarbonate should be stopped and the patient
managed according to the degree of alkalosis present. 0.9% sodium chloride injection
intravenous may be given; potassium chloride also may be indicated if there is
hypokalemia. Severe alkalosis may be accompanied by hyperirritability or tetany and
these symptoms may be controlled by calcium gluconate.

Beating Back Late Stage
Infections with Sodium
Bicarbonate

For people with the rare illnesses of Bartter syndrome or Gitelman syndrome,
bicarbonate may be contraindicated. These rare sufferers may add a few drops of
Real-Lemon juice concentrate to any bicarbonate-containing beverage to neutralize
it.

Oral Dosages of Bicarbonate

Serious precautions should be taken by individuals who suffer from chronic
pulmonary problems. If a person has significant lung disease, their brain shifts to
breathing in response to a lowered O2 level so it won’t respond to the accumulating
CO2. With the added CO2 and the lungs not removing it, the equation shifts left,
meaning the added CO2 becomes H2CO3 (carbonic acid) and then you end up with
an acidic patient
Sodium Bicarbonate Injection, USP is contraindicated in patients who are losing
chloride by vomiting or from continuous gastrointestinal suction, and in patients
receiving diuretics known to produce a hypochloremic alkalosis.
Solutions containing sodium ions should be used with great care, if at all, in
patients with congestive heart failure, severe renal insufficiency and in clinical states
in which there exists edema with sodium retention. In patients with diminished renal
function, administration of solutions containing sodium ions may result in sodium
retention. The intravenous administration of these solutions can cause fluid and/or
solute overloading resulting in dilution of serum electrolyte concentrations,
overhydration, congested states or pulmonary edema.
Extra caution needs to be taken with cancer patients with severe heart, renal,
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and hepatic problems. Dr. Simoncini says, “In any case, however, it is best to try to
reach the maximum tolerable quantity, as a dosage that is too low or too thinly
distributed over time cannot be effective in depth. In some patients, although not
afflicted by other pathological conditions other than a tumor, if there are many
masses or the masses have large dimensions we have sometimes observed a
remarkable increase in the temperature up to 39 degrees centigrade in the first days of
therapy with bicarbonate. This is the effect of the brutal lysis of the colonies, which
in some cases is even responsible for the high amylaceous contents and for transitory
renal insufficiency sometimes associated with a bladder urinary block which can be
solved through catheterization. Hypertension or hypotension events as well as
episodes of relapsing cephalea complete the picture of side effects which, it is wise to
emphasize, are rare and brief. That is without negative after effects.”

Infectious Processes

Simoncini continues, “The therapy that is most indicated to counter all the
instances described above is the fast intravenous infusion (about one hour) of glucose
phlebos at 5% or 10 % solution with the addition of potassium chloride, and
physiological solutions that are capable of complete resolution generally without the
utilization of any symptomatic drug by helping the drains to bring the circulating
catabolites back to the standard value.”

Bowel Tolerance Dosages

Dr. Simoncini routinely administers glucose with his IV treatments and this is the
best indication for the use of either honey, maple syrup or black strap molasses
especially for late stage cancer patients whose cells are starving.
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The aim of all bicarbonate therapy is to produce a substantial correction of the
low total CO2 content and blood pH, but the risks of over dosage and alkalosis
should be avoided. In general, dose selection for pregnant women, young infants and
elderly patients should be cautious, usually starting at the low end of the dosing
range, reflecting the greater frequency of decreased hepatic, renal, or cardiac function
and of concomitant disease or other drug therapy.
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Overly aggressive therapy with Sodium Bicarbonate Injection, USP can result in
metabolic alkalosis (associated with muscular twitchings, irritability, and tetany) and
hypernatremia. Caution should also be maintained when pushing oral dosages up to
the maximum levels suggested for oral administration as well.
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OVERDOSAGE

Magnesium Bicarbonate

Should alkalosis result, the bicarbonate should be stopped and the patient
managed according to the degree of alkalosis present. 0.9% sodium chloride injection
intravenous may be given; potassium chloride also may be indicated if there is
hypokalemia. Severe alkalosis may be accompanied by hyperirritability or tetany and
these symptoms may be controlled by calcium gluconate.

Beating Back Late Stage
Infections with Sodium
Bicarbonate

For people with the rare illnesses of Bartter syndrome or Gitelman syndrome,
bicarbonate may be contraindicated. These rare sufferers may add a few drops of
Real-Lemon juice concentrate to any bicarbonate-containing beverage to neutralize
it.

Oral Dosages of Bicarbonate

Serious precautions should be taken by individuals who suffer from chronic
pulmonary problems. If a person has significant lung disease, their brain shifts to
breathing in response to a lowered O2 level so it won’t respond to the accumulating
CO2. With the added CO2 and the lungs not removing it, the equation shifts left,
meaning the added CO2 becomes H2CO3 (carbonic acid) and then you end up with
an acidic patient
Sodium Bicarbonate Injection, USP is contraindicated in patients who are losing
chloride by vomiting or from continuous gastrointestinal suction, and in patients
receiving diuretics known to produce a hypochloremic alkalosis.
Solutions containing sodium ions should be used with great care, if at all, in
patients with congestive heart failure, severe renal insufficiency and in clinical states
in which there exists edema with sodium retention. In patients with diminished renal
function, administration of solutions containing sodium ions may result in sodium
retention. The intravenous administration of these solutions can cause fluid and/or
solute overloading resulting in dilution of serum electrolyte concentrations,
overhydration, congested states or pulmonary edema.
Extra caution needs to be taken with cancer patients with severe heart, renal,
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and hepatic problems. Dr. Simoncini says, “In any case, however, it is best to try to
reach the maximum tolerable quantity, as a dosage that is too low or too thinly
distributed over time cannot be effective in depth. In some patients, although not
afflicted by other pathological conditions other than a tumor, if there are many
masses or the masses have large dimensions we have sometimes observed a
remarkable increase in the temperature up to 39 degrees centigrade in the first days of
therapy with bicarbonate. This is the effect of the brutal lysis of the colonies, which
in some cases is even responsible for the high amylaceous contents and for transitory
renal insufficiency sometimes associated with a bladder urinary block which can be
solved through catheterization. Hypertension or hypotension events as well as
episodes of relapsing cephalea complete the picture of side effects which, it is wise to
emphasize, are rare and brief. That is without negative after effects.”

Infectious Processes

Simoncini continues, “The therapy that is most indicated to counter all the
instances described above is the fast intravenous infusion (about one hour) of glucose
phlebos at 5% or 10 % solution with the addition of potassium chloride, and
physiological solutions that are capable of complete resolution generally without the
utilization of any symptomatic drug by helping the drains to bring the circulating
catabolites back to the standard value.”

Bowel Tolerance Dosages

Dr. Simoncini routinely administers glucose with his IV treatments and this is the
best indication for the use of either honey, maple syrup or black strap molasses
especially for late stage cancer patients whose cells are starving.
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Hairy cell leukemia (HCL)
American Cancer Society
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Most of us have a concept of cancer that has been programmed into us through
years of constant and deliberate misinformation. All we can think of is our DNA
strands losing control of themselves creating colonies of human cells running amuck.
Tell someone that their cancer is a yeast or fungi invasion and they will look at you
like you are a nut. But a major U.S. scientist says cancer – always believed to be
caused by genetic cell mutations -- can in reality be caused by infections from
viruses, bacteria, yeasts, molds and fungus parasites. "I believe that, conservatively,
15 to 20 percent of all cancer is caused by infections; however, the number could
be larger -- maybe double," said Dr. Andrew Dannenberg, director of the Cancer
Center at New York-Presbyterian Hospital/Weill Cornell Medical Center. Dr.
Dannennberg made the remarks in a speech in December 2007 at the annual
international conference of the American Association for Cancer Research.1

Beating Back Late Stage
Infections with Sodium
Bicarbonate

You will often hear people say that we all have cancer cells. The disease we call
cancer means that the immune system has failed to kill these naturally occurring
cancer cells before they got out of control and proliferated. This is a reasonable
assumption when we define these cancer cells as yeast and fungi cells as well as
certain fungi type bacteria. What Causes Cancer? “We know that cancer is a mutation
of DNA that causes cells to mutate and divide rapidly.” Wrong. We do not know this
but we do know that most doctors and people think this. Yes, these damaged cells can
invade other tissues in the body and spread. Thus causing systemic disease. It does
not even seem reasonable to conclude that these are human cells with the DNA
mutations. Viral, bacterial and fungi pathogens have their own mutational dances.
Medical scientists already know that pathogens are very much present in cancer
patients and need to be dealt with no matter what theory one has decided to follow.
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Infections and Human Cancer, and Microbes and Malignancy: Infection as a
Cause of Human Cancers are just two of a line up of books that address the crucial
issue that holds the key to winning the war on cancer. Today there is a growing list of
researchers finding that anti fungal medicines kill cancer cells. Scientists of the
German Cancer Research Center have discovered that the antibiotic/antifungal
griseofulvin counteracts tumors forcing cancer cells into cell death. Professor Dr.
Alwin Krämer, head of the Clinical Molecular Hematology/Oncology at the
University of Heidelberg found that griseofulvin causes cancer cells to build
malformed, multipolar spindles, which eventually leads to cell death by apoptosis. In
healthy cells, however, the antibiotic does not cause spindle malformations. You will
find in this book many chapters on this crucial subject, which Drs. Dannenberg and
Kramer are introducing here.
It would be an oversimplification to translate the word cancer into fungi or yeast
even though tumors are packed with fungi/yeast cells. Which, by the way, are cutting
off our food supply at the pass - so to speak. In reality the meaning of the word
cancer is a concept that needs to be made from a myriad of realities that go into
creating what we might more accurately call the condition of cancer. For instance,
when the pH drops even by .1, the increase in acidity is interpreted by microbes
already present in the body as a sign of a dead or dying body. This prompts
pathogents, first viruses, then bacteria and finally virulent yeast and fungi to reduce
the body to the dust from whence it came.
Apoptosis, a genetically determined form of cell death, is involved in
fundamental processes of life, like embryonic development and immune defense.
Defects in apoptosis cause severe diseases including cancer and degenerative
disorders. Many pathogens actively modulate host cell apoptosis in the course of
infection leading to a buildup of unhealthy cells that just will not die. Induction of
apoptosis is an important mechanism by which infected, damaged and dangerous
cells (cancer cells) are removed from the body.2 Cancer, fungi and yeast cells release
substances that interfere with the proper functioning of immune system cells so it’s
more than possible that cancer cells and infectious cells are the same cells.
Dietary factors, such as decreased intake of vitamins, minerals, calories, and
protein can alter immune function. Poor nutrition makes the immune system less
effective in recognizing and destroying germs. People who are malnourished are
more apt to develop infections and to develop cancer. In today’s world one can now
be obese and be malnourished. Processed foods are stripped of essential nutrients.
Nutritional deficiencies are a basic cause of cellular decline and cellular infection.
Given enough time, cancer will develop whenever there is a proliferation of
damaged cells. When cells are damaged, when their cell wall permeability changes,
when toxins and free radicals build up, when the mitochondria lose function ability in
terms of energy ATP production, when pH shifts strongly to the acidic and when
essential nutrients are absent cells eventually decline into a cancerous condition. We
can see that when a person has cancer they are literally rotting inside. They are dying
from the loss of function, gathering infectious forces, and losing strength from
malnutrition as the cancer cells eat us out of house and home.
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Genetic variations, which can predispose some
people to cancer, may interact with environmental
contaminants and produce an enhanced effect.
Dr. Heinrich Kremer writes, “The Nobel Prize winner Professor Watson, who
together with Crick discovered the double helix of DNA in the nucleus, the most
prominent promoter of the 1971 “War on Cancer” succinctly declared in 2003: ‘First
we have to understand cancer before we can cure it’. The background to this
sobering thought after decades of most intensive research efforts and a massive
capital injection is the fact that the classic mutation theory of oncogenesis has been
forever shaken by newer research. Under the mutation theory a tumor colony
develops from a single ‘degenerated’ body cell that through uncontrolled division is
thought to pass on identical DNA defects to all daughter cells. However, it has
become apparent that each individual cancer cell, even within the same tumor of a
patient, features a different genetic variation.”
Cells are the building blocks of living things. Cancer is typically thought to grow
out of ‘normal cells’ in the body. Normal cells multiply when the body needs them,
and die when the body doesn't. Cancer appears to occur when the growth of cells in
the body are out of control and the cells divide too rapidly. It can also occur when
cells “forget” how to die. This is orthodox oncology’s simplistic and inaccurate
concept of cancer. It divides cells into only two categories – normal cells and
cancerous ones. They are not allowing for any shade of cellular degeneration. This
theory tells us nothing about the medical reason explained by Dr. Dannenberg. He
says that as much as 40 percent of cancer is caused by infections.
Though chromosomal abnormalities are thought to be the cause of cancer we
need to look deeper into what is really happening in cancerous tissues. For instance,
we can look at DNA problems, which are creating the same type of problem that
large drops in pH cause - weakening and deterioration of cell physiology. Any sign whether it’s DNA, pH acidic shifts, cellular malnutrition, mitochondria dysfunction
or cell toxicity - will create an open invitation for microbes to attack these
weakened cells. Sick cells cannot help but broadcast to the environment that they are
decaying, rotting and on the road to cell death.

Brain Cancer Cells
The majority of the cancer patients in this country die because of
chemotherapy, which does not cure breast, colon or lung cancer.
This has been documented for over a decade. Nevertheless,
doctors still utilize chemotherapy to fight these tumors.
Dr. Allen Levi
The Healing of Cancer, 1990
Everyone agrees that cancer is an uncontrolled proliferation of cells. However, it
really does matter whether we conceive of them as out of control fungi and yeast
infections, or genetically triggered human cells. It matters because our concept of
cancer determines how we will approach its treatment. We are in desperate need
of a clear image of what cancer is and the process that leads up to it and causes it.

What could be more important to the cancer world than this?

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 http://www.earthtimes.org/articles/show/153851.html
2 CV Rudel: Study of Microbiology and Molecular Biology, 1994 Ph.D. at the MPI
for Biology in Tübingen/Germany on virulence factors of pathogenic Neisseria
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A bacterium, Helicobacter pylori, has been
found to cause stomach ulcers and since 2001 it
has been seen as the cause of stomach cancers.
“Although bacteria can be identified in cancer, there are obviously other wellknown factors that can induce cancer. These include sunlight in skin cancer, smoking
in lung cancer, radiation-induced cancer, etc. But in each case it may require these
ever-present bacteria to induce the cellular changes of cancer. The demonstration that
these microbes are found within the cell and even within the nucleus (as shown by
Irene Diller) indicates that these agents may access the genetic material of the cell.
Thereby transforming the cell to a cancerous state,” writes Dr. Alan Cantwell who
insists that Cancer Is An Infection Caused By Tuberculosis-Type Bacteria.
This is a good representation but it implies linear cause and effect relationships,
which we have to transcend to fully understand the condition of cancer. The obvious
omissions above are nutritional deficiencies, toxic poisoning and the
emotional/spiritual aspects of the disease.
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“For more than a half-century, the cancer microbe has been reported as a
pleomorphic, intermittently acid-fast bacterium closely related to the acid-fast
mycobacteria and to Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the acid-fast microbe that causes
tuberculosis (TB). The acid-fast stain is a time-honored laboratory stain specifically
used to detect TB-type mycobacteria in tissue and in culture,” writes Dr. Cantwell
and you can see his microscopic slides in his above essay on a Youtube video. The
bacterium's tenacity is perhaps the biggest mystery to tuberculosis researchers. It can
linger in the lungs for decades after infection, apparently awaiting a slump in the
body's defenses.
Leprosy & Tuberculosis - Both of these diseases are listed as a
“mycobacterium”. Myco means fungal and bacterium is a bacteria. As we
already know hybrid mycobacterium"s can be very deadly. Leprosy is called
‘mycobacterium leprae'. The three major mycotic lung infections are histoplasmosis,
coccidiomycosis, and blastomycosis. The fungal agent in each case is dimorphic:
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exists in nature as mycelium (mold) that bears infectious spores, which enter host and
develop into a yeast-like phase that is the tissue pathogen.
Humanpapilloma virus (HPV) is known to cause cervical cancer.
Dr. Virginia Livingston, Dr. Cantwell’s mentor, claimed that all human beings
carried cancer microbes; and she postulated these microbes were closely connected
with the origin of life. In the healthy state these microbes caused no harm and were
beneficial. However, when the immune system was weakened, these bacteria were
capable of inducing a variety of human illnesses, including cancer.
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The main focus in Winning the War on Cancer is on yeast and fungal infections
yet TB shows us that there are forms of bacteria that border on the world of fungi.
We will see in another chapter that the world of pathogens is fluid with viruses,
bacteria and fungus all getting into the act together. When things go wrong in the
body we have to deal with multi-levels of pathogens that increase themselves at our
expense.

Cannabinoid System

Candida albicans, a normal component of the mammalian gastrointestinal flora,
is responsible for most fungal infections in immunosuppressed patients. Allopathic
medicine has a strange relationship with fungal and yeast infections and doctors are
not required to report fungus caused diseases or deaths. With their obsession with
bacteria and viruses they ignore fungus even to the point of denying their existence.
Worse, doctors contribute to the dangerous Candida overgrowth by prescribing
cortisone, birth-control pills and antibiotics. All of which either partially or totally
destroyed our fungal immune system. Perhaps this is the foundational reason why
medicine ignores Candida overgrowth. It is hard to admit something you are causing.

To Patients about Emotions in
Cancer

What is the fungal immune system? Initially in an adult it is about 4-8 lbs of
friendly bacteria in the lower gut. This comprises about 85% of all organisms in the
bowels. The remaining 15% is fungus. It takes this ratio to keep the fungus in check.
This is why probiotics are so important when treating most diseases and certainly
after taking a round of antibiotics, which kill off friendly intestinal bacteria.
Fungi are very aggressive because they protect themselves by producing deadly
mycotoxins with which they overpower their bacterial brethren. Remember penicillin
is mold! Scientists discovered that fungus is a natural enemy of bacteria and have
used different varieties to kill off unwanted or dangerous bacteria ever since. But this
process badly backfires on us and this is what allopathic medicine has yet to
understand. When we use fungus to make antibiotics we unleash inside of us these
deadly mycotoxin poisons. This destroys whole colonies of friendly bacteria, which
ends up increasing the load of fungus in our bodies.
Once the fungus takes over the bowels they migrate upward until reaching the
small intestine and they start to bore through the intestinal walls helping to create
what is called leaky gut syndrome. They can invade the stomach and even work their
way up into the mouth where their presence is called Thrush. The problem is that
these yeasts get everywhere. In the very late stages of yeast infection they become
concentrated in tumors which grow and kill us by both starving and crowding out our
human cells.
When the small intestine and stomach become filled with fungus, digestion is
interfered with. This means that our organs and glands are deprived of the basic
nutrition they require for health existence. Yeasts are aggressive alien invaders
invited into us in great numbers by allopathic medicine’s obstinate use of dangerous
antibiotics. This, unfortunately, has no real idea how badly things can go for us when
we take antibiotics. In the next chapter we will explore this question in great depth.
The US Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has just released "the first report ever
done on adverse reactions to antibiotics in the United States" on 13 Aug, 2008. This
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is "the first report ever on the dangers of antibiotics even though antibiotics have
been widely used since the 1940s. It is astounding that it has taken CDC so long to
seriously study the side effects of these drugs. It is now apparent that there have been
decades of an undeserved presumption of safety. Antibiotics can put you in the
emergency room. Common antibiotics, the ones most frequently prescribed and
regarded as safest, cause for nearly half of emergencies due to antibiotics.1
Most people currently believe cancers are caused by the activation of oncogenes
– genes that predispose the individual toward cancer. But, this theory was called into
question by its original proponent. Dr. Robert A. Weinberg of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), the discoverer of the so-called oncogene (cancer-causing
gene), reversed himself almost ten years ago. After discovering that "less than one
DNA base in a million appears to have been miscopied," he concluded that is not
enough of a defect to mutate the cell! He stated: "Something was very wrong. The
notion that a cancer developed through the successive activation of a series of
oncogenes had lost its link to reality."
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Allergic reactions to antibiotics may be very serious, including life-threatening
anaphylactic shock. Searching the US National Library of Medicine's "Medline"
database for "antibiotic allergic reaction" will
bring up over 9,700 mentions in scientific papers. A search for "antibiotic
anaphylactic shock" brings up over 1,100. Many papers on this severe danger were
actually published before 1960. Given this amount of accumulated information, one
might wonder why CDC took so long to seriously study the problem. Overuse of
antibiotics leads to antibiotic resistance. At its website, CDC currently states that
antibiotic resistance "can cause significant danger and suffering for people who have
common infections that once were easily treatable with antibiotics. . . Some resistant
infections can cause death." In the USA alone, "over 3 million pounds of antibiotics
are used every year on humans . . . enough to give every man, woman and child 10
teaspoons ofpure antibiotics per year," writes Gary Null.
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Listen and watch Dr. Tullio Simoncini demonstrate live fungi
colonies and their destruction with sodium bicarbonate.
http://video.google.it/videoplay?docid=-598800713255508140&hl=it

Sodium Bicarbonate and
Carbon Dioxide

Breast Cancer Patient in Europe Shares her success with bicarbonate.
http://video.google.it/videoplay?docid=8718775950691314311

Beating Back Late Stage
Infections with Sodium
Bicarbonate

These videos reveal an astonishing truth about cancer and its safe successful
treatment. For other videos see Dr. Simoncini’s site at http://www.cancerfungus.com/
Doctors and medical scientists have made the mistake of assuming that fungal
conditions develop after cancer treatment have begun. Researchers contend that
cancer therapies, aimed at destroying cancer, also destroy the immune system of the
patient leaving them vulnerable to yeasts and fungi, which multiply out of control.
They consider these invading colonies to be "secondary" to the actual cancer.
Candida, and its many variants are not only the cause of cancer, they are the
cancer. Cancer in great part is an invasion invited by deteriorating/rotting cells of
yeast and fungi colonies. The 100 year old hypothesis that has led medical science in
circles, that cancer are human cells multiplying without limit, turns out to be just
another unproven theory that no one has demonstrated beyond a shadow of doubt. Dr.
Simoncini insists that there is no evidence at all for the genetic hypothesis and this
gets proven out with the fact that orthodox cancer treatments do not work out very
well when you look at the beyond five year survival statistics. Modern orthodox
oncology is a failure and every doctor knows this in his heart and soul.
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My work is based on the conviction, supported by many
years of observations, comparisons and experiences, that
the necessary and sufficient cause of the tumor is to be
sought in the vast world of the fungi, the most adaptable,
aggressive and evolved micro-organisms known in nature.
Dr. Tullio Simoncini,Oncologist, Rome Italy
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"The aggressive power of fungi is so great as to allow it, with only a cellular ring
made up of three units, to tighten in its grip, capture and kill its prey in a short time
notwithstanding the prey's desperate struggling. Fungus, which is the most powerful
and the most organized micro-organism known, seems to be an extremely logical
candidate as a cause of neoplastic proliferation,” says Dr. Simoncini. That metastatic
cancer cells eat their way through the protective barriers of an organ and march away
from their proper organ and overrun other tissues and organs describes yeast and
fungus invasion perfectly.
Fungi are dreadful enemies. During their life cycle fungi depend on other living
beings, which must be exploited to different degrees for their feeding. Fungi can
develop from the hyphas that are more or less beak-shaped specialized structures that
allow the penetration of the host. The shape of the fungus is never defined, for it is
imposed by the environment in which the fungus develops. Fungi are capable of
implementing an infinite number of modifications to their own metabolism in order
to overcome the defense mechanism of the host. These modifications are
implemented through plasmatic and biochemical actions as well as by a volumetric
increase (hypertrophy) and numerical hyperplasy of the cells that have been attacked.
In 1999 Meinolf Karthaus, MD, watched three different children
with leukemia suddenly go into remission upon receiving a
triple antifungal drug cocktail for their "secondary" fungal infections.1
“Fungal infections not only can be extremely contagious, but they also go hand in
hand with leukemia2 -- every oncologist knows this. And these infections are
devastating: once a child who has become a bone marrow transplant recipient gets a
"secondary" fungal infection, his chances of living, despite all the antifungals in the
world, are only 20%, at best,” writes Dr. David Holland. Dr. Holland is talking about
pharmaceutical antifungal agents, not about sodium bicarbonate. Until the arrival of
Dr. Tullio Simoncini sodium bicarbonate was not known or used for fungal infections
in relation to cancer.
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Doug A. Kaufman writes, “The day I wrote this, a young lady phoned into my
syndicated radio talk show. Her three-year-old daughter was diagnosed last year with
leukemia. She believes antifungal drugs and natural immune system therapy has been
responsible for saving her daughter's life. She is now telling others with cancer about
her daughter's case. After hearing her story, a friend of hers with bone cancer asked
her doctor for a prescriptive antifungal drug. To her delight, this medication, meant to
eradicate fungus, was also eradicating her cancer. She dared not share this with her
physician, telling him only that the antifungal medication was for a "yeast" infection.
When she could no longer get the antifungal medication, the cancer immediately
grew back. Her physician contended that a few antifungal pills surely should have
cured her yeast infection. It is my contention, however, that the reason this
medication worked was because she did have a yeast infection not a vaginal infection
for which this medication was prescribed; a fungal infection of the bone that may
have been mimicking bone cancer.”

Infectious Processes

“Many cancer patients find the true fungal link to their cancer only to succumb to
heart disease or immune deficiency caused by traditional cancer treatment. If this
case were an isolated event, it might be referred to as "coincidental." I have been able
to plead with doctors of advanced cancer patients to at least try antifungal drugs for
their patients. Afterwards, simply amazing reports have come forth. Several of these
have been published in The Germ That Causes Cancer,” continued Kaufman.

Natural Supplementation

A medical textbook used to educate Johns Hopkins medical students in 1957, Clinical
and Immunologic Aspects of Fungous Diseases,
declared that many fungal conditions look exactly like cancer!
Doug A. Kaufmann
The Germ That Causes Cancer

Cancer is a biologically-induced
spore (fungus) transformation disease.
Dr. Milton W. White
The University of Michigan Cancer Center has proclaimed that current
chemotherapy targets the "wrong" cells. The Ann Arbor researchers discovered that
not all cells in a tumor are equally malignant. Only a tiny minority of tumor cells are
actually capable of inducing new cancers; the rest are relatively harmless. "These
tumor-inducing cells have many of the properties of stem cells," said Michael F.
Clarke, MD, a professor of internal medicine, who directed the study. "They make
copies of themselves - a process called self-renewal - and produce all the other kinds
of cells in the original tumor."
According to the Mayo Clinic, cancer refers to any one of a large number of
diseases characterized by the development of abnormal cells that divide
uncontrollably and have the ability to infiltrate and destroy normal body tissue.
This is a fact that does not depend on the various theories. The theorizing begins
when we run down the usual path thinking that cancer begins with damage
(mutations) in our DNA. Our DNA is like a set of instructions for our cells, telling
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them how to grow and divide. Normal cells often develop mutations in their DNA,
but they have the ability to repair most of these mutations. Or, if they can't make the
repairs, the cells frequently die. However, certain mutations aren't repaired, causing
the cells to grow and become cancerous…or so the story goes. Looking at the above
definition we would be perfectly correct to say that yeasts and fungi are, in human
terms, abnormal cells that divide uncontrollably and have the ability to infiltrate
and destroy normal body tissue.
A new cancer paradigm, one that is based on an understanding
that cancer is ultimately caused by multiple interacting factors
is far superior to a paradigm based on dubious attributable fractions.
In understanding what cancer is we have to separate out the causes of cancer
from the cancer itself. In the end we will come to see that cancer is a fungus, and not
that cancer is caused by a fungus. What causes cancer and what causes yeast and
fungi to colonize and threaten the body is diverse. Many things have been
scientifically shown to cause cancer or to cause the conditions in which late state
infections (cancer) invite yeast and fungi to form colonies that attach to sickly human
cells.
Because cancercells continue to grow and divide, they
are different from normal cells. Instead of dying, they
outlive normal cells and continue to form new abnormal cells.
Because yeast cells continue to grow and divide, they are
different from normal cells. Instead of dying, they
outlive normal cells and continue to form new abnormal cells.
Two basic theories of cancer have existed up to now: (1) the viral theory and, (2)
the trophoblast theory. There is a recognition that cancer cells share some properties
with placental cells found in pregnancy. The classic experiments of Warburg on the
respiratory pattern of cancers of various species and tissue origins reveal a high
uniformity from tumor to tumor. Yet what these cells actually are is in doubt.
The trophoblast theorists claim when you look at internal cell morphology, all
cancer cells are exactly the same as trophoblast cells. Outwardly, cancer cells appear
different because the trophoblast cell is reacting to different parts of the body in
which it finds itself. 90% of a tumor, for example, is comprised of benign somatic
cells that are responding to the 10% carcinogenic action of the trophoblast cells. Yes,
this sounds like one is talking about yeasts and fungi invaders.
Normal, healthy cells in our body grow in a very orderly and well-controlled
way, living for a set period of time and then dying on schedule. When a normal cell
dies, our body replaces it with another normal cell. Cancer cells grow in an
uncontrolled manner. One malignant cell becomes two, two becomes four, four
becomes eight, and so on, until a mass of cells (a tumor) is created. Tumors remain
small until they're able to attract their own blood supply. This allows them to obtain
the oxygen and nutrients they need to grow larger. But again this does not in the least
suggest what these cancer cells actually are - human cells on the rampage, or yeast
and fungi staking out their ever increasing territory?

The image of the normal colon tissue, at left, shows well-formed oval-shaped
glands, evenly lined with a single, organized layer of cells indicated by arrows. The
image of the cancerous colon tissue, in contrast, shows highly disorganized cancer
cells stacked upon each other in an apparently random fashion, That is exactly what
we would expect from fungi invaders as well as human cells running amok.
The predominant viral theory says that outside agents invade your body; or that
somatic (good) cells mutate into cancer cells and that there exists an infinite number
of different cancers. The trophoblast theory of cancer was postulated over a hundred
years ago by Scottish embryologist John Beard, a professor at the University of
Edinburgh. He and subsequent researchers say that, morphologically, there is only
one type of cancer cell - the trophoblast cell. The trophoblast cell has a natural body
function: it arises from the meiosis (cell division) of a woman’s diploid totipotent
cells after fertilization.
It really matters how we conceptualize cancer and the process that leads to its
proliferation in the body. The theory that malignant cancers are false-placentas
(trophoblast theory) was first formulated by Beard in 1902 when he observed that
placenta cells resemble cancer cells. He also noted how malignant cancers act in the
same way that placenta cells act in the mother's womb; they attach to the uterus and
"eat" through it to obtain a blood supply. Beard also found other out-of-place
trophoblast cells in great numbers throughout the body. These cells are placenta-like
and do not differentiate into specific tissue, but lie dormant. Beard called these cells
"germ" cells. They have properties similar to stem cells, and Beard believed that
these cells are the seeds of cancer. Notice again how Beard and almost all medical
scientists since assume these cells are human cells that seem to be placenta-like cells.
None of this proves anything about what the cells actually are.
I remain stunned at the hesitancy of American physicians to try
harmless antifungal approaches for anything but vaginal yeast.
Doug Kaufmann
Not a week goes by that we don't find yet another medical or societal reference to
fungi causing human misery. In September 1999, Johns Hopkins medical researchers
confirmed that virtually all chronic sinus infections were due to fungus. Fungus
makes poisonous byproducts called mycotoxins. Antibiotics are one class of
mycotoxins. The fact that mycotoxins can cause cancer is not up for grabs. Even the
American Cancer Society admit: “Mycotoxins are genotoxic carcinogens, and
exposure begins in utero and in mother’s milk, continuing throughout life; these
conditions favor the occurrence of disease.” (Murphy, et al. American Cancer Society
Textbook of Clinical Oncology, 2nd ed. 1995)
Both cancer cells and fungi can metabolize nutrients in the absence of oxygen
(anaerobically) and both must have sugar in order to survive. Both can be impacted
by antifungal medicines.3 Both will die in the absence of sugar.4“Mycotoxins have
proven to be very toxic and harmful, and it is no wonder that many inhabitants of

mold-infested spaces are constantly ill, mainly with upper respiratory tract infections,
lethargy, constant headaches, nausea, and a general ill feeling. Inhabiting these living
spaces for a considerable period may lead to cancer.”5
Cancer is defined as malignant tumors of disorderly cells that have the potential
of nearly unlimited growth. These uncontrolled cells expand locally and/or
metastasize (spread destructively) to other tissues and organs. Clearly this can define
a yeast or fungus colony as well as normal cells losing control of their own
reproductive growth. One thing we do know about the genetic theory of human
cancer cells is that it is impossible to treat. The war on cancer was lost because
medical scientists were fighting the wrong enemy. They were battling against their
assumptions that are in the end turning into conceptual phantoms. Doctors are
assuming incorrectly. They are in denial that they could be so wrong, so blind, and so
pigheaded when looking at other probabilities.
Everyone is in denial about something. For Freud, denial was a defense against
external realities that threaten the ego. Many psychologists today would argue that it
can be a protective defense in the face of unbearable news like a cancer diagnosis; or
for the modern day oncologist to hear that cancer is really a fungus infection.

The idea that a proposed cancer germ could have more than
one form is a threat to doctors and some microbiologists.
Indeed the cancer germ has been described as having a
virus like and fungus-like, as well as mycoplasma-like phase.
Dr. Alan Cantwell
The Cancer Microbe

Fungi are so aggressive as to attack not only plants, animal tissue,
food supplies and other fungi, but even protozoa, amoebas and nematodes

Here we see the beginning of the invasion. In this case the fungi/yeast being
attracted to an artery but it can be attracted to any rotting or weakening tissues. As we
will see in other chapters this kind of infective invasion is not the exception but
the rule when it comes to cancer. It is absolutely ridiculous to even imagine cellular
pathology without an infectious process. It just does not happen in nature or at least
certainly not in human physiology. When there is rot there is invasion from hosts of
pathogens - in increasingly evolved forms - as the infection persists.
Viruses, bacteria, fungus and yeast proliferate and evolve in
compromised biological environments. Bacteria, primarily
in the coccus-like form in microscopic tissue sections,
have also been found in various forms of cancer.

When the conditions are right, viruses, bacteria and then yeast
and fungi will develop their colonies and expand in number rapidly.
“Fungi show a great variety of reproductive manifestations (sexual, asexual,
gemmation), these manifestations can often be observed simultaneously in the same
mycete., and combined with a great morphostructural variety of organs. All of this is
directed toward the end of spore formation, to which the continuity and propagation
of the species is entrusted, continues Dr. Simoncini.
Cancer is one of the most maligned and misunderstood
diseases of the past millennium. There is also reason
to believe it is one of the most misdiagnosed maladies.
Doug A. Kaufmann
Dr. MJ Dvmanov, a professor of medical mycology says, “A disease caused by a
fungal mold is called a mycosis. Often a fungal infection, a mycosis, abscess or a
fibroid immune response to the presence of fungal mold is called a cancer. Two of
my recent studies involved a 26 year old female with a large mold growth in her left
lung that required surgical removal and a 65 year old male with a brain "cancer" that
was later diagnosed as being 2 different fungal mold growths. Mold produces many
toxins and exposure to some molds result in a cancer or unnatural cell growth both
hyperplasia and metaplasia. I have investigated cases where initial diagnosis was
cancer and later from biopsy and culture identified as a mold growth. Far more deaths
are caused by a fungal mold than anyone would believe. Dr. Leyland H. Hartwell's
Noble Prize in Medicine Lecture in 2001 introduced the fact that in culture cancer
cells just like fungal mold, often described by histopathologists as undifferentiated
carcinomas, are immortal just like fungal mold in that they continue to grow even
outside the body, when normal human cells do not. If cancer cells are not human
cells, then what are they, fungal mold?”
In looking at live blood, you can clearly "see" that there are forms that
look like bacteria, micro-organisms and parasites that not only are in
the blood, but that over time can grow and can change their shapes.

Fungi will also live almost anywhere. They have been found growing in the

harshest of environments, in the desert and polar regions, in the sea and on rocks.
Candida albicans will shift from yeast form to mycelial fungal
form and start to invade the body. In the yeast state, Candida is a
non-invasive, sugar-fermenting organism, while in fungal state it is
invasive and can produce rhizoids, very long root-like structures.
Fungi are serious enemies. “When the nutritional conditions are precarious, many
fungi react with hyphal fusion (among nearby fungi) which allows them to explore
the available material more easily, using more complete physiological processes.
Fungi are capable of implementing an infinite number of modifications to their own
metabolism in order to overcome the defense mechanism of the host,” says
Simoncini.
When fungi are fed the food they love they become more virulent. Their ability
to penetrate and root into the intestinal walls, for example and invade the cells is
increased. They not only attach themselves to human tissues but can actually invade
the cells where they become quite at home. Thus they are not secondary but primary
infections that have been helped along with runaway antibiotic usage, dental
amalgam, flu vaccines laden with mercury, mineral deficiencies and by terrible
modern diets infected with molds and yeasts as well as many potent poisons.

The shape of the fungus is never defined, for it is imposed
by the environment in which the fungus develops.
“In some cases, the aggressive power of fungi is so great as to allow it, with
only a cellular ring made up of three units, to tighten in its grip, capture and kill
its prey in a short time notwithstanding the prey's desperate struggling. Fungus,
which is the most powerful and the most organized micro-organism known, seems to
be an extremely logical candidate as a cause of neoplastic proliferation,” Dr.
Simoncini says, “Candida albicans clearly emerges as the sole candidate for tumoral
proliferation. If we stop for a second and reflect on its characteristics, we can observe
many analogies with neoplastic disease. The most evident are:
1) Ubiquitous attachment: no organ or tissue is spared
2) The constant absence of hyperpyrexia
3) Sporadic and indirect involvement of the differential tissues
4) Invasiveness that is almost exclusively of the focal type
5) Progressive debilitation
6) Refractivity to any type of treatment
7) Proliferation facilitated by multiplicity of indifferent cofounders.”
“We therefore have to hypothesise that Candida, in the moment it is attacked by
the immunological system of the host or by a conventional antimycotic treatment,
does not react in the usual, predicted way, but defends itself by transforming itself
into ever-smaller and non-differentiated elements that maintain their fecundity intact
to the point of hiding their presence both to the host organism and to possible

diagnostic investigations,” says Simoncini.
Candida's behavior may be considered to be almost elastic: When favorable
conditions exist, it thrives on an epithelium; as soon as the tissue reaction is engaged,
it massively transforms itself into a form that is less productive but impervious to
attack -- the spore. If then continuous sub-epithelial solutions take place, coupled
with a greater reactivity in that very moment the spore gets deeper in the lower
connective tissue in such an impervious state, it is irreversible. In fact, the Candida
takes advantage of a structural interchangeability according to the difficulties
required to overcome its biological niche.
Factors that predispose a patient to candidiasis are general health concerns
embrace all conditions that affect the immune system, including systemic disease,
endocrine abnormalities, diabetes, drugs such as immunosuppressive agents, systemic
steroids, antibiotics, and oral contraceptives may increase the likelihood of
development of candidiasis. Long term antibiotic treatment for acne or recurrent
urinary tract infection is often implicated in the overgrowth of Candida. The
candidiasis may become extensive if the patients are treated with antibiotics on the
erroneous assumption that the infection is bacterial.
It is therefore urgent, on the basis of the above-mentioned considerations, to
recognize the hazardous nature of such a pathogenic agent, which is capable of easily
taking the most various biological configurations, both biochemical and structural, in
function of the condition of the host organism. The fungal expansion gradient in fact
becomes steeper as the tissue that is the host of the mycotic invasion becomes less
eutrophic, and thus less reactive.
When fungal colonization and mycotoxin
contamination is maximal one finds cancer
growing and mestastizing at a maximal rate.
If the spine, for example, becomes infected with bacteria or fungi, inside or on
the surface of vertebrae, then the entire torso region (region between neck and waist)
may be extremely stiff and sore after being in bed for a while. A person may feel
better after taking a hot shower and moving around, yet may remain sore during the
day, especially during a deep breath.
All of the medications proven to be effective in
the treatment of the mycotoxin-induced diseases
possess anti-fungal and/or anti-mycotoxic activity.
Dr. A.V. Costantini
We can establish a unified theory that ties in the deterioration of cells, the changes
in DNA, RNA, mitochondria, respiration, build up of toxicity and heavy metals, loss
of cell wall permeability, increasing buildup of calcium, loss of energy, changes in
energy metabolism and changes in pH to all of which creates serious deteriorations in
cell health and ability to resist infection. Cancer is a big word and within its embrace
is a host of factors. Fungi are big invaders that would put Atilla the Hun to shame
running us as they do, so easily into our graves.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 http://www.vaccinetruth.org/is_cancer_contagious.htm
2 Dr. David Holland wrote that in 1999 Dr. Meinolf Karthaus watched three different
children with leukemia suddenly go into remission upon receiving a triple antifungal
drug cocktail for their "secondary" fungal infections. Pre-dating that, Mark Bielski
stated back in 1997 that leukemia, whether acute or chronic, is intimately associated
with the yeast, Candida albicans. Dr. J. Walter Wilson, in his textbook of clinical
mycology a half a century ago said that "it has been established that histoplasmosis

and such reticuloendothelioses as leukemia, Hodgkin's disease, lymphosarcoma, and
sarcoidosis are found to be coexistent much more frequently than is statistically
justifiable on the basis of coincidence." Histoplasmosis is what we call an "endemic"
fungal infection. The late Dr. Milton White believed that cancer is a "chronic,
intracellular, infectious, biologically induced spore (fungus) transformation disease."
3 Medical Tribune: Treatment of Fungal Infections Led to Leukemia Remission. Sept
29, 1999; Mann, D. Antifungal agent lowers PSA levels, study finds. May 1, 1997.
Medical Tribune
4 Moore-Landecker, Fundamentals of Fungi, 4th ed. 1996; AND Shim, H. , et al. A
unique glucose-dependent apoptotic pathway induced by c-Myc. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science. 95;1511-1516. 1998
5 Ochmanski, W., et al. Przegl Lek 2000;57(7-8):419-23
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Tough Little Creatures
Fungi are heterotrophs, meaning that they
secrete digestive enzymes and absorb the resulting
soluble nutrients from whatever they are growing on.
A new area of research being driven by Dundee University in Scotland is
revealing remarkable abilities of fungi to interact with minerals and metals. Led by
Professor Geoffrey Gadd in the College of Life Sciences, the research explores the
unique taste that fungi seems to have for rock and heavy metal. Yeasts, moulds and
mushrooms are all fungi and there are an estimated 1.5 million different species in
the biosphere. By breaking down dead organic material, they continue the cycle of
nutrients through ecosystems, and most plants could not grow without the symbiotic
fungi that inhabit their roots and supply essential nutrients.
Fungi will also live almost anywhere. They have been found growing in the
harshest of environments, in the desert and Polar Regions, in the sea and on rocks.
"The fact that fungi interact with heavy metals has potentially important
consequences for human activity. Fungi also play a significant, if often overlooked,
role in the degradation of rocks and stone - including building materials," Professor
Gadd said. "Despite this, their role as agents of environmental change has not been
fully appreciated."
Rocks are composed of minerals, the vast majority of which contain metals. They
might be considered to be an inhospitable habitat for life to flourish yet fungi can
thrive even in the harshest of environments. Mycoplasma, which are fungus like
organisms, in order to survive, need heavy metals, of which there are great amounts
today in people’s bodies, especially around our glandular organs, such as pancreas,
thyroid, pineal, thymus, adrenal glands etc. where heavy metals tend to stay. This is
where the fungus will set up colonies to hide and will thrive on the heavy metals. A
great majority of people who have Candida also have very high heavy metals.
The ability of fungi to grow on a range of rocks and mineral-based surfaces,
including concrete and other building materials is significant, with positive and
negative implications. Fungi produce acidic by-products which help them use
nutrients in the minerals but this begins to decompose the rock in a form of
biological weathering (bioweathering). This can result in the return of essential
nutrients and metals like calcium, phosphate and potassium back into the soil where
they can nourish plants and microbes. In other cases, the released elements can form
other minerals.
"This ability of fungi to attack and degrade concrete and other materials has
implications not only for the weathering and corrosion of buildings but is also
relevant to nuclear decommissioning, for example," Professor Gadd said. Imagine
what fungi can do to the brain if they can eat out the concrete esophagus put around
nuclear sites like Chernobyl.
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White rot fungi, the only organisms able to biodegrade wood, is so good at
digesting just abut everything that they will be used to biodegrade toxic chemicals.
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Special Note: On February 03, 2008 the Adirondack Daily Enterprise News
reported that bats are dying off by the thousands as they hibernate in caves and mines
around New York and Vermont, sending researchers scrambling to find the cause of a
mysterious condition dubbed ‘‘white nose syndrome.’’ The ailment — named for the
white circle of fungus found around the noses of affected bats — was first noticed
last January in four caves west of Albany. It has now spread to eight hibernation sites
in the state and another in Vermont.1

Combining Oral with
Transdermal

Alan Hicks, a bat specialist with the DEC, called the quick-spreading disorder the
‘‘gravest threat’’ to bats he had ever seen. Up to 11,000 bats were found dead last
winter and many more are showing signs of illness this winter. One hard-hit cave
went from more than 15,000 bats two years ago to 1,500 now, he said. The bat die-off
has some eerie similarities with ‘‘colony collapse disorder,’’ the baffling affliction
that began decimating honeybee colonies years ago. Scientists last fall said they
suspected a virus previously unknown in the United States but many are speculating
that it is the growth of microwave radiation from cell phones and cell towers that is
causing the problem.

Product Sources

Fungus Among Us: Invisible Micropollutants Invade Crops, Water Supply
“They're here, there, and everywhere: Toxins produced by a common fungus are
spreading beyond food crops and invading the environment, including water supplies,
with unknown consequences,” researchers in Switzerland report.2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 http://www.adirondackdailyenterprise.com/forms/homes4.asp
2 http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/02/080204110508.htm
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Pathogen Differentiation and
Infectious Processes
Microbiology
As most doctors know different bacteria, fungi, viruses and parasites are
responsible for the infectious process.1 In the first week of agranulocytosis2, aerobic
gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus, S. epidermis,
streptococci, enterococci, enterobacteria and Pseudomonas aeruginosa) are more
common. After the second and third week, fungi, especially Candida species
(albicans, tropicalis, parapsilosis, krusei), and parasites such as Pneumocystis carinii,
are more common.
Heavy metals lead to chronic infections by fungi, bacteria, mycoplasma
and viruses. It is a big mistake to treat these infections without
changing the millieu. In all chronic disease heavy metals plays a role.
Dr. Klinghardt
Health advocate Tom McGregor wrote, “We have a tendency to think the body as
clean, and, except for the common cold or a virus, that the blood is sterile, but this is
the furthest thing from the truth. After observing live blood using a dark-field
microscope, I know that even a healthy person's blood is packed with
microorganisms. The blood has nutrients, sugars and oxygen, and the perfect
environment and temperature for growth of microorganisms. If you have ever seen
pond water through a microscope, you will have a sense of what the blood looks like.
There is a constant war going on within the body. If the immune system is healthy,
parasites are kept in check. However, in this modern-day lifestyle, where people eat
lots of white sugar, white flour, processed oil and fewer nutrients, the
microorganisms flourish. The microorganisms are not the problem; it is their
excretions into the blood. Imagine a million microorganisms urinating into your
bloodstream. The metabolic byproduct can devastate healthy tissue and open
the door to disease.”
In today’s world of chronic illness it is impossible to separate heavy metals from
the infections we find in our patients. We need to get used to the idea that all our
patients are coming to us with elevated total body burdens of heavy metals, toxins
and pathogens. Cancer is a prime example of how heavy metal toxicty, free radical
damage, pathogen infection, mitochondria dysfunction, immune system depression,
mineral and vitamin deficiencies, genetic and cell wall damage and oxidative stress
all come together into an end stage life threatening condition. Cancer treatment can
be approached in many ways but the best way would be to address all these problems
simultaneously.
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Why can’t the doctors and highly learned
men of the world find a cure for cancer?
Most practitioners in the field of chelation hope to lower total body burden of by
lowering the toxins and heavy metals through detoxification and chelation. However,
we have to pay attention when experienced doctors like Dr. Garry Gordon say,
“Increasingly I am convinced that the pathogen burden may be the most significant

The Simoncini Treatment of
Cancer
Yeast and Fungi Invaders
Tough Little Creatures
Pathogen Differentiation and

issue in a majority of patients, as we become increasingly toxic. Thus we may have to
first deal with the pathogen burden in order to offer serious long-term benefits to our
patients. We now know that infected tissue can hold heavy metals so tightly that even
IV chelation fails unless the pathogens are dealt with effectively.”
If our immune systems fail to react properly to outside agents,
to viruses, bacterium or fungus, the result is an infection.
Knowing the difference between different forms of infection is the first steps in
knowing how to deal with the exponentially growing problem of chronic infections.
New strategies and alternatives to antibiotics are crucial needs for as we will see
antibiotics are causing a medical holocaust in both young and old alike. One would
think that by the 21st century the medical community would understand the most
basic information about antibiotics and stop using them against viral and fungi
infections. In reality one of the principle reasons antibiotics are dramatically overused
is because they are given without any idea of what kind of micro-organism is in fact
attacking the patient.
The field of microbiology is important because most of the cells in our bodies are
not our own. From the invisible strands of fungi waiting to sprout between our toes,
to the kilogram of bacterial matter in our guts, we are best viewed as walking
'superorganisms,' highly complex conglomerations of human cells, bacteria, fungi
and viruses. More than 500 different species of bacteria exist in our bodies, making
up more than 100 trillion cells. Because our bodies are made of only some several
trillion human cells, we are somewhat outnumbered.
A virus is smaller than one cell. It lives within a cell (intracellular) to survive and
derives its ability to multiply from its host cell. It is not responsive to antibiotics. A
virus is not a living thing so antibiotics, intended to kill living things, are not
effective. A virus cannot multiply outside a living host cell. There is no
pharmaceutical treatment for a virus but iodine is a nutritional substance that is
effectively used as is ozone. The body will fight off most viruses over the course of
time especially if it is supported to do so and this can be done with re-mineralization
and chelation of heavy metals.
Dr. Gérard V. Sunnen speaks almost poetically about viruses when he says,
“Viruses are far from being static entities. As quintessential intracellular parasites
they have developed, through millions of years of cohabitation with their hosts,
astoundingly sophisticated structures, survival, and propagation mechanisms. They
have adapted, modified their biological strategies, and evolved impressive genetic
diversity and mutational capacity to cope with the changing ecology of planetary
life.”
Laboratory studies have shown that cytomegalovirus CMV can disrupt cellular
processes with the potential to promote malignant growth, particularly affecting
colorectal cancer-cell development. Dr. Charles S. Cobbs comments: "Human
cytomegalovirus nucleic acids and proteins can be found that specifically localize to
neoplastic cells in human colorectal polyps and adenocarcinomas, and virus
infection can induce important oncogenic pathways in colon-cancer cells.3
Bacteria are living things. They can reproduce all by themselves and do not need
a host to survive. They are single-celled and reproduce by duplicating themselves.
Bacteria are responsive to antibiotics. Bacteria are micro organisms that lack internal
cell membranes. They are the most common and ancient organisms on earth. Most
bacteria are less than 1μm in length. Microbiologists classify bacteria according to
their basic shapes. Spherical bacteria are called cocci, corkscrew-shaped are called
spirilla or spirochetes, rod-shaped are called bacilli, and threadlike bacteria are called
filamentous. Some bacteria, called pleiomorphic, take various forms depending on
conditions.
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Chronic bacterial infections may lead to neoplasia. From infrequent examples
such as carcinomas that may follow typhoid carriage-induced scarring and chronic
draining sinuses in patients with osteomyelitis, we now know that chronic H. pylori
infection is important in the development of gastric adenocarcinomas and possibly
lymphomas. Microbial carcinogenesis no longer need be considered the exclusive
realm of virologists.4
Fungus is a saprophytic organism that can live by itself and does not need a host
to survive. A fungus can be sexual or asexual (vegetative). It can reproduce on its
own, outside the host's body, but once it is inside the host (ingested, etc.) it turns to
sexual reproduction and depends upon its host. Fungi do not respond to antibiotics
they respond to fungicides.5 Each day we inhale a multitude of harmful fungi. Our
body throws most of this fungus off. But, if our immune system has been
compromised in some way by stress or other factors, we are much more susceptible.
There are the many fungal mold related infections, diseases and
immune responses when they invade human or animal tissue.
Dr. MJ Dvmanov
Fungi (plural for fungus) are different from both viruses and bacteria in many
ways. They are larger, plant-like organisms that lack chlorophyll (the substance that
makes plants green and converts sunlight into energy). Since fungi do not have
chlorophyll to make food, they have to absorb food from whatever they are growing
on. Fungi can be very helpful – brewing beer, making bread rise, decomposing trash
– but they can also be harmful if they steal nutrients from another living organism.
When most people think of fungi they picture the mushrooms that we eat.
The main identifying characteristic of fungi is the makeup of their cell walls.
Many contain a nitrogenous substance known as "chitin," which is not found in the
cell walls of plants, but can be found in the outer shells of some crabs and mollusks.
Most fungi are multicellular (made up of many cells), with the exception of the
yeasts. The cells make up a network of branching tubes known as "hyphae," and a
mass of hyphae is called a "mycelium."
The insides of the cells look a little different than bacterial cells. First of all, the
genetic material is gathered together and enclosed by a membrane in what is called
the "nucleus." Also, there are other structures called "organelles" in the cell that help
the cell to function, such as mitochondria (converts energy), endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) (makes complex proteins), and other organelles. The Golgi apparatus forms
many types of proteins and enzymes. Lysosomes contain enzymes and help digest
nutrients. Centrioles are necessary for proper division of the cell. Both bacteria and
fungi have ribosomes, but those of the bacteria are smaller in size and also reproduce
differently.

Mold spore with single hypha extending from main body
Yeasts (fungi) are a family of organisms that occur everywhere in nature. Similar
to all other fungi, yeasts thrive in warm and moist areas, which include the human
intestines, and in all humans the yeast thrives normally in the intestinal tract, its
spread and over population being checked by the immune system. When the
immune system is impaired the fungus grows and multiplies out of bounds and
hence candidiasis results. One of the reasons immune system function is impaired is

by the improper use of antibiotic drugs.
The most well known yeast is Candida albicans, a common inhabitant of the
human intestinal tract, skin and vagina. Normally C.albicans is kept in balance by our
so-called beneficial microflora. Alteration of this balance can result in the Candida
proliferating out of control. This may result in the condition known as Candidiasis
(moniliasis), also known as Thrush. There are many species of the genus Candida
that cause disease. The infections caused by all species of Candida are called
candidiasis.
Generally, either low temperature or pH
favors the development of a budding yeast.
Candida albicans is an endogenous organism. It can be found in 40-80% of
human beings. It is present in the mouth, gut, and vagina. It may be present as a
commensal or a pathogenic organism. Infections with Candida usually occur when
a patient has some alteration in cellular immunity, normal flora or normal
physiology. Patients with decreased cellular immunity have decreased resistance to
fungal infections. Prolonged antibiotic or steroid therapy destroys the balance of
normal flora in the intestine allowing the endogenous Candida to overcome the
host. Invasive procedures, such as cardiac surgery and indwelling catheters, produce
alterations in host physiology and some of these patients develop Candida infections.
The harm done by Candida results from its waste product, acetaldehyde, which in
turn can affect the neurological, endocrine and immune systems. Few chemicals can
create as much havoc in the body as acetaldehydes. Acetaldehydes accumulate in the
brain, spinal cord, joints, muscles and poison tissues.
Most microorganisms, including Candida, live on sugar. The more sugar they
get, the more they propagate. The problem is that everything turns to sugar even
protein when the body demands it, and even juice fasting supplies sugars to the
blood. Water fasting was thought to be the solution until oncologist Dr. Tullio
Simoncini came along and started treating Candida with sodium bicarbonate. As we
shall see in other chapters Dr. Simoncini defines cancer as a yeast/fungus infection
and he speaks rather strongly about feeding sugar to cancer patients first because the
cells are starving for energy and secondly because the sugar will help the bicarbonate
enter the cancer cells/tumors and kill them.
“Yeast and other microscopic fungal organisms compose a normal part of the
body's internal ecology. They are normally well tolerated by a healthy immunity. If
they increase in number, however, they cause additional stress to the immune system.
It is widely recognized that mold, including yeast and fungi, are among the most
allergic of environmental exposures,” reports Dr. Elmer M. Cranton. “Many
pharmacological, dietary, environmental and life-style factors encourage growth of
yeast in bodies of people in industrialized countries. When yeast overgrowth becomes
obvious, it is diagnosed as an infection and treated appropriately with anti-fungal
medicines. More commonly, however, yeast colonization increases, especially in the
large intestine, but is not adequate to diagnose as an infection. It is an ecological
imbalance in the body that adds to total load on the immune system,” continues Dr.
Cranton.
Yeast is well recognized to cause vaginitis in women, diaper rash, and thrush in
infants. Yeast and fungus are also common causes of other skin infections including
athlete's foot, jock itch, ringworm, paronychia, intertrigo, anal itching, seborrhea
(dandruff), tinea versicolor and onychomycosis (causing fingernail and toenail
deformities). Those conditions are rarely considered serious, although many women
troubled by persistent or recurrent vaginitis would state otherwise.
“Fungal toxins are constantly being absorbed from toxin-producing fungi living
in the host, particularly in the gut. An increased fungal growth/toxin production is

caused by diets high in sugar, fruit, oils, fats, and fermented foods such as beer, wine,
bread and cheese. A decreased fungal growth/toxin production is due to the antifungal action of fish/fish oils, garlic, onion, herbs, spices, soya, yogurt and green
vegetables. Toxicity caused by mycotoxins is significantly reduced by increasing the
amount of fiber in the diet,” reports Dr. A.V. Costantini from the W.H.O.
It is not widely recognized that those conditions often occur in patients with
previously weakened immune system, resulting in lowered resistance to yeast
infection. The most common and overlooked site for yeast proliferation is the large
intestine. Constipation is commonly caused by yeast. Yeast in the colon release large
amounts of allergens, toxins and other hormonally active substances into the
circulation, without raising a suspicion of where the problems are coming from.
Although it most frequently infects the skin and mucosae, Candida can cause
pneumonia, septicemia or endocarditis in the immuno-compromised patient. The
establishment of infection with Candida species appears to be a property of the host not the organism. The more debilitated the host, the more invasive the disease.
Infections diseases caused by the growth of fungi in or on the body are
common. In most healthy people fungal infections are mild, involving only the skin,
hair, nails, or other superficial sites, and they clear up spontaneously. They include
the familiar ringworm and athlete's foot. In someone with an impaired immune
system, however, such infections, called dermatophytoses, can persist for long
periods. The organisms causing dermatophytoses belong to the genera Microsporum,
Epidermophyton, and Trichophyton. This has been the classic view of fungi
infections but it has changed dramatically as immune system dysfunction has become
the norm not the exception. The big winners today in terms of destroyers of health are
fungus and yeasts. They are taking up residence and are now a modern day plague
infecting human pysiology in ways not clearly seen. The hugely blind mistake
allopathic medicine has made in ignoring fungus and yeast infections will bring up
the iatrogenic death and disease statistics by a score or two.
Virsues, bacteria, fungus and yeast proliferate and
evolve in compromised biological environments.
Bacteria, primarily in the coccus-like form in microscopic
tissue sections, have also been found in various forms of cancer.
Mold can trigger an allergic reaction and asthma in sensitized individuals
(repeated exposure to mold or mold spores sometimes causes previously nonsensitive individuals to become sensitized). About 15 million Americans are allergic
to mold. The most common reactions are flu-like symptoms and asthma. Those with
chronic lung or immune problems are at risk for more serious reactions like fever,
lung infections and a pneumonia-like illness.
The famous Russian microbiologist N. A. Krasilnikov, in his seminal book, Soil
Microorganisms and Higher Plants, remarks about the classification of bacteria,
particularly the "actinomycetes" (the bacteria-like and fungal-like microbes. He
writes: “The classification of microorganisms is very unsatisfactory. There is no
common principle of classification in microbiology. The classification of bacteria and
actinomycetes is especially inadequate. This can be explained by the peculiarity of
those organisms, the simplicity of their structure and growth and lack of external
properties for differentiation.”
In looking at live blood, you can clearly "see" that there are forms that
look like bacteria, microorganisms and parasites that not only are in
the blood, but that over time can grow and can change their shapes.
Dr. Robert Young asserts that “microforms such as viruses, bacteria and fungi are
all the same organism at various stages of their evolution.6 The first stage of its
evolution, which is the primitive stage, is what medical science calls a virus. Viruses

are apathological. They are actually composed of a microzyme at the core that is
protein encapsulated. As the biological environment becomes overly-acidified, the
primitive stage evolves to the intermediate stage, and this is bacterial. This
culminates in the final stage which includes the yeasts, fungi and moulds. These
forms proliferate and evolve in a compromised biological environment such as
acidified blood and tissues. Try a very simple experiment: what happens when you
pull the plug on your refrigerator? What appears first? The bacterial forms, then the
yeasts, funguses and moulds, and all of a sudden everything just decays, which is
what occurs in these final anatomical phases.”7
The idea that a proposed cancer germ could have more than
one form is a threat to doctors and some microbiologists.
Indeed the cancer germ has been described as having a
virus like and fungus-like, as well as mycoplasma-like phase.
Dr. Alan Cantwell
The Cancer Microbe
The concept of pleomorphism, the ability of microorganisms to change has led
different medical scientists to describe the infectious aspect (cancer microbes) of
cancer in different ways. Some people consider viruses to be of the most concern in
provoking cancer, but others call cancer provoking microbes fungus or mold and
others name the infectious agent as an acid-fast bacteria (which mutated into or from
a fungus) or mycobacterium. According to Dr. Virginia Livingston cancer is caused
by pleomorphic, cell wall deficient bacteria. The various forms of the organism range
in size from submicroscopic virus-like forms, up to the size of bacteria, yeasts, and
fungi. In culture and in tissue the bacterial forms are variably 'acid-fast' (having a
staining quality like TB bacteria).
Understanding pleomorphism is essential to the understanding
of cancer and its cure, and the cure of many other diseases.
In 1975, using the electron microscope, Parmley et al. showed
"microorganism-like structures" in lymph nodes in some untreated patients
with Hodgkin's disease. These round forms with "internal composition" were found
within and outside of the cells and resembled mycoplasma and cell wall deficient
bacteria, suggesting "subclinical infection."8 Swiss oncologist Christian Sauter and
pathologist Michael Kurrer discovered "intercellular rods" and "spheres" in six
Hodgkin's disease patients, by use of a special PAS stain, a traditional stain used to
detect fungal infection of tissues.9
When blood pH is shifted out of its narrow range, these tiny
microorganisms can no longer live. In order to survive, they
change to a form which can survive. It is these new forms that can
become aggressive, parasitic and pathogenic agents within the blood.
Dr. MJ Dvmanov, a professor of medical mycology says, "Medical mycologists
and physicians understand that yeasts such as the common Candidas are just a
different form of the same fungi. There are many fungal molds that can turn into a
yeast and some of these yeasts turn into a mold. We see this routinely in the
laboratory. It is a phenomenon called dimorphism, some of these fungi will also take
on additional forms and are known as pleomorphs. This has been observed for over a
100 years and we now fully understood how and why these various morphologies
come into being. "
The job of Candida albicans is to recognize and destroy harmful bacteria:
Without it, we would be defenseless against many pathogenic bacteria. If the number
of friendly bacteria is decreased, the immune system is weakened, or other conditions
for yeast proliferation occur (diet high in sugar, improper pH in the digestive system)
Candida albicans will shift from yeast form to mycelial fungal form and start to

invade the body. In the yeast state, Candida is a non-invasive, sugar-fermenting
organism, while in fungal state it is invasive and can produce rhizoids, very long
root-like structures. Rhizoids can penetrate mucosa or intestinal walls, leaving
microscopic holes allowing toxins, undigested food particles and bacteria and yeast to
enter the bloodstream. This condition is known as Leaky Gut Syndrome and that is an
explanation for many food and environmental allergies.
Over the past 100 years there has been much research implicating a microbe as,
not the initial cause, but as the final state of cancer. Final cause meaning tumors are
not distinquishable from the infections that inhabit them. Dr. Royal Rife
demonstrated that for some cases of cancer a virus was the initial cause of cancer
because some types of viruses can penetrate and get inside the normal cells. Rife
claimed that the microbe involved in cancer changed forms depending on the terrain
it lived in. Pleomorphic means that a virus and bacteria may be different forms of the
same microbe.
These microscopic invaders get their energy from blood sugars which
our bodies are supposed to be using, and they grow and multiply
by eating our bodies' proteins. Their needs can turn into our cravings.
These bacteria are ubiquitous and exist in the blood and tissues of all human
beings, part of the basic fabric of life. Modern medicine refuses to acknowledge the
obvious, that viruses, bacteria and fungus are omipresent10 and are just waiting for
the right conditions in which to begin rapid multiplication. We see this process
universally with in death of tissues or in spoiled food. Rot is an underlying
biological mechanism inherent in all earthly species being the natural process of
biological decay. In terms of human physiology in the absence of a protective
immune response, cell wall deficient bacteria may become pathogenic and foster the
development of cancer and many other diseases of unknown etiology. Cancer cells
with their defective cell physiology would certainly create fertile soil for the
uncontrolled expansion of bacteria, fungi and viruses, drawing down upon
themselves the full wrath of these infectious agents. How then can we separate the
cancer from the infection when the process would be continuous? Certainly we know
that cancer patients are highly prone to bacterial infection.
Microbiologists do not recognize or accept the various growth
forms and the bacterial 'life cycle' proposed by various cancer
microbe workers. Most bacteriologists do not accept the idea
of a bacterium changing from a coccus to a rod, or to a fungus.
Dr. Alan Cantwell
“Under appropriate conditions, bacteria can lose their cell wall and become
amorphous, smaller, highly pleomorphic “cell-wall deficient forms.” Under suitable
conditions, mycoplasma can enlarge to giant-sized forms (“Large bodies”)
resembling fungal and spore-like forms. It is vital to be aware of and to recognize
such unusual and hard-to-detect forms in tissue microscopic sections because, in my
experience, this mycoplasmal form is the form the cancer microbe takes inside the
body in human disease. Due to their small size, Mycobacteria form a bridge between
(larger) bacteria and smaller) viruses. Microbiologists love to separate (and classify)
viruses, bacteria, mycoplasma, and fungi, as distinct entities. In fact, there is interplay
between all of them. It is well-known that bacteria can be infected with viruses.
Nevertheless, scientists cannot seem to understand how microbes can change into
virus-like, mycoplasma-like and fungus-like infectious agents,” says Dr. Cantwell.
Besides inhalation, people can become exposed to mold
through skin contact and eating moldy food. Toxic molds
can produce several toxic chemicals called mycotoxins that
can damage your health. These chemicals are present on the
spores and small mold fragments that are released into the air.

Over a hundred years ago Dr. William Russell, a pathologist in the School of
Medicine at the Royal Infirmary in Edinburgh, outlined his histopathologic findings
of “a characteristic organism of cancer” that he observed microscopically in
fuchsine-stained tissue sections from all forms of cancer that he examined, as well as
in certain cases of tuberculosis, syphilis and skin infection. The parasite was seen
within the tissue cells (intracellular) and outside the cells (extracellular). The size of
Russell’s parasite ranged from barely visible, up to “half again as large as a red blood
corpuscle.” The largest round forms were easily seen microscopically. The large size
of some of these bodies suggested a fungal or yeast-like parasite.
My work is based on the conviction, supported by many
years of observations, comparisons and experiences, that
the necessary and sufficient cause of the tumor is to be
sought in the vast world of the fungi, the most adaptable,
aggressive and evolved micro-organisms known in nature.
Dr. Tullio Sumancini
“Microbes are partially “classified” in microbiology according to size,” continues
Dr. Cantwell. “Viruses are submicroscopic and cannot be visualized with an ordinary
light microscope. Unlike bacteria, viruses can only replicate inside a cell. Bacteria
can be seen microscopically, but smaller submicroscopic and filterable bacterial
forms (now known as nanobacteria) are also known. Fungi and yeast forms are much
larger than bacteria, and “mold” can obviously be seen with the naked eye. Larger
Russell bodies are indeed similar in size to certain spore forms of fungi. However,
what is generally not appreciated is that bacteria can grow into fungal-sized large
bodies, depending on certain laboratory conditions.”
Dr. Young states that all illness is but this one constitutional
disease, its result is mycotoxicoses - toxicity caused by
mycotic infection, or in other words, a yeast and fungus
infection - the great decomposers of living and dead bodies.
A German biologist, Ernest Haeckele (1834-1919), departing from the Linnaeian
concept that makes for two great kingdoms of living things (vegetable and animal)
denounced the difficulties of categorizing all those microscopic organisms which,
because of their characteristics and properties, could not be attributed to either the
vegetable or animal kingdom. For these organisms, he proposed a third kingdom,
called Protists.
"This vast and complex world includes a range of entities beginning with those
that have sub-cellular structure -- existing at the limits of life -- such as viroids and
viruses, moving through the mycoplasms, to finally, organisms of greater
organisation: bacteria, actinomycetes, mixomycetes, fungi, protozoa, and perhaps
even some microscopic algae."
Blood is under pH control. Ideally it has a pH in a narrow range around 7.3,
which is slightly alkaline. A pH around 7.3 is the perfect environment where the
normal pathogens in the blood live in harmony with the body. However, when blood
pH is disturbed and is shifted out of that narrow range then native microorganisms, in
order to survive, would change to a form which can survive. It is these new forms
that become aggressive, parasitic and pathogenic agents within the blood. Dr.
Guenther Enderlein, a German bacteriologist, contended there are thousands of forms
and many of these are able to overcome the body's defense mechanisms, causing
multiple disease situations. When our body's blood pH changes away from the ideal,
it can become an environment for opportunistic microorganisms to grow and flourish,
what could be simpler to understand.
Dr. Simoncini suggests, “Fungi can well have their own kingdom because of the
absence of photosynthetic pigmentation, the ability to be mono-cellular, and multicellular, and, finally, their possession of a distinct nucleus. Additionally, fungi

possess a property that is strange when compared to all other micro-organisms: the
ability to have a basic microscopic structure (hypha) with a simultaneous tendency to
grow to remarkable dimensions (up to several kilograms), keeping unchanged the
capacity to adapt and reproduce at any size. From this point of view, therefore, fungi
cannot be considered true organisms, but cellular aggregates sui generis with an
organismic behaviour, since each cell maintains its survival and reproductive
potential intact regardless of the structure in which it exists.”
Several antifungal agents are available to treat these infections, but from a
pharmaceutical point of view it has been much more difficult for scientists to create
successful antifungal drugs than antibacterial drugs because the cells of fungi are
much closer in structure to the cells of animals than are bacteria. In the attempts to
create pharmaceuticals it is hard to find an agent that will kill the fungal cells and
leave the animal cells unharmed. The most successful drugs that have been created
prevent the formation of chitin, and therefore prevent the fungus from creating new
cell walls and spreading. The cell wall is the only structure that is not shared by the
animal and fungal cells.
Other drugs bind to specific fungal proteins and prevent growth. Unfortunately,
many of the drugs available are only fungistatic, meaning they can only prevent
further growth rather than fungicidal, meaning to kill the fungus. Many of the drugs
used for serious fungal infections have potentially toxic side effects. Sodium
Bicarbonate is an exciting natural treatment for fungus and yeasts.
Chemotherapy and radiation can actually
enhance existing fungal and yeast infections.11
"Seaweeds (iodine) have exceptional value in the treatment of candida
overgrowth. They contain selenium and (all the) other minerals necessary for
rebuilding immunity; furthermore the rich iodine content is used by enzymes in the
body to produce iodine-charged free radicals which deactivate yeasts. Before the
advent of anti-fungal drugs, iodine was the standard medical treatment for yeasts.
When candidiasis is complicated with tumours or cancers, then seaweed is of
additional benefit. Salt should normally be restricted during candida overgrowth".12
Sea greens help to stop vaginal infections: Iodine-rich sea plants are effective
against a wide range of organisms like trichomonas, candida and Chlamydia. A
douche solution with 1 tbsp dried sea plants to 1 qt water, used 2x daily for 7-14
days, is effective against most of these pathogens.
Povidone iodine effervescent tablet has marked germicidal efficacy
and is an ideal disinfectant. Povidone iodine solutions containing
different available iodine is efficient in killing staphylococcus
aureus, escherichia coli, and candida albicans, respectively.13
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Armstrong D, Young LS, Meyer RD, Blevins AH. Infectious complications of
neoplastic disease. Med Clin North Am 1971;55;729-45.
2 Agranulocytosis is characterized by a greatly decreased number of circulating
neutrophils. Severe neutropenia is the term usually applied to patients with fewer
than 500 neutrophils per microliter (including bands). Agranulocytosis usually refers
to patients with fewer than 100 neutrophils per microliter. The reduced number of
neutrophils makes patients extremely vulnerable to infection. Cardinal symptoms
include fever, sepsis, and other manifestations of infection. Causes can include drugs,
chemicals, infective agents, ionizing radiation, immune mechanisms, and heritable
genetic aberrations.

3 Associate Professor Charles S Cobbs MD, Departments of Surgery and Cell
Biology, University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) Medical Center
cscobbs@uabmc.edu
4 http://www.annals.org/cgi/content/full/121/2/144
5 An agent that kills or inhibits fungi, or a compound that inhibits either a
dermatomycosis like ringworm or athlete's foot, or one that inhibits Candida albicans
either externally as a douche or internally as a systemic antifungal. Typical
Examples: Nystatin, griseofulvin, Tabebuia.
6 In looking at live blood, you can clearly "see" that there are bacteria,
microorganisms and parasites that are not only in the blood, but over time they grow,
can change their shape, and research has proven, they can become pathogenic
(disease producing). This ability of microorganisms to change is the concept of
pleomorphism. Understanding this concept is also essential to the understanding of
cancer and its cure, and the cure of many other diseases.
7 http://www.consumerhealth.org/articles/display.cfm?ID=19990303223214
8 Parmley RT, Spicer SS, Pratt-Thomas HR, Morgan SK, Othersen HB.
Microorganism-like structures in Hodgkin disease. Electron microscopical
demonstration. Arch Pathol. 1975 May;99(5):259-66.
9Sauter C, Kurrer MO. Intracellular bacteria in Hodgkin's disease and sclerosing
mediastinal B-cell lymphoma: sign of a bacterial etiology? Swiss Med Wkly. 2002
Jun 15;132(23-24):312-5.
10 Essentially, every person on earth has in their body many ultra small microbes that
have been called by different names: "somatid" (per Gaston Naessens) or
"microzyma" (per Antoine Béchamp and the term used by Robert O. Young) or
"bion" (per Wilhelm Reich) or "protit" (per Gűnther Enderlein). These ultra small
creatures can be thought of as a virus in hibernation. When the inner terrain of the
body changes these ultra small microbes change forms. Gaston Naessens, who, like
Royal Rife, invented a superb microscope, claimed there were 16 different stages
these microbes go through from: virus to yeast to fungal to bacteria and others. While
many somatids are already in the body of every human being, under ideal conditions
the microbe is in hibernation and is not causing any problems. However, once the
microbe, now in a different form because of changes in the inner terrain, gets inside
of a normal cell, there are metabolism changes that take place inside the cell, leading
to the end result of cancer. How this may happen will be described below. There are
a wide, wide variety of factors (such as carcinogens), that allow this microbe, which
is already in the body and is by then in the form of a yeast, fungus, mould or bacteria,
to get inside of a normal cell.
11 Ueta E, et al. Increase of Candida cell virulence by anticancer drugs and
irradiation. Oral Microbiol Immunol. 2001 Aug;16(4):243-9
12 P. Pitchford, Healing with Whole Foods, Revised Edition, North Atlantic Books,
36, 1993.
13 Examination of germicidal efficacy of povidone iodine effervescent tablets RAO
Yaogang, ZHU Ling, A Youmei, LIU Wei, JIA Lu Department of Pharmacy,
Zhengzhou University, Zhengzhou
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Dr. Tullio Simoncini on Anti-Fungins
At the moment, against fungi there is no useful
remedy other than, in my opinion, sodium bicarbonate.
Dr. Tullio Simoncini
“The anti-fungins that are currently on the market, in fact, do not have the ability
to penetrate the masses (except perhaps early administrations of azoli or of
amfotercin B delivered parenterally), since they are conceived to act only at a
stratified level of epithelial type. They are therefore unable to affect myceliar
aggregations set volumetrically and also masked by the connectival reaction that
attempts to circumscribe them.”
“We have seen that fungi are also able to quickly mutate their genetic structure.
That means that after an initial phase of sensitivity to fungicides, in a short time they
are able to codify them and to metabolise them without being damaged by them –
rather, paradoxically, they extract a benefit from their high toxicity on the organism.”
“This happens, for example, in the prostateinvasive carcinoma with congealed
pelvis. For this affliction, there is a therapy with anti-fungins which at first is very
effective at the symptomatological level but through time it consistently loses its
effectiveness.”
“Sodium bicarbonate, instead, as it is extremely diffusible and without that
structural complexity that fungi can easily codify, retains for a long time its ability to
penetrate the masses. This is also and especially due to the speed at which it
disintegrates them, which makes fungi’s adaptability impossible, thus it cannot
defend itself. A therapy with bicarbonate should therefore be set up with strong
dosage, continuously, and with pauseless cycles in a destruction work which should
proceed from the beginning to the end without interruption for at least 7-8 days for
the first cycle, keeping in mind that a mass of 2-3-4 centimetres begins to
consistently regress from the third to the fourth day, and collapses from the fourth to
the fifth.”
“Generally speaking, the maximum limit of the dosage that can be administered
in a session gravitates around 500 cc of sodium bicarbonate at five per cent solution,
with the possibility of increasing or decreasing the dosage by 20 per cent in function
of the body mass of the individual to be treated and in the presence of multiple
localisations upon which to apportion a greater quantity of salts.”
“We must underline that the dosages indicated, as they are harmless, are the very
same that have already been utilised without any problem for more than 30 years in a
myriad of other morbid situations such as:
Severe diabetic ketoacidosis
Cardio-respiratory reanimation
Pregnancy
Haemodialysis
Peritoneal dialysis
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“With the aim to reach the maximum effect, sodium bicarbonate should be
administered directly on the neoplastic masses which are susceptible of regression
only by destroying the fungal colonies. This is possible by the selective arteriography
(the visualisation through instrumentation of specific arteries) and by the positioning
of the arterial port-a-cath (these devices are small basins used to join the catheter).
These methods allow the positioning of a small catheter directly in the artery that
nourishes the neoplastic mass, allowing the administration of high dosages of sodium
bicarbonate in the deepest recesses of the organism.”
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“With this method, it is possible to reach almost all organs; they can be treated
and can benefit from a therapy with bicarbonate salts which is harmless, fast, and
effective with only the exception of some bone areas such as vertebrae and ribs,
where the scarce arterial irrigation does not allow sufficient dosage to reach the
targets. Selective arteriography therefore represents a very powerful weapon against
fungi that can always be used against neoplasias, firstly because it is painless and
leaves no after effects, secondly because the risks are very low.”
In some cases, the aggressive power of fungi is so great as to allow it, with only a
cellular ring made up of three units, to tighten in its grip, capture and kill its prey in a
short time notwithstanding the prey's desperate struggling. Fungus, which is the most
powerful and the most organised micro-organism known, seems to be an extremely
logical candidate as a cause of neoplastic proliferation.
1) Fungi are heterotrophic organisms and therefore need, as far as nitrogen and
carbon are concerned, pre-formed compounds. Of these compounds, simple
carbohydrates, for example monosaccarides (glucose, fructose, and mannose) are
among the most utilised sugars. This means that fungi, during their life cycle, depend
on other living beings, which must be exploited in different degrees for their feeding.
This occurs both in a saprophytic way (that is, by feeding on organic waste) and in a
parasitic way (that is, by attacking the tissue of the host directly).
2) Fungi show a great variety of reproductive manifestations (sexual, asexual,
gemmation; these manifestations can often be observed simultaneously in the same
mycete), combined with a great morphostructural variety of organs. All of this is
directed toward the end of spore formation, to which the continuity and propagation
of the species is entrusted.
3) In mycology, it is often possible to observe a particular phenomenon called
heterocarion, characterised by the coexistence of normal and mutant nuclei in cells
that have undergone a hyphal fusion. Nowadays, phitopathologists are quite worried
about the creation of individuals that are genetically quite different even from the
parents. This difference has taken place by means of those reproductive cycles, which
are called parasexual. The indiscriminate use of phitopharmaceuticals has in fact
often determined mutations of the nuclei of many parasite fungi with the consequent
creation of heterocarion -- and this is sometimes particularly virulent in its
pathogenicity (4).
4) In the parasitic dimension, fungi can develop from the hyphas more or less
beak-shaped specialised structures that allow the penetration of the host.
5) The production of spores can be so abundant as to always include, at every
cycle, tens, hundreds, and even thousands of millions of elements that can be
dispersed at a remarkable distance from the point of origin (a small movement is
sufficient, for example, to implement immediate diffusion).
6) Spores have an immense resistance to external aggression, for they are capable
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of staying dormant in adverse conditions for many years, while preserving unaltered
their regenerative potentialities.
7) The development coefficient of the hyphal apexes after the germination is
extremely fast (100 microns per minute under ideal conditions) with ramification
capacity, thus with the appearance of a new apex region that in some cases is in the
neighbourhood of 40-60 seconds (6).
8) The shape of the fungus is never defined, for it is imposed by the environment
in which the fungus develops. It is possible to observe, for example, the same
mycelium in the simple isolated hyphas status in a liquid environment or in the form
of aggregates that are increasingly solid and compact up to the formation of
pseudoparenchymas and of filaments and mycelial strings (7).
9) By the same token, it is possible to observe in different fungi the same shape
whenever they must adapt to the same environment (this is called dimorphism). The
partial or total substitution of nourishing substances induces frequent mutations in
fungi, and this is further proof of their high adaptability to any sub-strata.
10) When the nutritional conditions are precarious, many fungi react with hyphal
fusion (among nearby fungi) which allows them to explore the available material
more easily, using more complete physiological processes. This property, which
substitutes co-operation for competition, makes them distinct from any other
microorganism, and for this reason Buller calls them social organisms (8).
11) When a cell gets old or becomes damaged (i.e. by a toxic substance or by a
pharmaceutical) many fungi whose intercellular septums are provided with a pore
react by implementing of a defence process called protoplasmic flux through which
they transfer the nucleus and cytoplasm of the damaged cell into a healthy one, thus
conserving unaltered all their biological potential.
12) The phenomena regulating the development of hyphal ramification are
unknown to date (9). They consist either of a rhythmic development, or in the
appearance of sectors which, though they originate from the hyphal system, are selfregulating (10), that is, independent of the regulating action and behaviour of the rest
of the colony.
13) Fungi are capable of implementing an infinite number of modifications to
their own metabolism in order to overcome the defence mechanism of the host. These
modifications are implemented through plasmatic and biochemical actions as well as
by a volumetric increase (hypertrophy) and numerical hyperplasy of the cells that
have been attacked (11).
14) Fungi are so aggressive as to attack not only plants, animal tissue, food
supplies and other fungi, but even protozoa, amoebas and nematodes.
Candida Albicans clearly emerges as the sole candidate for tumoral proliferation.
If we stop for a second and reflect on its characteristics, we can observe many
analogies with neoplastic disease. The most evident are:
1) Ubiquitous attachment: no organ or tissue is spared
2) The constant absence of hyperpyrexia
3) Sporadic and indirect involvement of the differential tissues
4) Invasiveness that is almost exclusively of the focal type
5) Progressive debilitation
6) Refractivity to any type of treatment
7) Proliferation facilitated by multiplicity of indifferent cofounders
8) Symptomatological basic configuration with structure tending to the chronic
We therefore have to hypothesise that Candida, in the moment it is attacked by

the immunological system of the host or by a conventional antimycotic treatment,
does not react in the usual, predicted way, but defends itself by transforming itself
into ever-smaller and non-differentiated elements that maintain their fecundity intact
to the point of hiding their presence both to the host organism and to possible
diagnostic investigations.
The Candida's behaviour may be considered to be almost elastic: When
favourable conditions exist, it thrives on an epithelium; as soon as the tissue reaction
is engaged, it massively transforms itself into a form that is less productive but
impervious to attack -- the spore. If then continuous sub-epithelial solutions take
place coupled with a greater a-reactivity in that very moment the spore gets deeper in
the lower connective tissue in such an impervious state, it is irreversible. In fact, the
Candida takes advantage of a structural interchangeability utilising, according to the
difficulties to overcome its biological niche.
Factors that predispose a patient to candidiasis are general health concerns
include all conditions that affect the immune system, including systemic disease,
endocrine abnormalities, diabetes, drugs such as immunosuppressive agents, systemic
steroids, antibiotics, and oral contraceptives may increase the likelihood of
development of candidiasis. Long term antibiotic treatment for acne or recurrent
urinary tract infection is often implicated in the overgrowth of Candida. The
candidiasis may become extensive if the patients are treated with antibiotics on the
erroneous assumption that the infection is bacterial.
It is therefore urgent, on the basis of the above-mentioned considerations, to
recognise the hazardous nature of such a pathogenic agent, which is capable of easily
taking the most various biological configurations, both biochemical and structural, in
function of the condition of the host organism. The fungal expansion gradient in fact
becomes steeper as the tissue that is the host of the mycotic invasion becomes less
eutrophic, and thus less reactive.
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Dr. Tullio Simoncini’s Case Studies
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Rich Man’s Poor Man’s
Cancer Treatment

Case one: A patient diagnosed with pulmonary neoplasm of the lung, underwent
treatment with sodium bicarbonate, before submitting to surgery to remove part of
the lung. Treatment consisted of sodium bicarbonate administered orally, by aerosol,
and IV. After first treatment reduction of nodules and absorption was evident, and
after 8 months was no longer visible at all. Treatments also reduced size of the liver
and results were confirmed by both X-ray and CAT scan.

Bicarbonate and Rapid pH
Shifts

Case two: A nine-year-old child is hospitalized and diagnosed with Ewing’s
Sarcoma on the right humerus. Despite several chemotherapy cycles surgery on
removed the humeral bone. Growth of three tumor masses continued despite
continued efforts to stop progression. Sodium bicarbonate salt treatments were then
started, administered by catheter into the right sub-clavian artery in order to
administer the salts (phleboclysis of 500 cc at five per cent) directly on the tumoral
masses. Of the 3 masses shown by the scographic scan of May 7, 2001, whose size is
respectively

Indications from Unlikely
Places

a. 6,5 cm
b. 4,4 cm
c. 2,4 cm
After the sodium bicarbonate salts treatment only one tumor was left, with a size
of only 1.5 cm, which is most likely residual scarring, as shown by the echography of
September 10, 2001.
Case 3: A 70-year old female patient with diagnosis of stomach adenocarcinoma
confirmed by commonly accepted oncological tests (TAK, biopsy, etc.). Two days
before the scheduled operation, she accepts the suggestion of trying a less sanguinary
approach, and leaves the hospital. For the period of a month, she is administered
sodium bicarbonate (one teaspoon in a glass of water) to ingest half an hour before
breakfast (that is, on an empty stomach) for the purpose of maximising the effect.
After about two months normalisation of the gastric function takes place with
attenuation at first, and eventual loss of all the symptomatology related to neoplastic
pathology (lack of appetite, digestion troubles, fatigue, lipothymic events, etc.). After
an endoscopic examination performed one year after the beginning of therapy, the
total remission of neoplastic formation is ascertained and the patient refuses further
investigation. The patient is still alive today, 15 years after the treatment.
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Case 4: A 67-year-old patient with a long history of gastric ulcer is diagnosed
with stomach cancer and a gastrectomy is suggested. The patient, believing his
disease is just an exacerbation of the ulcer, wants to find an alternative to surgery. He
therefore accepted a therapy with sodium bicarbonate as in case 1. The therapy
determines in a few months the regression of the neoplastic symptomatology. After
about 18 months, during which no check-up is performed, upon the return of
symptomatology, treatment is resumed as above. Gastric functionality is quickly reestablished and maintained for about eight years, after which contact with the patient
is lost.
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Case 5: A 58-year-old patient with stomach carcinoma is diagnosed through
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histological examination performed on endoscopical sample. The patient chooses not
to undergo the conventional therapies and he decides to accept a therapy similar to
that in the two preceding cases. The resulting effect is a normalisation of
symptomatology for about three years, that is, until there are no further medical
check-ups.
Case 6: In September, 1983, a 71-year-old patient undergoes a hospital check-up
in a serious condition of emaciation caused by a large weight loss (about 15 Kgs.)
which occurred over the prior few months. Once a stomach neoplastic condition has
been diagnosed, and after the layout of a combined oncological therapeutic scheme,
the relatives are informed. The relatives are also informed of the difficulties and risks
of such treatment, to be administered to such a debilitated patient. The wife decides
to refuse the conventional approach and decides to bring the husband home and try
the "harmless" therapy of baking soda, which is administered in a lower dosage than
in the preceding cases. That restores appetite and a satisfactory digestive
functionality. For about eight months the patient has difficulty regaining weight.
After this, the improvement is more and more evident, with the almost complete
regaining of the lost weight (within 24 months) and a considerable improvement of
the patient's general condition.
Case 7: A 51-year-old patient diagnosed at the end of 1983 with bronchial
carcinoma in the lower right lobe has the diagnosis confirmed by routine oncological
tests (distinctively positive TAK but negative bronchial residue. Surgery is proposed.
The family decides to delay surgery and try the bicarbonate treatment. Radiological
examination is performed 18 months after the treatment. During these months there
are no emophtoic episodes as occurred at the beginning of the disease. The
radiological examination still indicates the presence of a nodular mass in the lower
part of the right lobe, but its dimensions appear to be smaller and the contours of the
mass more regular.
Case 8: A 48-year-old patient with tumour in the middle lobe of the lung that has
been confirmed by all oncological examinations is put on a waiting list for surgery at
the beginning of 1983. Incidentally, the execution modality does not seem to be
completely defined because the neoplastic mass exceeds the limits. The patient leaves
the hospital against the advice of doctors - to the point that the doctors look for him
for several months. He then submits to a bicarbonate therapy which is able to reestablish healthy conditions. A radiological examination performed after nine months
reveals that the neoplastic mass has been replaced by a tenuous transversal line
located at the base of the medium lobe that can be interpreted as a residual scar. The
patient is still living.
Case 9: In 1981, a 55-year-old patient is affected by rectal neoplasy that has been
evidentiated through symptoms such as problems with evacuation and bleeding, and,
instrumentally, through endoscopic examination. Doctors suggest rectal resection and
consequent surgical construction of a preternatural anus. In the attempt to avoid this
mutilation, the patient submits to a local therapy with bicarbonate performed with
enemas containing a high bicarbonate solution -- 8 teaspoons per litre. Three years
after the treatment, the patient was still living.
Case 10: A 62-year-old patient undergoes surgery in December 1998 for
endometrial adenocarcinoma, followed by successive cycles of radiotherapy and antihormone therapy. Following the thickening of the peritoneum and the growth of
several lymph nodes due to carcinosis; from the clinical point of view, the patient’s
condition decayed with the presence of exhaustion, general swelling, intestinal
meteorism, irregularity of evacuation, steady feeling of heaviness and blood pressure
instability. Treatment with a 5% sodium bicarbonate solution administered alternately
thru an endoperitoneal catheter and via IV showed rapid improvement to a normal
condition of health. A final CAT scan confirms the regression of the peritoneal
carcinosis and a stabilization of the size of the lymph nodes when compared to the
preceding year.
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Case 11: A 40-year-old patient underwent surgical intervention (left radical
mastectomy) for mammarian carcinoma seven months earlier. After three months of
chemotherapy, the patient is affected by: “diffused pulmonary and hepatic metastasis;
bone metastasis particularly to the fifth and sixth lumbar vertebrae, with invasion and
compression of the medullar channel, which is causing extreme pain which makes the
patient unresponsive to any treatment.” All pain suppressant drugs – morphine
included – are totally ineffective and the patient is totally prostrate even unable to
sleep. Believing that fungal colonies amassed in the medullar channel will respond to
administration of sodium bicarbonate salts, lumbar injections are begun.
Dr Tullio Simoncini recounts: “As I administer it by slowly injecting 50 cc of
sodium bicarbonate solution at 8.4 %, the patient tosses and with a thread of a voice
confesses to me that she has slept only two hours in the last week. Exhausted, she
whispers to me: “If only I could sleep half an hour tonight.” But the day after, she
calls me on the phone and says: “I have slept all night”. After two more lumbar
injections of the bicarbonate salts in the next month, the pain disappeared
completely. Magnetic Resonance imaging reports performed before and after
treatment were defined by hospital head of the radiology department as "shocking."
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Cancer tissues have a much higher concentration of
toxic chemicals, pesticides, etc then do healthy tissues.

Bicarbonate and Rapid pH
Shifts

Part of any successful cancer treatment includes chelation and detoxification
of heavy metals and a host of toxic chemicals, which are all invading our bodies’
everyday. It is literally raining mercury and uranium contamination is increasing.
Lead we are discovering is even more toxic than anyone ever believed and is even in
the bread that we eat. Arsenic is in our chicken. The government still wants you to
get your yearly mercury flu shot and dentists of course are still using hundreds of
tons of mercury exposing patients to internalized toxic waste dumps (mercury vapors
from hell).

To Health Practitioners and
Physicians

Fluoride is still put in the water and chlorine is breathed in most showers. This
just covers a small slice of the toxic disaster that is the hallmark of life in the 21st
century. But oncologists have just not been able to understand that cancer
patients are suffering from poisoning on a massive scale with all the chemicals
scientists have already established cause cancer.

Sodium Bicarbonate and
Carbon Dioxide

The allopathic medical establishment and your friendly government do not want
you to know that you are being poisoned by them and by modern industry. Thus they
cannot and do not support the removal of heavy metals that they do not officially
recognize as there. This gets very nasty because it keeps the floodgates open to
further poisoning and promotion of harmful chemicals, foods and drugs.
Chelation is the process of removing heavy metals from tissues and the
government has now stopped all research into this area. They have also halted
research into the dangers of thimerosal. Which is mercury bearing preservative in
vaccines. For meaningful information on this subject one has to read my Winning
the War on Cancer book or my upcoming book called Natural Allopathic
Medicne.
As I finished this book I had a very strange night dreaming of bicarbonate.
Actually I did not sleep much at all. Was thinking a lot of the significance of the book
and promoting a cancer treatment that costs less than five dollars. But my thoughts
went well past the cancer part to bicarbonate in a very broad sense but when I got up
in the middle of the night I could not capture it on paper. My wife later said,
"bicarbonate would buffer the acid of the world." Certainly it will do that to the world
of cells we call our body. I am calling for universal usage of bicarbonate, not only for
cancer but for everything and everyone.
And that makes sense considering that those who are lucky enough to drink
natural bicarbonates from mountain spring water are going to live longer and
healthier lives. We should be using it to treat our water (with magnesium chloride of
course) and for sure in those parts of the world with the insane use of depleted
uranium weapons still blowing around particles on the wind sand and the threat of the
use more always there, bicarbonate is going to be protective against radiation, at least
for the kidneys and that is important.
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I am including the following chapter on magnesium in this book because the
combination of magnesium ions and bicarbonate ions makes for super medicine. As
strongly as I have put forth sodium bicarbonate in this book I put forth magnesium
chloride in others.
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Inside chlorophyll is the lamp of
life and that lamp is magnesium
The capture of light energy from the sun is magnesium dependent.
Magnesium is bound as the central atom of the porphyrin ring of the green plant
pigment chlorophyll. Magnesium is the element that causes plants to be able to
convert light into energy and chlorophyll is identical to hemoglobin except the
magnesium atom at the center has been taken out and iron put in. The whole basis of
life and the food chain is seen in the sunlight-chlorophyll-magnesium chain. Since
animals and humans obtain their food supply by eating plants magnesium can be said
to be the source of life for it is at the heart of chlorophyll and the process of
photosynthesis.
A huge step forward for early life was the development of chlorophyll, a
molecule that captures light energy from the sun in a process called photosynthesis.
Chlorophyll systems convert energy from visible light into small energy-rich
molecules easy for cells to use. The harnessing of the energy of visible light led to a
vast expansion of early life-forms. Fossilized layers, three and half billion years old,
have been found with evidence of blue-green algae that lived on top of tidal rocks.
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Studies
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Magnesium the Lamp of Life
Chlorophyll a (minus the alkyl side chain for clarity) with its magnesium
core. Chlorophyll is recognized as one of nature's riches sources of important
nutrients where its rich green pigment is vital for the body's rapid
assimilation of amino acids and for the synthesis of enzymes.
Magnesium is needed by plants to form chlorophyll which is the substance that
makes plants green. Without magnesium sitting inside the heart of chlorophyll, plants
would not be able to take nutrition from the sun because the process of
photosynthesis would not go on. When magnesium is deficient things begin to die.
In reality one cannot take a breath, move a muscle, or think a thought without enough
magnesium in our cells. Because magnesium is contained in chlorophyll it is
considered an essential plant mineral salt.
Without chlorophyll, plants are unable
to convert sunlight and carbon dioxide.
There is no life without magnesium.
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Magnesium is a necessary element for all living organisms both animal and plant.
Chlorophyll is structured around a magnesium atom, while in animals, magnesium is
a key component of cells, bones, tissues and just about every physiological process
you can think of. Magnesium is primarily an intracellular cation; roughly 1% of
whole-body magnesium is found extracellularly, and the free intracellular fraction is
the portion regulating enzyme pathways inside the cells. Life packs the magnesium
jealously into the cells, every drop of it is precious.

Insulin and Magnesium
Magnesium is necessary for both the action
of insulin and the manufacture of insulin.
Magnesium is a basic building block to life and is present in ionic form
throughout the full landscape of human physiology. Without insulin though,
magnesium doesn't get transported from our blood into our cells where it is
most needed. When Dr. Jerry Nadler of the Gonda Diabetes Center at the City of
Hope Medical Center in Duarte, California, and his colleagues placed 16 healthy
people on magnesium-deficient diets, their insulin became less effective at getting
sugar from their blood into their cells, where it's burned or stored as fuel. In other
words, they became less insulin sensitive or what is called insulin resistant. And that's
the first step on the road to both diabetes and heart disease.
Insulin is a common denominator, a central figure in life as is magnesium.
The task of insulin is to store excess nutritional resources.This system is an
evolutionary development used to save energy and other nutritional necessities in
times (or hours) of abundance in order to survive in times of hunger. Little do we
appreciate that insulin is not just responsible for regulating sugar entry into the cells
but also magnesium, one of the most important substances for life. It is interesting to
note here that the kidneys are working at the opposite end physiologically dumping
from the blood excess nutrients that the body does not need or cannot process in the
moment.
Controlling the level of blood sugars is only one of the many functions of insulin.

Insulin plays a central role in storing magnesium but if our cells become resistant to
insulin, or if we do not produce enough insulin, then we have a difficult time storing
magnesium in the cells where it belongs. When insulin processing becomes
problematic magnesium gets excreted through our urine instead and this is the
basis of what is called magnesium wasting disease.
There is a strong relationship between magnesium and insulin action. Magnesium is
important for the effectiveness of insulin. A reduction
of magnesium in the cells strengthens insulin resistance. 1,2
Low serum and intracellular magnesium concentrations are associated with
insulin resistance, impaired glucose tolerance, and decreased insulin
secretion.3,4,5 Magnesium improves insulin sensitivity thus lowering insulin
resistance. Magnesium and insulin need each other. Without magnesium, our
pancreas won't secrete enough insulin--or the insulin it secretes won't be efficient
enough--to control our blood sugar.
Magnesium in our cells helps the muscles to relax but if we can’t store
magnesium because the cells are resistant then we lose magnesium which makes the
blood vessels constrict, affects our energy levels, and causes an increase in blood
pressure. We begin to understand the intimate connection between diabetes and heart
disease when we look at the closed loop between declining magnesium levels and
declining insulin efficiency.
Though it would be a long stretch of the longest giraffe’s neck to compare insulin
with chlorophyll we are walking a trail at the very nuclear core of life. It’s the
magnesium trail and we find to our surprise that it takes us into intimate contact with
the very structure and foundation of life. The dedication of this chapter is to the
beauty of magnesium, to its meaning in life, in health and in medicine.
We were talking about chlorophyll and now insulin and putting magnesium inbetween. Walking further along is the DHEA magnesium story and the DNA
magnesium story. And then there is the cholesterol magnesium story. Every part of
life is in love with magnesium except allopathic medicine which just cannot accept it
in all its light, flame and beauty. Thousands of years ago the Chinese named it the
beautiful metal and they were seeing something pharmaceutical medicine does not
want to see for there is little money to be made from something so common.
Magnesium and DNA

Mechanism of electric conductivity in DNA. Magnesium (silver circles)
with no surrounding water supplies holes (light-blue circles) to the DNA,
which
is an insulator. The supplied holes move along the DNA (light-blue line).
Magnesium ions play critical roles in many aspects of cellular metabolism.
Magnesium stabilizes structures of proteins, nucleic acids, and cell membranes by

binding to the macromolecule’s surface and promote specific structural or catalytic
activities of proteins, enzymes, or ribozymes. Magnesium has a critical role in cell
division. It has been suggested that magnesium is necessary for the maintenance of
an adequate supply of nucleotides for the synthesis of RNA and DNA.
Magnesium plays a critical role in vital DNA repair proteins.
Magnesium ions synergetic effects on the active site
geometry may affect the polymerase closing/opening trends.
Single-stranded RNA are stabilized by magnesium ions.
Distinct structural features of DNA, such as the curvature of dA tracts, are
important in the recognition, packaging, and regulation of DNA are magnesium
dependent. Physiologically relevant concentrations of magnesium have been found
to enhance the curvature of dA tract DNAs. The chemistry of water activated by a
magnesium ion is central to the function of the DNA repair proteins,
apurinic/apyrimidic endonuclease 1 (Ape1) and polymerase A (Pol A). These
proteins are key constituents of the base excision repair (BER) pathway, a process
that plays a critical role in preventing the cytotoxic and mutagenic effects of most
spontaneous, alkylation, and oxidative DNA damage.6
Magnesium ions help guide polymerase selection for the
correct nucleotide extends descriptions of polymerase pathways.7
Dr. Paul Ellis informs us that, “Magnesium ions are central to the function of the
DNA repair proteins, apurinic/apyrimidic endonuclease 1 (Ape1) and polymerase A
(Pol A). These proteins are key constituents of the base excision repair (BER)
pathway, a process that plays a critical role in preventing the cytotoxic and mutagenic
effects of most spontaneous, alkylation, and oxidative DNA damage.”8 DNA
polymerase is considered to be a holoenzyme since it requires a magnesium ion as
a co-factor to function properly. DNA-Polymerase initiates DNA replication by
binding to a piece of single-stranded DNA. This process corrects mistakes in newlysynthesized DNA.

DHEA – Magnesium - Cholesterol

Low levels of DHEA are associated with loss of “pathology
preventing” signaling between immune system cells.9
Dr. James Michael Howard says, “Cancer and infections are both increasing and
one of the basic reasons is reduced availability of DHEA, which stems from
magnesium deficiency.” Also known as "mother of all steroid hormones" DHEA is
converted in the body into several different hormones, including estrogen and
testosterone. DHEA appears to restore immune balance and stimulate monocyte
production (the cells that attack tumors), B-cell activity (the cells that fight diseasecausing organisms), T-cell mobilization (infection fighting T-cells have DHEA
binding sites), and protection of the thymus gland (which produces T-cells).10 The
data suggest that DHEA has a role in the neuro-endocrine regulation of the
antibacterial immune resistance.11
All steroid hormones are created from cholesterol in a hormonal cascade.
Cholesterol, that most maligned compound, is actually crucial for health and is the
mother of hormones from the adrenal cortex, including cortisone, hydrocortisone,

aldosterone, and DHEA. Cholesterol cannot be synthesized without magnesium
and cholesterol is a vital component of many hormones. These hormones are
interrelated, each performing a unique biological function with them all depending on
magnesium for their function. Aldosterone interestingly needs magnesium to be
produced and it also regulates magnesium's balance.12
Dr. Mildred S. Seelig wrote, “Mg2+-ATP is the controlling factor for the ratelimiting enzyme in the cholesterol biosynthesis sequence that is targeted by the statin
pharmaceutical drugs, comparison of the effects of Mg2+ on lipoproteins with those
of the statin drugs is warranted. Formation of cholesterol in blood, as well as of
cholesterol required in hormone synthesis, and membrane maintenance, is achieved
in a series of enzymatic reactions that convert HMG-CoA to cholesterol. The ratelimiting reaction of this pathway is the enzymatic conversion of HMG CoA to
mevalonate via HMG CoA. The statins and Mg inhibit that enzyme. Mg has
effects that parallel those of statins. For example, the enzyme that deactivates HMGCoA Reductase requires Mg, making Mg a Reductase controller rather than inhibitor.
Mg is also necessary for the activity of lecithin cholesterol acyl transferase (LCAT),
which lowers LDL-C and triglyceride levels and raises HDL-C levels.”13
Desaturase is another Mg-dependent enzyme involved in
lipid metabolism which statins do not directly affect.
DHEA is a steroid hormone produced by the adrenal gland and ovaries and
converted to testosterone and estrogen. After being secreted by the adrenal glands, it
circulates in the bloodstream as DHEA-sulfate (DHEAS) and is converted as needed
into other hormones. Magnesium chloride, when applied transdermally, is
reported by Dr. Norman Shealy to increase DHEA.14 Dr. Shealy has determined
that when the body is presented with adequate levels of magnesium at the cellular
level, the body will begin to naturally produce DHEA and also DHEA-S.
Transdermal is the ultimate way to replenish cellular magnesium
levels. Every cell in the body bathes and feeds in it and even DHEA
levels are increased naturally, according to Dr. Norman Shealy
This effect is not seen in oral or intravenous magnesium administration and Dr.
Shealy has a patent pending in this area. It is thought that transdermal application
interacts in some way with the fatty tissues of the skin to create the affect. Studies
link low levels of DHEA to chronic inflammation, immune dysfunction, depression,
rheumatoid arthritis, Type-II diabetic complications, greater risk for certain cancers,
heart disease and osteoporosis.

Magnesium and Glutathione
Without sufficient magnesium, the body accumulates toxins
and acid residues, degenerates rapidly, and ages prematurely.
According to Dr. Russell Blaylock, low magnesium is associated with dramatic
increases in free radical generation as well as glutathione depletion and this is vital
since glutathione is one of the few antioxidant molecules known to neutralize
mercury.15 Glutathione requires magnesium for its synthesis.16 Glutathione
synthetase requires γ-glutamyl cysteine, glycine, ATP, and magnesium ions to form
glutathione.17
In magnesium deficiency, the enzyme y-glutamyl transpeptidase is lowered.18
Data demonstrates a direct action of glutathione both in vivo and in vitro to enhance
intracellular magnesium and a clinical linkage between cellular magnesium,
GSH/GSSG ratios, and tissue glucose metabolism.19 Magnesium deficiency causes
glutathione loss, which is not affordable because glutathione helps to defend the body

against damage from cigarette smoking, exposure to radiation, cancer chemotherapy,
and toxins such as alcohol and just about everything else.

Scientific Miracles in Medicine
The 21st century is seeing the plagues of diabetes, heart disease, cancer and
neurological diseases explode with the entire western medical establishment confused
about even the most basic health issues. The three trillion dollar medical machine in
the United States is impotent against chronic diseases and is responsible itself for
much of the horror that is happening.
Medical basics, we have to get back to them returning to the understanding of the
simplest things like water. What do you give a person coming out of a week long
walk in the desert without water? A coke? Do we have to do a thousand double blind
studies to realize there is only one answer? Are we that dumb that medicine cannot
see the forest from the trees?
When someone is in cardiac arrest or are having a stroke, having panic attacks
with heart palpitations what is the first thing, the very first thing we would reach for
like one would reach for a six shooter? Our biological engine is seizing up what do
we do? For the next million years there is going to be only one answer and that
answer is magnesium preferably in the chloride form. It will never change either
for that person coming out of the desert; water will always be the answer to the need.
We are talking so close to the source of life when talking about water or magnesium.
But unfortunately there will always be those who think giving a coke to a very thirsty
person is just fine and doctors who think they can forget about nature and try to
substitute something to stand in magnesium’s place.
The bedrock of medical truth sits upon the metal magnesium for it is at the exact
center of biological life like air and water is. All of life collapses around its loss, but
with only the smallest amount of caring and intelligence we can replete what has
been lost inside of a person’s cells. The realization that magnesium is at the center of
life in chlorophyll should help us place magnesium in the temple it deserves. It is the
ultimate love drug when used as a medicine. It’s the first thing you give a person if
you want to give something necessary and helpful.
It will take this entire book to present all the reasons that magnesium qualifies as
a love drug; there are reasons that take us out of the physical body and into
emotional, mental and spiritual bodies. Psychologists and psychiatrists also have to
discover magnesium for it offers them a tool they have not found anywhere else.
Magnesium is the Lamp of Life; it operates at the core of physiology offering us what
can only be called scientific miracles in medicine. Though other substances like
Vitamin C or even iodine are powerful competitors they cannot compare in sheer
healing horsepower to magnesium.

A light, silvery-white, moderately hard, metallic element that in ribbon or
powder form burns with a brilliant white flame. Magnesium is the second
lightest member of the alkaline earth metals (after beryllium). Magnesium
was formerly used to make flash bulbs in photography.

Magnesium Medicine
It is no exaggeration for me to say that magnesium saved my life.
But is ironic that I am the one saying it, because during my
diverse medical career in general medicine, my greatest expertise
has always been prescription drugs, not natural supplements.
Dr. Jay S. Cohen
The Magnesium Solution for High Blood Pressure

Magnesium serves hundreds of important functions in the body and for that
reason it has virtually no side effects. Researchers all over the world have confirmed
its vital role yet, despite the intensive scientific brainpower that has been directed
toward magnesium most doctors know hardly anything about it and never consider
magnesium for treating patients. Magnesium comes to us with scientific evidence that
dwarfs the evidence presented by pharmaceutical companies for any of their
prescription drugs but its use is still contained. (See chapter on why doctors do not
use more magnesium)
Magnesium chloride treatments address systemic nutritional deficiencies, act to
improve the function of our cells and immune system, and help protect cells from
oxidative damage. It’s a systemic medicine as well as a local one bringing new life
and energy to the cells wherever it is applied topically. When used with oral
administration, transdermal magnesium therapy offers us the opportunity to get
dosages up to the powerful therapeutic range without compromising intestinal
comfort through oral use alone.
What we have found is that magnesium chloride, applied
transdermally, is the ideal magnesium delivery system with health benefits unequalled in the entire world of medicine.
Magnesium chloride solutions offer a medical miracle to humanity, one that
many have sought but have not found. In fact Dr. Carolyn Dean, titled her book The
Magnesium Miracle and she could not have been more correct. Nothing short of a
miracle is to be expected with increases in the cellular levels of magnesium if those
levels have been depleted.
There is no wonder drug that can claim, in the clear, what magnesium chloride
can do. Most people will show dramatic improvements in the state of their health
when they replete their magnesium levels and the very best way to do that is with
magnesium chloride applied transdermally (baths and body spraying), orally,
vaporized into the lungs, diluted for use with ones eyes, intravenously, and even in
douches and enemas.
Constant magnesium massages are what
kings and queens should be dreaming of.
With such “brine solutions” the concentrate can simply be applied to the skin or
poured into bath water, and in an instant we have a medical treatment without equal
in the world of medicine. Intensive transdermal and oral magnesium therapy can be
safely applied day in and day out for constantly strengthened health.
Hidden in each cubic mile of ocean water is enough healing
power to put the pharmaceutical companies out of business.

And there are medical reasons why we love the beach and ocean. Intensive
magnesium baths, aerosolized iodine, vitamin D natural style and grounding to the
earth through the sand. Medical science and the pharmaceutical companies will
eventually have to deal with the fact that the most powerful and universal medicine
on earth is a basic nutrient from the sea and can be purchased by anyone at low cost.
Magnesium is nothing short of a miracle to a person deficient in this mineral. So
clear and observable are the effects that there is no mistake, no mysticism, no false
claim made.
Emergency room personnel know of this and use either magnesium sulphate or
chloride to save peoples lives during heart attacks or to diminish the damage from
strokes. And new research suggests that MgSO4 infusions may have a role in cerebral
vasospasm prophylaxis if therapy is initiated within 48 hours of aneurysm rupture.20
Medicine today is more and more frequently described in terms of science. With
the origin and development of drugs and surgical techniques, modern medicine has
thought itself to be evermore exact and evermore resembling the hard sciences of
chemistry and physics. In the case of magnesium, medicine has fallen from the grace
of the pure sciences, which insists that they are ignoring the best medicine available
anywhere. Magnesium is clearly evidence-based medicine but the quality of the
evidence used pharmaceutical medicine is highly suspect. There is no such cloud of
doubt hanging over the scientific evidence that makes it clear why magnesium would
be both potent and safe.
When it comes to cardiac disease we create our primary protocol around
magnesium, selenium and iodine. These three core minerals, when backed up with a
strong naturopathic protocol, which includes natural mercury detoxification of the
heart tissues, will transform cardiology into a field of medicine that does not have its
patients dying like flies.
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The American College of Physicians (ACP) issued a new policy statement in
2007 endorsing medical marijuana use. The group is urging the government to
reverse its ban on medical treatments using marijuana. "ACP encourages the use of
non-smoked forms of THC (the main psychoactive element in marijuana) that have
proven therapeutic value," the new policy statement said. The Philadelphia-based
organization, the second largest doctors group in the United States, cited studies into
marijuana’s medical applications such as treating severe weight loss associated with
illnesses such as AIDS, and treating nausea and vomiting associated with
chemotherapy for cancer patients.1
Medical marijuana is becoming more and more associated with anti-carcinogenic
effects, which are responsible in preventing or delaying the development of cancer.
This means that cannabinoids offer cancer patients a therapeutic option in the
treatment of highly invasive cancers. Before we look at the hard medical science
that sustains these statements go to http://www.youtube.com/chrychek to see a series
of videos that will convince you of the validity of these statements on cancer. The
American College of Physicians wants it made legal as do millions of other people. If
you or one of your loved ones every get cancer you will be wishing that the
government would begin to listen to this medical organization.
12 Million new cases of Cancer Diagnosed in 2007 in the US.
In addition Cancer also killed 8 million people worldwide in 2007
American Cancer Society
After reading the science and watching this video series I am certain that any
sane person with cancer or any late stage chronic disease will want free and legal
access to hemp oil with a maximum concentration of THC. THC is the active
ingredient that is illegal in most places in the world. 2
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The medical science is strongly in favor of THC laden hemp oil as a primary
cancer therapy. And not just in a supportive role to control the side effects of
chemotherapy. The International Medical Verities Association is putting hemp oil on
its cancer protocol. It is a prioritized protocol list whose top five items are
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magnesium chloride, iodine, selenium, Alpha Lipoic Acid and sodium bicarbonate. It
makes perfect sense to drop hemp oil right into the middle of this nutritional crossfire
of anti cancer medicines, which are all available without prescription.

Infectious Processes

Hemp seed oil has long been recognized as one of the most versatile and
beneficial substances known to man. Derived from hemp seeds (a member of the
achene family of fruits) it has been regarded as a super food due to its high essential
fatty acid content and the unique ratio of omega3 to omega6 and gamma linolenic
acid (GLA) - 2:5:1. Hemp seed oil is known to contain up to 5% of pure GLA, a
much higher concentration than any other plant, even higher than spirulina. For
thousands of years, the hemp plant has been used in elixirs and medicinal teas
because of its healing properties and now medical science is zeroing in on the
properties of its active substances.

Dr. Tullio Simoncini’s Case
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The commercial legal type of hemp seed oil is one of the most power-packed
protein sources available in the plant kingdom. Its oil can be used in many nutritional
and transdermal applications. In other chapters in my Winning the War on Cancer
book we will discuss in-depth about GLA and cancer and also the interesting work of
Dr. Johanna Budwig. She uses flax seed oil instead of hemp oil to cure cancer through effecting changes in cell walls - using these omega3 and omega6 laden
medicinal oils.
The essential oil derived from the crystals on the bud and upper leaves is not the
same as hemp seed oil. There is very little nutritional benefit in the buds of the plant
but the THC carries the curative power in the cannabinoids and cannibidols. Used as
a tea, the leaves containing the THC crystals would be steeped and release some
medicine.

Hemp oil can cheaply and effectively
deliver a knock out blow to ones cancer.
Actually there is another way to use medical marijuana without smoking the leaf.
According to Dr. Tod H. Mikuriya, “The usual irritating and toxic breakdown
products of burning utilized with smoking are totally avoided with vaporization.
Extraction and inhaling cannabinoid essential oils below ignition temperature of both
crude and refined cannabis products affords significant mitigation of irritation to the
oral cavity, and tracheobronchial tree from pyrollytic breakdown products.3
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Most evaluations place the hot air gun style
vaporizer above other methods.
Dr. Mikuriya continues saying “The usual irritating and toxic breakdown
products of burning utilized with smoking are totally avoided with vaporization.
Extraction and inhaling cannabinoid essential oils below ignition temperature of both
crude and refined cannabis products affords significant mitigation of irritation to the
oral cavity, and tracheobronchial tree from pyrollytic breakdown products.”4 One of
the best and most expensive machines for vaporizing marijuana is available at:
http://www.nutraingredients-usa.com/news/ng.asp
?n=83510&m=1NIU226&c=arssligpjcoggok
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KojLLUJpImM
Rick Simpson, the man in the above mentioned videos, has been making hemp
oil and sharing it with friends and neighbors without charging for it. In small doses,
he says, it makes you well without getting you high. "Well you can't deny your own
eyes can you?" Simpson asks. "Here's someone dying of cancer and they're not dying
anymore. I don't care if the medicine comes from a tomato plant, potato plant or a
hemp plant, if the medicine is safe and helps and works, why not use it?" he asks.
When a person has cancer and is dying this question reaches a critical point. The
bravery of Rick Simpson from Canada in showing us how to make hemp oil for
ourselves offers many people a hope that should be increasingly appreciated as
money dries up for expensive cancer treatments. We are going to need inexpensive
medicines in the future and there is nothing better than the ones we can make
reasonably cheaply ourselves.
The Science

According to Dr. Robert Ramer and Dr. Burkhard Hinz of the University of
Rostock in Germany medical marijuana can be an effective treatment for
cancer.5 Their research was published in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute
Advance Access on December 25th of 2007 in a paper entitled Inhibition of Cancer
Cell Invasion by Cannabinoids via Increased Expression of Tissue Inhibitor of Matrix
Metalloproteinases-1.
The biggest contribution of this breakthrough discovery, is that the expression of

TIMP-1 was shown to be stimulated by cannabinoid receptor activation and to
mediate the anti-invasive effect of cannabinoids. Prior to now the cellular
mechanisms underlying this effect were unclear and the relevance of the findings to
the behavior of tumor cells in vivo remains to be determined.
Regulatory agencies unfortunately are
unresponsive to new scientific evidence.

Marijuana cuts lung cancer tumor growth in half, a 2007 Harvard Medical
School study shows.6 The active ingredient in marijuana cuts tumor growth in
common lung cancer in half and significantly reduces the ability of the cancer to
spread, say researchers at Harvard University who tested the chemical in both lab and
mouse studies.
This is the first set of experiments to show that the compound, Deltatetrahydrocannabinol (THC), inhibits EGF-induced growth and migration in
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) expressing non-small cell lung cancer cell
lines. Lung cancers that over-express EGFR are usually highly aggressive and
resistant to chemotherapy. THC that targets cannabinoid receptors CB1 and CB2 is
similar in function to endocannabinoids, which are cannabinoids that are naturally
produced in the body and activate these receptors.
"The beauty of this study is that we are showing that a substance of abuse, if used
prudently, may offer a new road to therapy against lung cancer," said Anju Preet,
Ph.D., a researcher in the Division of Experimental Medicine. Acting through
cannabinoid receptors CB1 and CB2, endocannabinoids (as well as THC) are thought
to play a role in variety of biological functions, including pain, anxiety control, and
inflammation.
Researchers reported in the August 15, 2004 issue of Cancer Research, the
journal of the American Association for Cancer Research, that marijuana's
constituents inhibited the spread of brain cancer in human tumor biopsies.7 In a
related development, a research team from the University of South Florida further
noted that THC can also selectively inhibit the activation and replication of gamma
herpes viruses. The viruses, which can lie dormant for years within white blood cells
before becoming active and spreading to other cells, are thought to increase one's
chances of developing cancers such as Kaposi's Sarcoma, Burkitt's lymphoma and
Hodgkin's disease.8
In 1998, a research team at Madrid's Complutense University discovered that
THC can selectively induce programmed cell death in brain tumor cells without
negatively impacting surrounding healthy cells. Then in 2000, they reported in the
journal Nature Medicine that injections of synthetic THC eradicated malignant
gliomas (brain tumors) in one-third of treated rats, and prolonged life in another third
by six weeks.9
Led by Dr. Manuel Guzman the Spanish team announced they had destroyed
incurable brain cancer tumors in rats by injecting them with THC. They reported in

the March 2002 issue of "Nature Medicine" that they injected the brains of 45 rats
with cancer cells, producing tumors whose presence they confirmed through
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). On the 12th day they injected 15 of the rats with
THC and 15 with Win-55,212-2 a synthetic compound similar to THC.10
Researchers at the University of Milan in Naples, Italy, reported in the Journal of
Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics that non-psychoactive compounds in
marijuana inhibited the growth of glioma cells in a dose-dependent manner, and
selectively targeted and killed malignant cells through apoptosis. “Non-psychoactive
CBD produce[s] a significant anti-tumor activity both in vitro and in vivo, thus
suggesting a possible application of CBD as an antineoplastic agent.”11
The first experiment documenting pot's anti-tumor effects took place in 1974 at
the Medical College of Virginia at the behest of the U.S. government. The results of
that study, reported in an Aug. 18, 1974, Washington Post newspaper feature, were
that marijuana's psychoactive component, THC, "slowed the growth of lung cancers,
breast cancers and a virus-induced leukemia in laboratory mice, and prolonged their
lives by as much as 36 percent."12
A Virginia study funded by the National Institute of Health to find evidence that
marijuana damages the immune system found instead that THC slowed the growth of
three kinds of cancer in mice, lung and breast cancer, and a virus-induced leukemia.
The DEA quickly shut down the Virginia study and all further cannabis/tumor
research even though the researchers "found that THC slowed the growth of lung
cancers, breast cancers and a virus-induced leukemia in laboratory mice, and
prolonged their lives by as much as 36 percent."
"Antineoplastic Activity of Cannabinoids," an article in a 1975 Journal of the
National Cancer Institute reports, "Lewis lung adenocarcinoma growth was retarded
by the oral administration of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabinol (CBN)" -two types of cannabinoids, a family of active components in marijuana. "Mice treated
for 20 consecutive days with THC and CBN had reduced primary tumor size."
Marijuana relieves pain that narcotics like morphine and OxyContin
have hardly any effect on, and could help ease suffering from
illnesses such as multiple sclerosis, diabetes and cancer.13
According to Devra Davis in her book Secret History of the War on Cancer,
1.5 million lives have been lost because Americans failed to act on existing
knowledge about the environmental causes of cancer. It is impossible to calculate the
added deaths from suppressed ‘cancer cures’ but we do know of the terrible suffering
of hundreds of thousands of people who have been jailed for marijuana use.
Hemp oil with THC included has the making of a primary cancer treatment,
which even alone seems to have a great chance of turning the tide against cancer
tumors. It has the added advantage of safety, ease of use, lack of side effects and low
cost if one makes it their self. Surrounded by other medicinal anti-cancer
substances in a full protocol it’s hard to imagine anyone failing and falling in
their war on cancer.
THC should be included in every cancer protocol.
Sodium bicarbonate of course is the perfect protocol buddy for THC.
Cannabinoids are able to pass through all barriers in the body like Alpha Lipoic Acid,
so simple oral intake is sufficient. With bicarbonate it’s the same because we are
achieving a systemic effect with oral intake.
In the end all cancer treatments that are not promoted by mainstream oncology
are illegal. No licensed doctor is going to claim that they are curing cancer with
sodium bicarbonate. Though they will treat people with cancer explaining they are

balancing pH or some other metabolic profile with this common emergency room
medicine found in most kitchens of the world. More than several states have passed
laws making medical marijuana legal but the federal government will not relax and
let people be free to choose their treatments even if their lives depend on it.
Davis notes that the cowardice of research scientists who publish thoroughly
referenced reports, but pull their punches at the end by claiming that more research
needs to be done before action can be taken. Statements like these are exploited by
industry which buys them time to make much more money. It is a deliberate attempt
that creates wholesale public doubt from small data gaps and remaining scientific
uncertainties.
They have done that with everything right up to and including sunlight.
Everything is thought to be dangerous except the pharmaceutical drugs which are the
most dangerous substances of all. Stomach wrenching chemotherapy and the death
principle of radiation are legal yet safe THC laden hemp oil is not.
It is legal for doctors to attack people with their poisons but you can go to jail for
trying to save yourself or a loved one from cancer with the oil of a simple garden
weed. Our civilization has put up with this insanity but there is a great price being
paid. In a mad medical world people die that need not die. This is a terrible sadness
that has destroyed the integrity and ethics of modern medicine.
The science for the use of hemp oil is credible, specific fact-based, and is
documented in detail.14 There is absolutely no reason to not legalize medical
marijuana and create an immediate production and distribution of THC hemp oil to
cancer patients. Unfortunately we live in a world populated with governments and
medical henchmen who would rather see people die cruel deaths then have access to
a safe and effect cancer drug.
Meanwhile, the Food and Drug Administration approved Genentech’s bestselling drug Avastin as a treatment for breast cancer. According to the New York
Times, “This decision appeared to lower the threshold somewhat for approval of
certain cancer drugs. The big question was whether it was enough for a drug
temporarily to stop cancer from worsening - as Avastin had done in a clinical trial or was it necessary for a drug to enable patients to live longer, which Avastin had
failed to do. Oncologists and patient advocates were divided, in part because of the
drug’s sometimes severe side effects.”15
The differences between Avastin and hemp oil are huge. First Avastin will earn
Genentech hundreds of millions where THC hemp oil will earn no one anything.
Second there are no severe or even mild side effects to taking hemp oil and lastly it is
not a temporary answer but a real solution. Certainly hemp oil will ensure a longer
life.

Gov. Bill Richardson of New Mexico and recent candidate for president of the
United States ordered the state Health Department in 2007 to resume planning of a
medical marijuana program despite the agency's worries about possible federal
prosecution. However, the governor stopped short of committing to implement a
state-licensed production and distribution system for the drug because State
employees could face federal prosecution for implementing the law which took effect
in July. Now that he is being pursued perhaps for the office of vice-president16

things could get interesting on a federal level. We can only hope! But for now to get
THC hemp oil one would have to grow the plants and make the oil oneself. It is not
too difficult to do, it seems; but it is not exactly the safest thing because of laws and
the cooking off of the oils.
When we look at what Dr. Gregory T. Carter says, “Marijuana is a substance
with many properties that may be applicable to the management of amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS). These include analgesia, muscle relaxation, bronchodilation,
saliva reduction, appetite stimulation, and sleep induction. In addition, marijuana
has now been shown to have strong antioxidative and neuroprotective effects,
which may prolong neuronal cell survival. In areas where it is legal to do so,
marijuana should be considered in the pharmacological management of ALS.” 17
http://www.sethgroup.org/
See the video on this site to see how THC kills cancer cells.
“Marijuana has remarkably low toxicity and lethal doses in humans have not
been described. This is in stark contrast to a number of commonly prescribed
medications used for similar purposes, including opiates, anti-emetics, antidepressants, and muscle relaxants, not to mention legal substances used recreationally
including tobacco and alcohol,” writes Dr. Carter.
Special Note from the Rick Simpson people in Canada: Follow the directions
in the video or YouTube #4 on making the oil. Remember to use extreme care with
volatile solvents. - As described - well ventilated and no open flame or risk of
ignition to the solvent vapours. Naphtha or 'white gas' is the least expensive and in
distillation can be reclaimed. Common 'camp gas' [Coleman] for stoves and lanterns
has additives and should not be used. 99% Ethanol, Isopropyl alcohol and acetone
can be, but Isopropyl absorbs some plant waxes producing darker colored oil. 4, - 5
liters [1 gal] should be enough solvent for 1 lb -or- 500g of good dry plant material.
That should return about 2 ounces of oil [9-10 tubes] enough to cure cancer, or look
after any other disease conditions.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 http://www.redorbit.com/news/health/1259095/doctor_group_endorses_medical_
marijuana/
2 The confusion and concern often arises due to the fact that hemp seed/oil is derived
from the plant Cannabis sativa, which is often incorrectly linked to the psychoactive
substance, marijuana. The psychoactive ingredient of marijuana is the chemical THC,
however the quantities of THC in hemp oil are so small that they are regarded as
insignificant. In fact, for commercial hemp oil products to comply with Government
regulations, they must contain less than 10ppm THC, which is very, very little.
However, in the majority of products absolutely none can be detected. It would be
almost impossible for this level of THC intake to measure even close to illegal levels
during a drug urine test.
3 http://www.mikuriya.com/can_vapor.html
4 http://www.mikuriya.com/vc_multimedia.html
5 http://salem-news.com/articles/january112008/cancer_treatment_11008.php
6 http://www.primidi.com/2004/09/05.html
7 http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2004-08/aafc-mii081204.php
8 http://steveridenour.com/My_Homepage_Files/Page5.html

mabar@unipa.it
20Magnesium infusion for vasospasm prophylaxis after subarachnoid hemorrhage. J
Neurosurg. 2006 Nov;105(5):723-9. PMID: 17121134 OBJECT: Despite the
application of current standard therapies, vasospasm continues to result in death or
major disability in patients treated for ruptured aneurysms. The authors investigated
the effectiveness of continous MgSO4 infusion for vasospasm prophylaxis.
METHODS: Seventy-six adults (mean age 54.6 years; 71% women; 92% Caucasian)
were included in this comparative matched-cohort study of patients with aneurysmal
subarachnoid hemorrhage on the basis of computed tomography (CT) findings.
Thirty-eight patients who received continuous MgSO4 infusion were matched for
age, race, sex, treatment option, Fisher grade, and Hunt and Hess grade to 38
historical control individuals who did not receive MgSO4infusion. Twelve grams of
MgSO4 in 500 ml normal saline was given intravenously daily for 12 days if the
patient presented within 48 hours of aneurysm rupture. Vasospasm was diagnosed on
the basis of digital substraction angiography, CT angiography, and transcranial
Doppler ultrasonography, and evidence of neurological deterioration. Symptomatic
vasospasm was present at a significantly lower frequency in patients who received
MgSO4 infusion (18%) compared with patients who did not receive MgSO4 (42%)
(p = 0.025). There was no significant difference in mortality rate at discharge (p =
0.328). A trend toward improved outcome as measured by the modifed Rankin Scale
(p = 0.084), but not the Glasgow Outcome Scale (p = 1.0), was seen in the MgSO4
treated group..

9 Vol. 299, Issue 3, 951-959, December 2001- Pharmacology and Experimental
Therapeutics
10 http://hills.ccsf.cc.ca.us/~jinouy01/vital/hemp/cancer2.html All the rats left
untreated uniformly died 12-18 days after glioma (brain cancer) cell inoculation.
Cannabinoid (THC)-treated rats survived significantly longer than control rats. THC
administration was ineffective in three rats, which died by days 16-18. Nine of the
THC-treated rats surpassed the time of death of untreated rats, and survived up to 1935 days. Moreover, the tumor was completely eradicated in three of the treated rats.
11 Massi et al. 2004. Antitumor effects of cannabidiol, a non-psychotropic
cannabinoid, on human glioma cell lines. Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental
Therapeutics Fast Forward 308: 838-845.
12 http://www.alternet.org/drugreporter/20008/
13 Lester Grinspoon, an emeritus professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School,
is
the
coauthor
of
"Marijuana,
the
Forbidden
Medicine
http://www.alternet.org/drugreporter/48749/
14 http://safeaccess.ca/research/cancer.htm
15 http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/23/business/23drug.html?th&emc=th
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/23/us/politics/23richardson.html?
16
_r=1&th&emc=
th&oref=slogin
17 Carter GT; Rosen BS. Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA), Neuromuscular
Disease Clinic, Department of Rehabilitation Medicine, University of Washington
School of Medicine, Seattle, Washington, USA. Am J Hosp Palliat Care. ; 18
(4):264-70 (ISSN: 1049-9091)
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The special active compounds in cannabis
are referred to collectively as "cannabinoids."
Marijuana is a colloquial term used to refer to the dried flowers of the female
Cannabis Sativa and Cannabis Indica plants. Marijuana, or cannabis, as it is more
appropriately called, has been part of humanities medicine chest for almost as long as
history has been recorded. All forms of cannabis plants are quite complex, containing
over 400 chemicals. Approximately 60 of these chemicals are classified as
cannabinoids. Among the most psychoactive of the cannabinoids is delta-9tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the active ingredient in the prescription medications
dronabinol (Marinol) and naboline (Cesamet). Other major cannabinoids include
cannabidiol (CBD) and cannabinol (CBN), both of which are non-psychoactive but
possess distinct pharmacological effects.
Cannabis was formally introduced to the United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) in
1854, though written references regarding the plants therapeutic use date back as far
as 2800 B.C. By 1900 cannabis was the third leading active ingredient behind alcohol
and opiates in patent medicines for sale in America.
A cannabinoid is the signaling molecule within a unique system of
communication that is activated intermittently between two of the brain's most
ubiquitous nerve cells -- neurons containing the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA,
and neurons containing the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate. The modulation of
inhibitory and excitatory signals leads to the regulation of excitation and inhibition
within clusters of neurons that is the basis for all action and thought.
The researchers studied cannabinoid receptors called CB1 and CB2, which are
proteins that bind with cannabinoids, the active ingredients of marijuana. The
synergy between these receptors and cannabinoids are known to provide
protective effects against inflammation in the brain.In the first part of their study,
they compared the brain tissue of deceased Alzheimer's patients to similar tissue from
healthy people who had died at the same age. Those who suffered from Alzheimer's
had significantly reduced functioning of their cannabinoid receptors compared to the
healthy group, which meant those with the disease had lost the capacity to experience
the protective effects of cannabinoids.
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Cannabinoids reduced inflammation in the brain
and prevented cognitive decline. Cannabinoids have
also been shown to alleviate neuropathic pain.1
Dr. Gregory T. Carter, Clinical Associate Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine,
University of Washington School of Medicine says, “Marijuana is a complex
substance containing over 60 different forms of cannabinoids, the active
ingredients. Cannabinoids are now known to have the capacity for neuromodulation,
via direct, receptor-based mechanisms at numerous levels within the nervous system.
These have therapeutic properties that may be applicable to the treatment of
neurological disorders; including anti-oxidative, neuroprotective, analgesic and antiinflammatory actions; immunomodulation, modulation of glial cells and tumor
growth regulation.2 Intracellular changes and altered signalling of the neurons seems
to be the principle effects of the cannabinoids in marijuana.
Cannabinoids such as THC are capable of inhibiting
nociception, i.e., pain transmission, at least in part,
by interacting with spinal cannabinoid receptors3.
Brain inflammation contributes in many age-related degenerative brain disorders,
including Alzheimer's disease. "Inflammation appears to be present many, many
years prior to the onset of the symptoms," says Dr. Gary L. Wenk from Ohio State
University. Dr. Wenk and his associates have discovered that daily treatment with
cannabinoids reduced inflammation in the brain and improved memory. Studies have
shown that people who routinely use anti-inflammatory drugs, particularly the ones
that cross the blood brain barrier, have a significantly reduced incidence of
Alzheimer's disease. Marijuana has strong anti-inflammatory effects. "This is why
I believe that people who used marijuana a few decades ago are much less likely to
develop any disease, such as Alzheimer's, that relies upon the slow development of
brain inflammation," said Wenk.
The recent discovery of an endogenous cannabinoid system with specific
receptors and ligands (a compound that activates a receptor and triggers its
characteristic response) has increased our understanding of the actions of marijuana.
Excessive inflammatory responses can emerge as a potential danger for
organisms’ health. Physiological balance between pro and anti-inflammatory
processes constitutes an important feature of responses against harmful events.
Studies on the effects of marijuana smoking have evolved into the discovery and
description of the endocannabinoid system. To date, this system is composed of two
receptors - CB1 and CB2, and endogenous ligands including anandamide, 2arachidonoyl glycerol, and others.
Signaling by the cannabinoid system represents a
mechanism by which neurons can communicate
backwards across synapses to modulate their inputs.
Dr. Roger A. Nicol
UCSF professor of cellular and molecular pharmacology

CB1 receptors and ligands are found in the brain as well as immune and other
peripheral tissues. Conversely, CB2 receptors and ligands are found primarily in the
periphery, especially in immune cells. Cannabinoid receptors are G protein-coupled
receptors, and they have been linked to signaling pathways and gene activities in
common with this receptor family.
What we found is old animals have the receptors and they actually
get better if we treat them with the drug. If we give an old rat a
high enough dose ... we will reduce their brain inflammation
and what we actually do is make them smarter as we do it.
Dr. Gary L. Wenk
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In addition, cannabinoids have been shown to modulate a variety of immune
cell functions in humans and animals and more recently, have been shown to
modulate T helper cell development, chemotaxis, and tumor development. Many
of these drug effects occur through cannabinoid receptor signaling mechanisms and
the modulation of cytokines and other gene products. It appears the
immunocannabinoid system is involved in regulating the brain-immune axis and
might be exploited in future therapies for chronic diseases and immune deficiency.
The same brain machinery that responds to the active substance
in marijuana provides "on-demand" protection against seizures.
Dr. Carter says, “The cannabinoid system appears to be intricately involved in
normal human physiology, specifically in the control of movement, pain, memory
and appetite, among others. Widespread cannabinoid receptors have been discovered
in the brain and peripheral tissues. The cannabinoid system represents a previously
unrecognized ubiquitous network in the nervous system. There is a dense receptor
concentration in the cerebellum, basal ganglia, and hippocampus, accounting for the
effects on motor tone, coordination, and mood state. There are very few cannabinoid
receptors in the brainstem, which may explain marijuana's remarkably low toxicity.”
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 A pair of studies published in the journal Neuroscience Letters in 2004 reported
that mice administered a cannabis receptor agonist experienced a reduction in
diabetic related tactile allodynia (pain resulting from non-injurious stimulus to the
skin) compared to non-treated controls. The findings suggest that “cannabinoids have
a potential beneficial effect on experimental diabetic neuropathic pain.” Dogrul et al.
2004. Cannabinoids block tactile allodynia in diabetic mice without attenuation of its
antinociceptive effect. Neuroscience Letters 368: 82-86.
2 Curr Opin Investig Drugs. 2002 Mar;3(3):437-40.
3 Jennelle Durnett Richardson, Lin Aanonsen, and Kenneth M. Hargreaves1.
Hypoactivity of the Spinal Cannabinoid System Results in NMDA-Dependent
Hyperalgesia. The Journal of Neuroscience, January 1, 1998, 18(1):451-457
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Bob's Red Mill, Aluminum Free, Baking Soda, Gluten Free, 16 oz (1 lb) 453g;
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Infectious Processes
For Ancient Minerals Magnesium Oil and Ocean Minerals Magnesium Oil
LL's Magnetic Clay, Inc.
PO Box 619, San Ramon CA 94583
Toll Free (800) 257-3315
Fax (925) 968-1960
info@magneticclay.com for general inquiries
wholesale@magneticclay.com for wholesale
www.magneticclay.com
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Medical Marijuana and Cancer

Canadian Distributor for Ancient Minerals:
Promedics
PO Box 155
2498 W 41st Avenue
Vancouver, BC V6M2A7
Phone: 604-261-5057
Toll Free: 877-268-5057
Fax: 604-730-7186
Email: info@promedics.ca
website: www.promedics.ca
Top Health Group Ltd
171 Thames St
Oamaru
New Zealand
P: +64 3 4348741
F: +64 3 4348168
TOLL FREE: 0800 000 980 (Nz Only)
http://www.pharmacy-nz.com/magnesium-oil.html
email admin@pharmacy-nz.com

Magnesium Flakes are very inexpensive
IODINE

Nascent Iodine
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LL’s Magnetic Clay
www.magneticclay.com
Spirulina

Febico Spirulina in the US
http://www.lamolina.net/product.html
http://www.lamolina.net/spirulina100.html
retail cost: 19.99

Alpha Lipoic Acid:
150 mg. capsules plus 200 mg. biotin
90 caps cost $27.95
r-ALA from RalaPure:
http://www.wellnesspartners.biz/RalaPure_R_Alpha_Lipoic_Acid_p/1261-ra01.htm

r-ALA for chemically sensitive people, no biotin, and dosage adjustable for children:
http://www.geronova.com/products/product_briefs/k_rala_10.php
www.geronova.com/products/product_briefs/k_rala_10.php (liquid)
www.geronova.com/products/product_briefs/k_rala_bioenhanced_rla.php (caps)

PROBIOTIC
Living Streams

Wayne Blakely
livingstreamspro@sbcglobal.net
I am building a web site as of today but it is not
www.providencepro.net
www.livingstreamsmission.com ,
www.livingstreamsprobiotics.com will be the web sites for our company.

done.
and

www.liquidprobiotic.com or www.nutrimedical.com sales sites for Living Streams
Probiotic

Prescript-Assist®(P-A) is a 3rd-generation combination of >29 probiotic microflora
“Soil-Based-Organisms (SBOs)” uniquely combined with a Leonardite-based
prebiotic that enhances SBO proliferation.[ Prescript-Assist’s® microflora are Class1 micro-ecological units that are typical of those progressively found resident along
the healthy human GI Track (and as SBOs at different stages of organic breakdown in
productive soil).
Distributed by
LL’s Magnetic Clay Inc.
Toll Free: 1.800.257.3315
www.magneticclay.com
Vitamin C

Megafood Complex C
Vitacoast: 180caplets for $35.67
http://www.vitacost.com/Store/Basket/CartUpdate.cfm?SKU
Number=051494101353&action=add
Selenium

Innate Response Selenium, 100% Food Grown 90 tabs $19.00
CRUSADOR ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 618205
Orlando, FL 32861-8205
Toll Free #: 800-593-6273
http://www.healthtruthrevealed.com/cgi-bin/health/IRS.html
Email: questions@healthtruthrevealed.com
CLAY
Sodium Bentonite Clay Baths

LL’s Magnetic Clay
PO Box 619, San Ramon CA 94583
Toll Free (800) 257-3315
Fax (925) 968-1960
info@magneticclay.com for general inquiries
wholesale@magneticclay.com for wholesale
www.magneticclay.com
Calcium Bentonite
for oral use/ ingestion:

Nature’s Body Beautiful
Therapeutic Living Clay
http://www.naturesbodybeautiful.com/
626 Scheel, Kyle, TX 78640
Phone: (512) 804-5909
Toll Free: (800) 915-CLAY
Email: Info@NaturesBodyBeautiful.com
Customer Service: CustomerService@NaturesBodyBeautiful.com
1 lb. powdered clay
Glutathione sources
Nebulized Glutathione:
http://www.apothecure.com/glutathione.php Dr. Whitacker recommended
Also see: http://phoenix-cfs.org/Glutathione%20Building%20in%20CFS.htm

Source for buffered (with bicarbonate) to prevent bronchospasm, reduced
glutathione that can be mixed with distilled water for a nebulizer:
www.theranaturals.com/products.html An isotonic solution is produced when one
Reduced L-Glutathione™ Plus capsule is dissolved in roughly 5 milliliters of distilled
water. Reduced L-Glutathione plus scroll down to find it $35 for bottle of caps. No
script needed.
Saltpipe

Cisca Saltpipe
http://www.thesaltpipe.co.uk/benefit.htm
Chelators:
Chelorex from science Formulas:
http://www.scienceformulas.com/

Heavy Metal Detox from Dr. Georgiou:
www.detoxmetals.com/index.php?
page=shop.browse&option=com_virtuemart&Itemid=1
NDF and Biochelate available from LL’s Magnetic Clay:
LL’s Magnetic Clay
PO Box 619, San Ramon CA 94583
Toll Free (800) 257-3315
Fax (925) 968-1960
info@magneticclay.com for general inquiries
wholesale@magneticclay.com for wholesale
www.magneticclay.com
Zeolite:
Sacred Health: Orme zeolite:
http://www.sacredhealth.net/quantum_zeolite.html
Natural Cellular Defense (NCD) Zeolite:
Contact: Sharon Hoehner; Weiora
http://my.waiora.com/home.php?415004
(250) 245-9240 |
e-mail me
Colostrum

PerCoBa- bovine colostrum
http://www.percoba.com/index.html
Contact: Marti
Sodium Thiosulfate:
http://stores.ebay.com/The-Chemistry-Connection_Water-Chemicals
Dechlorination_W0QQcolZ4QQdirZ1QQfsubZ1388563QQftidZ2QQtZkm
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To get your laundry sparkling clean, add 1/2
cup baking soda to your washing machine load.
Sodium bicarbonate is found in almost every kitchen and makes an excellent
replacement for toothpaste for it is excellent in stabilizing and curing problems in the
oral cavity. There is really no end to the uses this extremely helpful concentrated
food/medicine can be put to. Everyone knows its use as an anti-acid in Alka-Seltzer.
Just remember it, like everything else in this life needs to be used with prudence.
There is nothing that exists that does not have some danger implied, after all we can
drown in water and get hit by a car walking down a quiet street. But after reading this
book you will be a world class expert on sodium bicarbonate and laugh in the face of
professionals who would warn you to try something more dangerous, less effective
and certainly dramatically more expensive.
Many households are looking for natural alternatives for chemical-laden
cleansers. While there is no denying the effectiveness of many chemical cleansers, in
many cases natural cleaning products that are just as efficient and far kinder to people
and the environment.
Sodium Bicarbonate is a great cleaner, a deodorizer, a mild abrasive, a stain
remover and has hundreds of other uses. More and more of us are becoming aware of
the hazards of using toxic chemicals around the house, especially when small
children and pets are around. Even though Baking Soda is mild it is highly effective
and makes even tough cleaning jobs easy. It is a naturally occurring mineral that has
been on the market since the middle 18 hundreds. Comparing the cost of any
commercial cleaning product to baking soda, which is just a fraction of the price, it’s
a wonder that not everyone has switched over already.
One can buy Baking Soda in large cartons from a restaurant wholesaler. To 4 ½
lbs/ 2kgs of soda one can add a ¼ cup of orrisroot powder and a few drops of my
favorite scent; lavender in spring and summer, cinnamon in the fall and pine in the
winter. To use as Carpet Freshener sprinkle Baking Soda mix on carpet or couch and
let it sit for ½-1 hour. It eliminates pet and other odors quite effectively. Remember
to add some to the vacuum bag too.
You can't be too careful when it comes to food handling and preparation. Wash
fruits and vegetables in a pot of cold water with 2-3 table-spoons baking soda; the
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baking soda will remove some of the impurities tap water leaves behind. Or put a
small amount of baking soda on a wet sponge or vegetable brush and scrub your
produce. Give everything a thorough rinsing before serving.

Infectious Processes

If you or someone in your family is sensitive to the high-acid content of tomatobased sauces or coffee, you can lower the overall acidity by sprinkling in a pinch of
baking soda while cooking (or, in the case of coffee, before brewing).

Dr. Tullio Simoncini’s Case
Studies

Need a stand-in for yeast when making dough? If you have some powdered
vitamin C (or citric acid) and baking soda on hand, you can use a mixture of the two
instead. Just mix in equal parts to equal the quantity of yeast required. What's more,
the dough you add it to won't have to rise before baking.

Magnesium the Lamp of Life

Keep your wooden or plastic cutting board clean by occasionally scrubbing it
with a paste made from 1 tablespoon each baking soda, salt, and water. Rinse
thoroughly with hot water. Most kitchen drains can be unclogged by pouring in 1 cup
baking soda followed by 1 cup hot vinegar (simply heat it up in the microwave for 1
minute). Give it several minutes to work, then add 1 quart (1 liter) boiling water.
Repeat if necessary. If you know your drain is clogged with grease, use 1/2 cup each
of baking soda and salt followed by 1 cup boiling water. Let the mixture work
overnight; then rinse with hot tap water in the morning.

Bowel Tolerance Dosages

Looking for a more powerful dishwashing liquid? Try adding 2 tablespoons
baking soda to the usual amount of liquid you use, and watch it cut through grease
like a hot knife! Here you really see the power of power of bicarbonate in action.
Swimming pool applications gives us another idea about what we are doing
inside the liquid pools of our bodies when we take bicarbonate orally. People
normally add about 1 1/2 pounds (680 grams) baking soda for every 10,000 gallons
(38,000 liters) of water in your swimming pool to raise the total alkalinity by 10 ppm
(parts per million). Most pools require alkalinity in the 80-150 ppm range.
Maintaining the proper pool alkalinity level is vital for minimizing changes in pH if
acidic or basic pool chemicals or contaminants are introduced to the water.
This concludes this first comprehensive presentation of sodium bicarbonate’s use
in medicine. This first edition will rapidly expand as patients and practitioners alike
follow some of the instructions in this book and send in their results and testimonies.
Bicarbonate is the Trojan horse sitting inside the inner plaza of the pharmaceutical
companies.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------One can go on and on with bicarbonate and its uses. If one wants to get into every
aspect and possibility with common baking soda just Google ‘baking soda house hold
uses.’
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To Patients about Emotions in Cancer
Short View
Please note that in other books of mine we pay much more attention to the
mental, emotional and spiritual aspects of cancer. It is not easy to keep ones
perceptual balance when dealing with cancer meaning we easily get obsessed with
one aspect and neglect the rest. This book is about one dimension of cancer though an
important one because it directs us how to attack cancer head on.
Many practitioners have recognized certain patterns of thinking, believing and
feeling in cancer patients. There is a great tendency of cancer patients to feel
burdened by some poor self-image, unresolved conflict and worries, or past
emotional conflict/trauma that still lingers in his subconscious mind and cellular
memories. Cancer, the physical disease, does not develop so easily unless there is a
strong undercurrent of emotional uneasiness and deep-seated frustration. Often when
there is a war on the imagination level or when our imaginations are going in one
direction and our hearts wanting to go in another this kind of split tears into the
immune system opening the door for infectious process.
These factors represent another side of cancer that takes a softer type of medicine
to address. Thus my book Soft Medicine will be released soon as well as
HeartHealth. Both of these works address the deeper issues of cancer and of
ourselves. But with all the above said sometimes cancer is largely a case of toxic
poisoning, of a mouth full of amalgam, or heavy metal buildup of many types and so
forth. This book is not trying to cover what my book Winning the War on Cancer
does.
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Combining Oral with Transdermal
Dose Sensitivity & Therapeutic Effect
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One of the most luxurious medical treatments on earth is to receive magnesium
massages on a consistent basis. Having at least an ounce of what is called magnesium
oil rubbed all over ones body by either a trained or even untrained massage therapist
is simply heavenly. One can also do this oneself meaning cover ones body all over
with the magnesium oil like one would sunscreen and go out in the sun and have
some fun.
Another method of administration is pouring magnesium chloride into ones bath
at high concentrations and soak in a hot tub, perhaps with a cup of sodium
bicarbonate in it. On page 201 of my Transdermal Magnesium Therapy book I
recommend 2-8 oz (56,6 -226,4 g) of Magnesium Oil for a full body bath (ca
100liter) These initial recommendations for baths were very low. My excuse is the
inexperience of the early days of transdermal magnesium therapy and also that here
in Brazil we don’t have a bathtub so my experience has been with body spraying and
magnesium massage. I am now recommending much higher dosages for baths
ranging anywhere from 2 to 4 pounds to even six pounds for professional use in
clinics and spas.
In the early days when a gallon of oil was over 100 dollars even eight ounces
sounded expensive to many people. Now you can buy flakes of high quality (low
heavy metal profile) in quantity and use three pounds (which is equivalent to a gallon
of oil) in a adult bath for approximately 15 dollars. Small baths for autistic and other
children with serious problems would probably be about half that for a full strength
bath.
I am not talking about a nice hot magnesium bath for simple relaxation but
professional baths intended for strong therapeutic effect. The % of magnesium in the
bath under my old recommendations came only to 45-180 mg/l magnesium. When
you discover that open seawater has a content of 1300 mg/l magnesium we see that
our early recommendations were way to low. The driving force behind transdermal
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intake is the concentration gradient.
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The concentration of magnesium in the pure magnesium oil is about 80,000 mg/l
and when you apply that directly on the skin, intake rate is high. But in the case of a
bath application my new recommendation needs to be brought up to somewhere
between 1500 and 5000 mg/l magnesium (1 to 4 times the sea concentration). Dead
Sea therapy1 has a concentration of up to 40,000 mg/l magnesium and people bathe
every day in these waters. Fick’s Law of Membrane Permeability says that the
amount of any solute (magnesium) that will be absorbed is directly dependent upon
the area of contact, the concentration of the solution and the time that the solute is in
contact with the membrane.2
So we are talking about setting the therapeutic level of magnesium chloride
concentrations in baths much higher and recommend between 2 and 4 pounds in an
average bath. Physical therapists and dermatologists, sport therapists, spas and other
clinics will want to be using cost affective bath flakes as compared to ready made
magnesium oil to achieve higher concentrations. Shipping costs are less also because
the water has been taken out of the oil to make the flakes. The quality of the flakes
are an important factor for excess heavy metal ions will also flow in with the
magnesium thus my recommendation for Ancient Mineral products that come from
250 million year old deposits.
A third avenue of administration is to simply drink magnesium chloride in ones
water or juice. The best way is to combine one of the transdermal routes with
oral 3 for concentrated doses that achieve maximum therapeutic effect.
Magnesium is important and desperately needed because it is so terribly deficient in
people that even at low concentrations people have felt results. But when we are
practicing medicine of whatever kind we are looking for dramatic shifts in peoples’
conditions. Below we will have a penetrating discussion about doses and therapeutic
effect but the basic idea, when using concentrated nutritional medicines like
magnesium chloride, iodine and sodium bicarbonate is to take doses up to maximum
levels possible.

Each spray of Magnesium Oil contains approximately 18 milligrams
of elemental magnesium.4 An ounce would contain just over 3,300 mg.
Five sprays in a glass of water would thus be almost 100 milligrams.5
Three to five to even ten sprays of magnesium chloride in a glass of pure water or
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juice is an excellent way to take magnesium internally. It assists digestion,
counteracts excess acidity in the stomach, and delivers magnesium swiftly into the
bloodstream for distribution to all the cells of the body. Minerals like magnesium in
ionic liquid form are vastly superior to pill forms. Much more magnesium will get
absorbed and absorption will not depend on hydrochloric acid levels.
Several years ago I told the story of a retired pediatrician Dr. Herbert Mansmann
Jr., director of the Magenesium Research Lab who was a diabetic with severe
peripheral neuropathy. He was able to reverse the neuropathy and nerve degeneration
with a year of using oral magnesium preparations at very high doses. “For example it
took me 6 tabs of each of the following every 4 hours, Maginex, MgOxide, Mag-Tab
SR and Magonate to get in positive Mg balance. I tell people this not to scare them,
but to illustrate how much I needed to saturate myself. Most will only need 10% of
this amount (still about three grams). I was doing an experiment on myself to see if it
helped my diabetic neuropathy. It worked so I did it for one year, and I have had
significant nerve regeneration.”6
He was taking 20 grams a day but that was because he also had what is called
magnesium wasting disease. He thought that about three grams would be sufficient
for people without that disorder. When we are going for therapeutic effect with
serious disorders like cancer or even autism we want to emulate Dr. Mansmann’s
dosage levels.
There are over 200 published clinical studies documenting the need for
magnesium and many examples of miraculous “cures” from the use of this common
mineral. Yet DAN (Defeat Autism Now) doctors underestimate autistic children’s
needs recommending only 50 mgs twice a day in oral form even though children with
gut problems can absorb only small percentages through their intestines. The entire
autism community needs to be acutely aware that its present dependency on oral
magnesium supplementation is responsible for a sizable cause of less then excellent
results from chelation. A complete changeover to transdermal/topical approaches to
magnesium supplementation is called for with these children because their guts are
seriously compromised meaning they cannot absorb magnesium well through oral
consumption. Fifty milligrams twice a day is way too low. There is a huge difference
between supplementing magnesium and using magnesium chloride as a medicine to
effect real and direct changes in overall cell physiology.

Magnesium Torment (Deficiency)
All those years when doctors used to tell their patients its all in your heads were
years the medical profession was showing its ignorance. It is a torment to be
magnesium deficient on one level or another. Even if it’s for the enthusiastic sport
person whose athletic performance is down,7 magnesium deficiency will disturb
sleep and background stress levels and a host of other things that reflect on the
quality of life. Depression and other neurological disorders are also extremely
correlated with magnesium deficiency. Doctors have not been using the appropriate
test for magnesium – their serum blood tests just distort their perceptions.
Magnesium has been off their radar screens through the decades that magnesium
deficiencies have snowballed.

Turning Paracelsus on his Head
So what do we do in the middle of this mess? We turn medicine’s most basic
principles upside down. Below is the very beginning of a chapter I published about
two years ago called Beyond Paracelsus.8 It describes the very heart of
pharmaceutical pharmacology. As you read this remember that we are going to create
a philosophy and practice of medicine exactly 180 degrees to the opposite. This is no
small subject and it would be helpful to understand prerequisite information like the
Science of Low Doses meaning that in reality we find that poisons poison people
even at ultra low doses. That is what poisons in general do – they poison people, even
in minuscule amounts.
While there is no such thing as a safe chemical, it must be
realized there is no chemical that cannot be used safely by
limiting the dose or exposure. Poisons can be safely used
and be of benefit to society when used appropriately.
Royal Society of Chemistry
This statement by the Royal Society of Chemistry is one of the most basic
assumptions of the chemical and pharmaceutical companies and the governments that
supposedly regulate them. They use it as their guiding light no matter how wrong the
assumption is, no matter how much death and disease is created from it. What we are
seeing in the world today are massive spreads of chronic diseases like diabetes,
neurological disorders, asthma, cancer and a host of other problems stemming from
the in appropriate use of poisons. The assumption that poisons can be used safely is
modern mans Pandora’s box; once opened the most greedy power hungry
industrialists felt free to use poison in everything from house hold products like soap
and shampoo to putting it directly in our foods, medicines and even drinking water.
The problem all started with Paracelsus, sometimes called the "father" of
toxicology, who wrote: "The dose makes the poison." The original quote actually is:
"All things are poison and nothing (is) without poison; only the dose makes that a
thing is no poison." In other words, the amount of a substance a person is exposed to
is as important as the nature of the substance. For example, small doses of aspirin can
be beneficial to a person, but at very high doses aspirin can be deadly. In some
individuals, even at very low doses, aspirin may be deadly. We all know that
everyone can drown in water and even too much oxygen will do you in. Thus it was
Paracelsus’ belief that it was not the substance which was toxic (since everything is
toxic) but the amount. But is this really helpful to us today and does it reflect present
realities? The big problem with people who fanatically follow Paracelsus comes
down to this: hardcore believers in the dose makes the poison medical philosophy
tend to forget one important thing and that is - poison poisons people, even at ultra
low doses.
It is absurd to label pure water as poisonous
simply because one can drown in it.
Though there is some perfect logic to Paracelsus statements there is a tragedy in
the making defining everything along a poisonous scale as the world of medical
science has done. Because we have defined everything as potentially poisonous, there
are people (Codex) who are saying non poisonous helpful substances like vitamin C
or any vitamin and mineral are dangerous like poisons if you take too much.
Therefore they are already, in certain countries, limiting the amount that is available
to consumers. This is a crime because the reality is that we are needing increasing
amounts of antioxidants like Vitamin C, A, E, and minerals like magnesium,
selenium and zinc to deal with the toxic overloads.
The basic principle of Natural Allopathic Medicine is just the opposite of
orthodox allopathic medicine. Instead of using poisons at low doses we use
concentrated nutritional substances at exceptionally high dosages. I am not

suggesting we drown anyone or dump a ton of vitamin C on a baby to see if he or she
can breathe under all that weight. Natural Allopathic Medicine is the name not only
of a new book of mine in progress but is the name of the medical approach I am
introducing this fall.
If someone is having a stroke or heart attack you certainly do not
want to throw them into a bath with four ounces of magnesium inside.
My suggestion for cancer patients and anyone else with serious illness is to bring
levels of substances like magnesium chloride, iodine and sodium bicarbonate up to
very high levels. The dose makes the effect in Natural Allopathic Medicine were
the dose makes the poison in modern medicine. When we are confronting serious
chronic or even acute situations we do want to maximize the strength of our
treatments.
A sane rule of thumb for magnesium supplementation (not for therapeutic effect)
is approximately 6-8 mg/kg (3-4 mg per pound) of body weight per day. That
translates into a total dietary magnesium intake of 600 to 900 mg per day for a 200-lb
man which is already way above the RDA, about double. With children some
researchers indicate that 10 mg/kg/day are appropriate because of their low body
weight and increased requirements for growth. Athletes also need more depending on
their stress and training levels and we can always adjust upwards when under great
emotional stress or when seriously ill.
Our cells are best served when they
are brimming with magnesium reserves.
In general, for a large adult, spraying one ounce of Magnesium Oil a day all over
the body is recommended for six months to recover cellular levels with that adjusted
downward for children depending on their age and size. This coupled with oral
intake, especially for adults, is necessary to get the maximum kick out of magnesium.
When magnesium levels are at extremely low levels intravenous application is an
option and is often necessary in emergency situations. See my upcoming book
Magnesium – The Ultimate Heart Medicine for more information on this. Very
strong therapeutic magnesium baths yield another level of effect which competes
quite handedly with intravenous applications but they are no a substitute for them in
emergency situations obviously.
Magnesium chloride and Vitamin C have similar toxicity
profiles with overdose from both resulting at worst usually
in diarrhea unless the kidneys are seriously compromised.

Strong therapeutic foot soaks are another option and are especially
important for diabetics who suffer from diabetic neuropathy. Soak the whole
body or just the feet in bath water for 20-30 minutes, at a temperature of about 108
degrees The most effective protocol for this therapy is to begin with a daily body or
foot bath every day for the first 7 days, (starting at lighter concentrations and building
up) then continue with a maintenance program of 2-3 times a week for 6-8 weeks or
longer. Sensitive care must be taken especially with children as to dose levels, water
temperature and magnesium concentrations. Muscle spasms might occur on rare
occasions if one forgets to get out of the tub so it is necessary to supervise children
and the length of time they remain soaking in magnesium chloride. All strong
reactions like redness in local areas to diarrhea or even muscle spasms are indications
to reduce concentration.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 German research have shown Dead Sea salts have ultimately been the reason for

reduced amounts of LangerhansA cells in the epidermis, and conversely salts of
sodium chloride were void of any effect at all. (al G. S., 1990 December).
Magnesium chloride is also discussed when the topic of dermatitis comes into play as
an excellent treatment protocol. The anti-inflammatory result of utilizing hypertonic
Dead Sea solution on atopic dermatitis by means of magnesium ions is well known.
(al., 2002) Further studies also revealed that the magnesium solution greatly reduced
inflammation in allergic contact dermatitis. The study involved five patients with an
identified nickel allergy, where magnesium chloride (not sodium chloride) stifled
nickel-sulfate induced contact dermatitis. (Greiner J, 1990 November)
2 Diffusion is the mechanism by which components of a mixture are transported
around the mixture by means of random molecular (Brownian) motion (cf.
permeation: the ability of a diffusant to pass through a body - dependent on both the
diffusion coefficient, D, and the solubility coefficient, S, ie, permeability coefficient,
P = D.S). Flynn et al. cite Berthalot as postulating, at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, that the flow of mass by diffusion (ie, the flux), across a plane, was
proportional to the concentration gradient of the diffusant across that plane.
http://www.initium.demon.co.uk/fick.htm
3 Dr. Raul Vergin offered the following guidelines for oral intake of a 2.5%
Magnesium Chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2-6H2O) solution (i.e.: 25 grams or
approximately one ounce of pure food grade powder in a liter of water). The quantity
of elemental magnesium contained in a 125 cc dose of the 2.5% solution is around
500 mg.
Dosages are as follows:
Adults and children over 5 years old 125 cc
4 year old children 100 cc
3 year old children 80 cc
1-2 year old children 60 cc
Over 6 months old children 30 cc
Under 6 months old children 15 cc
125 milliliter = 4.2267528 ounce [US, liquid]
cc and ml are equivalent
Dr. Vergin indicates that “In acute diseases the dose is administered every 6 hours
(every 3 hours the first two doses if the case is serious); then space every 8 hours and
then 12 hours as improvement goes on. After recovery it's better going on with a dose
every 12 hours for some days. As a preventive measure, and as a magnesium
supplement, one or two doses a day can be taken indefinitely. Magnesium Chloride,
even if it's an inorganic salt, is very well absorbed and it's a very good supplemental
magnesium source.”
4 Magnesium chloride is an ionic compound because it has a metal, magnesium, and
a nonmetal, chlorine. Magnesium will lose two electrons and form a +2 charge.
Chlorine will gain one electron to form a chloride ion with a -1 charge. The formula
for the compound is MgCl2. To get the formula weight, find the atomic weights and
add them together taking the subscripts into account. Magnesium is 24.3; chlorine is
35.5; so two would be 71.0. The total gives 95.3 as the formula weight.
5 Magnesium Oil from the sea weighs 12 pounds per gallon. Distilled water weighs
only 8 pounds. Thus we can calculate in a straight away manner how much elemental
magnesium is in each gallon.
6 “I was saturated at about 3 grams of elemental Mg per day, but went to 20 grams
for over a year. I now take 5 grams, and stools are semi-formed, and the surrounding
water is clear, 3-4 per day.” “Mg is very safe, since the gut absorption is regulated by
serum Mg levels, and then the Mg stays in the gut and results in varying degrees of
diarrhea. Then the dose is too high. Want soft semi-formed stools. Mine, while on
high dosages of magnesium were liquid every 2-4 hours for 2 years, the electrolytes

every month were normal, but for low potassium, part of my urinary Mg wasting,
both,” wrote Mansmann.
Dr. Mansmann concludes, “I have had diabetic neuropathy for over 10 years. The
most significant symptom is my neuropathic pain of burning feet, called
erythromelalgia. With the aid of Mg I can completely suppress the symptom, but if
my blood glucose level is acutely elevated, because of a dietary indiscretion, the pain
flares in spite of an apparent adequate dose of Mg. It goes away with extra Mg
gluconate (Magonate) in an hour or so in either case. Without the Mg it will last for
six plus hours, even though the blood glucose level is normal in about two hours.” “It
is my belief that every one with diabetes should be taking Mg supplementation to the
point of one’s Maximum Tolerated Dose, which is until one has soft-semi, formed
stools. In addition, anyone with neuropathy, without a known cause, must be
adequately evaluated for diabetes and especially those with poorly, slowly, healing
foot sores of any kind. Since the use of Mg is safe I see no reason that this should not
be “the standard of care”.
7 Seelig, MS. Athletic stress, performance and magnesium in consequences of
magnesium deficiency on the enhancement of stress reactions; preventive and
therapeutic implications:a review. J Am Coll Nutr, vol.13, no. 5, pp. 429-446, 1994
8 Auroleus Phillipus Theostratus Bombastus von Hohenheim, immortalized as
"Paracelsus," was born in 1493. Paracelsus, a Swiss doctor, pioneered the use of
chemicals and minerals in medicine. His name appears as a significant figure among
voluminous numbers of works on homeopathy, natural medicine, alternative
medicine, and botanical studies. Many see him as the predecessor of chemical
pharmacology and therapeutics and the most original medical thinker of the sixteenth
century.
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Natural Supplementation
More than 3,000 synthetic chemicals are regularly added
to U.S. food products and hardly any have been tested for their
synergistic (interactive) toxin producing effects in the human body.
Vast sums of money have been expended to make the myths that ascorbic acid is
as effective as Vitamin C in its natural form. It’s the same money that has convinced
the world’s populations that vaccine is essential for life and health. Dr. O'Shea says,
“Vitamins are not individual molecular compounds. Vitamins are biological
complexes. They are multi-step biochemical interactions whose action is dependent
upon a number of variables within the biological terrain. Vitamin activity only takes
place when all conditions are met within that environment, and when all co-factors
and components of the entire vitamin complex are present and working together.
Vitamin activity is even more than the sum of all those parts; it also involves timing.”
Synthetic vitamins replicate only one of perhaps dozens of beneficial nutrients. It’s
somewhat like imitating one ingredient that is contained in an apple. You miss all of
the related nutrients that work synergistically. Some vitamins only work well as part
of a team - leave out any of the players and the whole group becomes ineffective.
Adults who regularly take vitamin C pills providing greater
than 700 milligrams per day will experience a 25% drop in their
risk for coronary heart disease,the nation’s number one killer. 1
In Judith DeCava’s book, The Real Truth about Vitamins and Antioxidants, she
defines a vitamin as “a complex mechanism of functional, interrelated,
interdependent components. A vitamin consists of, not only the organic nutrient(s)
identified as the vitamin, but also enzymes, coenzymes, antioxidants and trace
element activators.” A vitamin complex is not simply an individual chemical or
several chemicals. It must contain all factors that make up the vitamin in its entirety.
Just like a car is not four tires, nor a wheel, nor an engine, but rather it is a “car”
when all parts are complete and working together. Thus synthetic supplement pills
are inherently unbalanced biochemistry. Ascorbic acid supplements ignore the fact
that real vitamin C is a balance of almost 150 anti-carcinogens, redox agents, and
other phytochemicals present in each fruit and vegetable. Foods contain innumerable
substances, some still unknown, that produce a combined effect to which a single
ingredient cannot compare.
The point of view that says that vitamin parts can be synthesized, in high
concentrates (high potency) is the principle followed by most supplement
manufacturers, the majority of which are pharmaceutical companies. These vitamins
are termed “synthetic” though are most often labeled “natural” even if they come
from sugar or coal tar.
“Synthetic vitamin fractions are mirror image duplicates (enantiomers) of only a
portion of the real, biologically-active, and physiologically-precise nutritional
complexes. They may be identical in chemical characteristics, but differ from one
another in their structure or configuration; they are mirror-image molecules opposite "twins" - which act and react in different ways,”2 said Dr. Jordan Rubin.
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Dr. Rubin goes on to say, “The problem with processed foods is similar to the
problem with synthetic, isolated supplements - they lack "wholeness" and cannot
reach the potency level of whole foods or whole food nutritional supplements. They
simply are not intrinsically equipped to do so. A vitamin is a complex mechanism of
biological, functional, interrelated, interdependent components. It consists of not only
the organic nutrients identified as the vitamin, but also enzymes, coenzymes,
antioxidants, and trace element activators. Since enzymes are proteins, they must
contain amino acids and trace minerals. Enzyme activators may include trace
elements such as manganese, cobalt, zinc, copper, molybdenum, selenium, vanadium,
etc. These components are effective only when left in the proper organic state.
Nutritional supplements, then, should not be individual chemicals or combined
chemicals. Supplements must be food concentrates - intact, integrated, with their
vitamin complexes incorporated - in order to retain their functional and nutritional
integrity. Altering the natural state of food concentrates will literally take the "life"
out them - leaving them "dead" -as a synthetic, isolated, adulterated supplement.
Live, natural complexes usually exist as enzymes or coenzymes; they contain live
vitamins, organic minerals, and other vital, functional, elements organized by the sun,
rain, water, soil's nutrients, and living bacteria. Heat, pasteurization, and steam
sterilization destroy enzymes and enzyme activators; supplements produced utilizing
any of these procedures are not vitamin complexes. Hence, the synthetic vitamin,
once separated from its protein component, biologically loses its function.
Chemically-pure, isolated, synthetic vitamins are devoid of all their synergists - the
factors which enable biochemical operation and action.”
There is a difference between something that is alive and something that is dead.
Live foods have a life force, an extra essence that is more than the sum of its
chemical parts. Spirulina, chlorella, Bee Pollen, brewers yeast, sesame seeds, alfalfa
sprouts, bean sprouts, fruits and organic vegetables all have potent life forces
penetrating the nutrients they carry that synthetic vitamins and minerals simply don’t
have. This is not to say that synthetic minerals and vitamins are without any value,
but the difference is significant. Life responds to life and when we want to recover
our children from disease everything counts.
The most excellent Vitamin C product the IMVA endorces, is Megafood Vitamin
C. There is no ascorbate acid in Megafood C.3 It is one of the only products in the
natural products industry to grow or activate nutrients into an actual food state. For
example, instead of using corn syrup they use nutrient activated whole citrus extract
containing 1,000 phytonutrients and bioflavonoids that our body’s needs on a daily
basis, not just the isolated constituent ascorbic acid. New Chapter is another fine
company that produces whole food vitamins.
In a side by side by side study4 compares the bioavailability of synthetic ascorbic
acid (ascorbic acid) and FoodState™ vitamin C in humans, the effect of a single
500mg ascorbic acid dose of the two forms and a placebo on plasma concentration
vs. time curve showed that FoodState™ vitamin C was 35% more absorbed and was
more gradually absorbed than ascorbic acid alone. The majority of the subjects (75%)
in this study excreted less vitamin C when they consumed FoodState ™ vitamin C,
whereas, the ones who consumed ascorbic acid alone excreted more ascorbic acid,
indicating that less was absorbed by the subjects.
Vitamin C is actively transported from the serum compartment to the cellular
compartment; Citrus Bioflavonoids present MegaFood C are myriad in structure,
biologically active and most likely differentially absorbed and utilized. In this study
ascorbate achieved peak plasma levels at 4.1 hours relative to synthetic ascorbic acid
2.9 hours. This study by Vincent and Bose is only measuring ascorbic acid levels and
not the entire biological effect of the body receiving a live vitamin complex in its
natural form.
Spirulina provides (for each 3 grams consumed) 1.64 mgs of Iron,
12.8 mg of Magnesium, 90 mcg of zinc and 33 mcg of copper.
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Mike Adams a popular medical and health writer says, “Synthetic vitamins
simply can't compare with these micro-algae when it comes to superior nutrition.
Chlorella and spirulina are superior to isolated vitamins and minerals. In fact, when
you consume chlorella and spirulina on a daily basis, you can throw out your
vitamins and minerals. There's simply no need to take isolated, individual vitamin
and mineral supplements. Many of them, especially the cheaper brands, are made
from entirely "unnatural" sources in the first place and are of questionable nutritional
value. If you really want to consume vitamins the way nature intended, you've got to
eat them as they are found in nature, which means consuming chlorella and spirulina
on a regular basis.”
At least 70 percent of the processed foods in your local
grocery store contain at least one genetically engineered
ingredient that has never been tested for its potential harm.
Gifts from Mother Earth can be combined to do things that no artificial
supplement can. Vitamins and minerals in foods are bound to natural food complexes
with proteins, carbohydrates and lipids. Synthetic combinations of isolated USP
vitamins and minerals just cannot compete with the easy absorbability of Spirulina,
and taking supplements in mega doses is really just an attempt to overcome
absorption problems.
Below are two pictures, one of ascorbic acid and another a natural vitamin C that
is also available in supplement form.

An excellent example of the difference between whole food and synthetic
supplements is vitamin C. The majority of books and magazines on the subject of
nutrition refer to vitamin C as ascorbic acid. These terms are used interchangeably.
However, vitamin C is not only ascorbic acid. Ascorbic acid is the outer skin of
vitamin C, much like the skin of an orange. Vitamin C also contains bioflavonoid
complexes, tyrosinase, and several other factors.
Most vitamins and supplements sold in the U.S. that are advertised
as natural are actually synthetic chemical concoctions that
contain coal tars, preservatives, artificial colorings
and a vast range of other potentially harmful additives.
What do you get from a bottle of vitamin C? Ascorbic acid, just a part of vitamin
C, manufactured from super-refined corn sugar. Ascorbic acid does have strong
effects on the body but is more of a drug than a nutrient. Because your body needs all
parts of a vitamin to function, it will leech the other necessary cofactors from itself in
order to use the ascorbic acid. This puts a lot of extra stress on your body, according
to Dennis Nelson, in his book, Maximizing Nutrition.
We have the appearance of the difference between white sugar and a dark brown
sugar that still has some of the nutritional value of sugar cane left in. Few people
today doubt the need for much larger doses of vitamin C yet hardly anyone looks into
the difference between a synthetic vitamin C (ascorbic acid) and a naturally sourced
vitamin C product.

Our indoctrination into the synthetics mythology has deep
roots in an awestruck fealty to science and technology,
whose powers have simultaneously blessed us and blinded us.
According to Dr. Tim O'Shea, ascorbic acid is not vitamin C, and he is correct,
though everyone thinks its perfectly ok to flood the body with ascorbic acid produced
by Hoffman-LaRoche, one of the world's biggest drug manufacturers. Over 90% of
ascorbic acid in the United States comes from Nutley, New Jersey, owned by
LaRoche, a major pharmaceutical company which practices medical deception and
terrorism, like all the rest.
Ascorbic acid is not vitamin C.
ASCORBIC ACID
ASCORBIGEN
BIOFLAVONOID
COMPLEXES
TYROSINASE
(ORGANIC
COPPER
P FACTORS
J FACTORS
K FACTORS
ASCORBIC ACID
The Functional Architecture
of Vitamin C Complex

Ascorbic acid only a portion of the natural Vitamin C Complex. Real vitamin C
is a combination of nutritive factors found in the whole Vitamin C complex as is
found in nature. Ascorbic acid is the outer skin of vitamin C, much like the skin of an
orange. Natural vitamin C also contains bioflavonoid complexes, tyrosinase, and
several other factors including these very important P, J and K Factors.
Concentrations of vitamin C in blood plasma are
six times greater when given intravenously over oral doses.
Ascorbic acid does have strong effects on the body but is more of a drug than a
nutrient because it draws down other nutrients as drugs do. Our body needs all parts
of a vitamin to function and will leech the other necessary cofactors from itself in
order to use the ascorbic acid. This puts a lot of extra stress on your body, according
to Dennis Nelson, in his book, Maximizing Nutrition. Though ascorbic acid by itself
is an effective anti oxidant it by itself is not a healer and worse, like white sugar, will
draw off essential nutrients in the body to complete itself. In a letter to the editor of
Nature, July 14, 1936, p. 27, Nobel Prize winner and discoverer of ascorbic acid Dr.
Szent-Gyorgyi.wrote that “when it comes to anti-scurvy and anti-hemorrhagic
effects, there are "other substances of similar importance and activity that accompany
ascorbic acid." When Szent-Gyorgyi tried to cure scurvy and other bleeding
conditions, he found that "with pure ascorbic acid, we obtained no response. Yet
when red pepper or lemon or lime juice was used, the condition was readily cured."
The reason for this is simple, the nutritive portions of vitamin C do the curing and
healing, ascorbic acid simply performs the antioxidant function.
Vitamins cannot be isolated from their complexes and still
perform their specific life functions within the cells. When
isolated into artificial commercial forms, like ascorbic acid,
these purified synthetics act as drugs in the body. They
are no longer vitamins, and to call them such is inaccurate.

Dr. Tim O'Shea
When it comes to the controvercy over ascorbic acid vs complete vitamin C it
must be recognized that ascorbic acid alone does pack an important medicinal punch
and is used with great success as a medicine by many doctors. Many doctors have
cured diseases with mega doses of ascorbic acid. Richard T. Lee, MD, and his
colleagues at the Harvard Medical School, tested 880 chemical compounds for their
effect on embryonic stem cells derived from mice.5 The stem cells were pretreated so
that they would emit a green color if they grew into heart muscle cells. Of all 880
compounds, which are approved for use in people, only one promoted activity in the
stem cells, and that was vitamin C. In the experiment, Lee and his colleagues treated
embryonic stem cells with vitamin C for 12 days. During this time, large numbers of
the stem cells began transforming into heart muscle cells called myocytes. The cells
even began to beat rhythmically, as normal heart cells do. In addition, vitamin C
prompted the expression, or activation, of several cardiac genes, which would have
further directed the behavior of the heart cells.
At the proper (high) dosage vitamin C lowers Lp(a),6
and it promotes the natural production of ubiquinone (CoQ10)
Vitamin C Foundation
We cannot benefit from minerals unless we can absorb them. The absorption of
minerals takes place primarily within the small intestines. As food matter passes
through the intestines, minerals transfer into the blood stream through the walls of the
intestines. This can only happen if the minerals are ionically charged. Although
stomach acid helps ionize the minerals in foods, a mineral supplement should contain
already naturally ionized minerals to be fully absorbed. It’s pathetic what the large
food companies do when they fortify children’s foods. I recently watched a doctor
who made a video of mixing fortified cornflakes with water; he put the mix in a
plastic bag with a magnet, which was easily and rapidly able to pull out all the iron
fillings from the cereal, proving that what is in the cereal is not digestible iron.

Feeding tests rank proteins by Net Protein Utilization (NPU) value, determined
by amino acid quality, digestibility (proportion absorbed by the intestines) and
biological value (proportion retained by the body). Dried eggs (94) have the highest
value, followed by milk (70-82), fish (80) and meat (67). Spirulina (62) is similar to
grains and has a higher NPU than nuts. By multiplying protein quantity by the NPU,
we can determine the usable protein as a percentage of the food's composition.
Spirulina is second only to dried eggs.
Spirulina has the ability to lock many minerals into amino acids.
By doing this, when we consume Spirulina, we receive the
minerals in a form which our body can readily utilize.
Spirulina enhanced with selenium is a good example and demonstrates how
minerals bonded to amino acids are more effective than stand-alone pharmaceutical
mineral preparations. Several studies have shown that organic selenium can be almost

totally absorbed by the body whereas the inorganic type is variable, generally over
50%. Organic selenium is selenium that is incorporated in amino acids such as
methionin (seleno-methionin) or cystein (seleno-cystein). The body thus recognises
the selenium as amino acids and since amino acids are almost totally absorbed by the
body, it means that the organic selenium is also absorbed in a camouflaged fashion.
Bioavailability requires solubility, absorption, and eventual metabolism by the
body. Bioavailability is a very important concept and gauges the extent to which an
administered substance reaches its site of action or utilization in the body.
Bioavailability is thus a measure of the efficiency of delivery - how much of what is
ingested is actually used for its intended purpose.
What this means is that as long as amino acids are coupled together with other
molecules, they cannot be used to “turn on” and “turn off” the body’s switches.
Amino acids must be found alone, unattached to other substances, in what we call
“free form” (singlets) in order to be useful to the body. Yet another form of amino
acids, which is easily used by the body, is that which herbal extracts often offer,
namely amino acids in their short-chained form of 2-10 amino acids chained together.
Yet all metabolic processes especially need the “free form,” unattached and
uncoupled, amino acids, not protein, to function correctly. Protein has to be broken
down completely to be of any value to the body’s metabolic needs.
The minerals don't diffuse around the body; they are moved
actively by cell surface pumping proteins and other means.
Dr. Andrew Hall Cutler
Estimates are that the zinc from spirulina is at least twice as effective as a zinc
supplement in curing a deficiency of the same in children. The effective dose of zinc
from spirulina was 2 to 4 times less than the zinc from a common supplement, zinc
sulfate. More than twice as many children were cured with high zinc spirulina than
they were from standard supplements in a study of one hundred children who were
diagnosed as suffering from zinc deficiency. For a three-month period, 50 children
were given zinc sulfate and 50 were given spirulina tablets. Doctors concluded that
spirulina had an effect that was much better than zinc sulfate. Spirulina had no side
effects and was easy to administer for long periods of time.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 American Journal Clinical Nutrition 80: 1508-20, 2004
2 Rubin, Jordan. The Case for Whole Food Nutritional Supplements
http://www.crohns.net/Miva/education/articles/CaseForSuppl_Rubin.shtml
3 MegaFood™, in 1982, was the first company in the natural products industry to
utilize these amazing wholefood nutrients. The manufacturer, Grow Company, uses
two unique processes: a Growth and an Activation Process to grow and transform
isolated USP nutrients into FoodState ™ nutrients.
4 Synopsis from: "Comparative bioavailability to humans of ascorbic acid alone or in
a citrus extract"; Joe A.Vinson and Pratima Bose, 1988 Am. J. Clin. Nutr.,48:601-604
5 Takahashi T, Schulze C, Lord B, et al. Ascorbic acid enhances differentiation of
embryonic stem cells into cardiac myocytes. Circulation, March 31, 2003. Electronic
publication in advance of print.
6 Lipoprotein (a), or Lp(a), consists of an LDL particle covalently attached to
apolipoprotein (a). In numerous studies elevated plasma levels of Lp(a) are positively
associated with increased risk of atherosclerosis, myocardial infarction and stroke.
There are some experts who believe Lp(a) may be the single most important lipid in
assessing one’s true risk of developing these conditions.
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Bowel Tolerance is a useful concept to understand when using concentrated
nutritional medicines and is directly applicable specifically with vitamin C and with
magnesium chloride. Both of these substances will provoke diarrhea when taken
orally in too high doses. Both will yield maximum benefit when doses are given right
below bowel tolerance level.

Magnesium Bicarbonate
Beating Back Late Stage
Infections with Sodium
Bicarbonate

Oral therapy with sodium bicarbonate does not follow the same principles as
vitamin C or magnesium, which can be taken forever without any downside. With
sodium bicarbonate we have to eventually worry about sodium levels and bicarbonate
is not recommended as a permanent solution to improper diet that leads to constant
acid conditions.

The pH Story - Acid Death Vs
Alkaline Life

With magnesium though, because we can take it transdermally by taking baths
with magnesium chloride and by spraying ones body directly with it, maximum
benefits are seen at doses achievable only through combined oral and transdermal
application. Transdermal application of magnesium does not effect or provoke
diarrhea in the intestines so levels can be taken up to high levels. Intravenous
magnesium injections, used commonly in emergency rooms, shows that we can spike
levels quite quickly with good therapeutic effect. That will affect one level of
physiology - it takes months of highly sustained magnesium administration to
penetrate into the deeper deficiencies inside the cells.

Other Oral Bicarbonate
Treatments

It is interesting to note that the amount of oral ascorbic acid tolerated by a patient
without producing diarrhea increases somewhat proportionately to the stress or
toxicity of the person’s disease. The amount of ascorbic acid which can be taken
orally without causing diarrhea when a person is ill if often much higher then the
amount a person would tolerate if well.
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Retinal photograph taken in 2002 (left) reveals artery disease (vessel narrowing,
drop out of some vessels). Retinal photo (right) taken in 2004 after daily vitamin C
supplementation confirms pericorneal arteries have widened and some reappear. The
pericorneal arterioles and capillaries can be divided into ten degrees of scurvy
allowing the accurate prediction to patients of how much or little vitamin C they have
been eating. The highest mark anybody has had is 94%. Vitamin C is extremely
important like magnesium, iodine, selenium and many other vital nutrients.
By far, the number one reason people suffer from stubborn bowels is magnesium
deficiency. Years ago, when our food was grown in mineral-rich soil, and our cattle
ate mineral-rich grass, we had plenty of magnesium in our diets. However, today
we're sadly missing this vital mineral for our bowels. So when we think of using
magnesium orally it is a good agent to move the bowels and we can even deliberately
provoke diarrhea knowing we are promoting movement and cleaning.
Bowel tolerance doses of ascorbic acid are thought to diminish the symptoms of
many diseases. Lesser doses have been reported by many physicians to have little
effect on acute symptoms but assist the body in handling the stress of disease and
may reduce the morbidity of the disease.
When considering the bowels we need to consider many things for what is
happening in our intestines is crucial to our health. For instance magnesium at bowel
tolerance can be a treatment for leaky gut syndrome. High vitamin C administration
as well as healing edible clays and other substances can be used to heal the intestines.
Cancer in the lower bowels can be treated directly in the opposite direction with
enemas. Maximum tolerance dose, for instance, of sodium bicarbonate in an enema is
one cup per quart for a large man and that is stretching it to the limit of tolerability.
Suggested dose would be more like a quarter cup unless one is dealing with a life or
death struggle with candida overgrowth and intestinal cancer, which are often one
and the same thing.
Leaky Gut Syndrome
Leaky gut syndrome allows the entry of viruses, bacteria,
fungi and other toxic substances to enter into the bloodstream.
Leaky gut syndrome is the result of intestinal inflammation which causes the
spaces between the cell walls to enlarge. It can be caused and aggravated by a
number of things such as:
Overuse of Antibiotics (Any use is potentially overuse)
Parasites
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Excessive use of sugar and refined carbohydrates
Birth control pills
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (e.g. aspirin, ibuprofen, advil etc.)
Prescription corticosteroids (e.g. prednisone)
Food preservatives and dyes
Alcohol
Caffeine
Contaminated foods
Mercury and other heavy metal poisoning
Vaccines
Autoimmune disease a (leaky gut) causes a weakened ability to resist infectious
organisms. Inflammation damages the protective coating surrounding the antibodies
present in a normal healthy intestinal track. This renders them inactive and unable to
ward off infectious organisms in the intestines where most infections enter the body.
Organisms are then able to "leak" into the bloodstream and travel to almost any part
of the body.
Leaky gut syndrome causes an inability
to properly digest and assimilate food.
Leaky gut syndrome causes most food allergies. The enlarged spaces in an
inflamed intestinal wall also allow the absorption of large molecular proteins from
food, which would ordinarily be broken down before entering the bloodstream. These
undigested proteins in the bloodstream are considered foreign substances and the
immune system produces antibodies to get rid of them. This is what causes the
allergic reaction or food allergy.
Leaky gut syndrome causes a long list of mineral deficiencies. The carrier
proteins responsible for transporting various minerals into the bloodstream are
damaged by the swelling and inflammation of leaky gut syndrome. For example,
magnesium deficiencies are a very common deficiency in conditions such as
fibromyalgia, despite a supplemental magnesium intake. It doesn't matter how
much magnesium you take when the carrier protein is damaged, magnesium will
not get into the body where it is needed when administration is only through
oral means. This is another reason that magnesium needs to be approached
transdermally for it is in fact the favored way of administering magnesium chloride.
The body can also be deprived of zinc, copper, calcium, silicon and a wide variety of
micro-nutrients. Leaky gut syndrome can also block the absorption of vitamins and
essential amino acids, severely hindering nutrient uptake.
Leaky gut syndrome is far more widespread than most people realize. It is a very
common health disorder which is not often recognized by physicians. It is a condition
in which the intestinal lining is more permeable than normal due to abnormally large
spaces or "holes" between the cells of an inflamed intestinal lining.
Conclusion
The physician should not try to regulate exactly the amount and timing of doses
because the optimally effective dose will often change from dose to dose and from
patient to patient. Patients are instructed on the general principles of determining
doses and given estimates of the reasonable starting amounts and timing of these
doses on a minimal level and then how high doses can be built up to with safety.
Common instructions for vitamin C are to use an intake of vitamin C just below
the amount that causes a loose, watery bowel movement. For example, at first
increase your intake of vitamin C to sufficiently large amounts until it has a laxative
effect. Then drop down your intake of vitamin C to 80% bowel tolerance – the
amount of vitamin C that is just below the dose that will produce watery bowel

movements.
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